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by
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Ph.D. in Art History
Abstract
This dissertation examines how the photograph can exceed the long-rooted debate around
medium specific notions of photographic truth, since all realisms are historical and
constantly changing. Applying theories of socially constructed space and porous time to
analysis of these case studies presents alternative photographic histories that show past
and present together. Boris Mikhailov, as a dissident artist and post-Soviet
documentarian of new Russian capitalism, presents histories of visual culture that
compete and overlap during the Soviet era and afterward. Mikhailov refers to the
multiplicity of voices found in his photographic practice as a state of “coexistence.”
Looking at photographs of Chicago public housing projects in the media and
documenting their destruction using a theoretical understanding of urban space as
produced by social relations presents a different history than the official one put forth by
the city, one that is more community focused. Stacy Krantiz’s disturbing documentary
history depicts her infiltrating a reenactment group centered on celebrating the SS.
Krantiz, as an outsider and a Jew, relives a historical danger of existing among American
white supremacists who claim to be working in the name of “pure history.” Finally, in
exchanges between the Lakota people and representatives of the government at the
massacre of Wounded Knee, the AIM’s occupation of the site in 1973, and the Big Foot
Memorial ride, both the Lakota and the US government battled to inscribe their own
versions of history. The photographs discussed in the four case studies dispel binary
relationships such as true and false, authentic and inauthentic, as conditions of the
document. Instead they use the concept of narrativity and its subjective qualities, the
fluctuations of memory and methods of remembrance, and ever-changing framing of the
past by historical context to question the documentary as referencing one static moment
in time, one version of history, one set of evidentiary conclusions. In their presentation
of narrativity, these photographic series go beyond notions of a singular narrator, whether
that narrator is the artist, an invented external voice, the subjective viewer, or the
dominant voice of history, revealing a tendency toward a heteroglot and cross-temporal
exchange between soldiers of the past and reenactors of the present, economic and
political systems, the state, its colonial subjects and its citizens.
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Introduction
To quote the American writer James Baldwin, “For history, as nearly no one
seems to know, is not merely something to be read. And it does not refer nearly, or even
principally, to the past. On the contrary, the great force of history comes from the fact
that we carry it with us, are unconsciously controlled by it in many ways, and history is
literally present in all that we do.”1 The notion that “history is literally present” collapses
linear temporality. History is not defined by its past-ness, by its distance from the present
moment. When we take and view photographs, history is present. When we build or
destroy structures, preserve some spaces and ignore the decay of others, history is
present. This study will focus on the presence of history in those two categories of
actions, how we create, interpret and live with photographs, and how we build,
experience, and appropriate spaces.
Rather than view space as something that contains subjects and objects, the
cultural theorist Henri Lefebvre stresses that space is indivisible from the social relations
of production. He describes this idea as an “approach, which would analyze not things in
space but space itself, with a view to uncovering the social relationships embedded in
it.”2 Michel Foucault explains the interconnectedness of space and social relations when
he claims that, “we are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition,
the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed…our experience of the
world is less that of a long life developing through time than that of a network that

James Baldwin, “The White Man’s Guilt,” Ebony, August 1965 (expanded and reprinted as
“Unnameable Objects, Unspeakable Crimes” in The White Problem in American (Chicago: Johnson,
2 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1991), 90.
1
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connects points and intersects with its own skin.”3 Foucault’s metaphor of the network
emphasizes what Lefebvre refers to as the embedded nature of social relations in space.
Both theorists argue for the importance of seeing connections between lived experience
of social relations and the spaces they produce.
Both Lefebvre and Foucault reiterate the importance of moving away from the
conception of space as passive, empty or autonomous. Foucault’s statement that, "we do
not live in a kind of void, inside of which we could place individuals and things…we live
inside a set of relations..." stresses the melding of space with its contents, discouraging a
view of space as an autonomous entity.4 Both theorists incorporated Heidegger’s
phenomenology into their reconsideration of Marxism through a more subject-centered
lens. This conception of space is echoed by Lefebvre’s claim that “a space is not a thing
but rather a set of relations between things (objects and products).”5 According to
Lefebvre and Foucault, it is necessary to understand how space is produced by and
inseparable from social relations in order to counteract the ideological formation of space
as an abstract void or container.
In her article “Inside/Outside,” Abigail Solomon-Godeau summarizes a relevant
contradiction in photography theory in spatial terms. This contradiction stems from a
binary that scholarship consistently presents in conceptualizing the relationship of the
photographer to the subject, which, she argues, is usually characterized as either an
‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ position. She explains, “The insider position—in this particular
context, the ‘good’ position—is thus understood to imply a position of engagement,
participation, and privileged knowledge, whereas the second position, the outsider’s
Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias," Architecture, Mouvement, Continuité 5 (1984): 46.
Foucault, "Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias,” 48.
5 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 83.
3
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position, is taken to produce an alienated and voyeuristic relationship that heightens the
distance between subject and object.”6 She argues that not only is this a limiting notion
by which to understand all photographic relationships, it also presents a contradiction, in
that we associate the truth with the inside position of subjectivity as authenticity, yet also
assume the outside position to obtain objectivity.7
Solomon-Godeau’s critique involves abandoning any search for truth whether it
be from an objective or subjective point of view in photography. It participates in a much
larger, century-and-a-half long dialog about the notion of photographic realism as a
defining quality of the medium’s specificity.8 Scholars such as Fred Ritchin continue to
generalize the practices of documentary photography and photojournalism as “windows
that were able to nearly demand that one look through them, both as a prerequisite of
citizenship and as a moral obligation.”9 Ritchin articulates precisely the problematic
notion of documentary realism as a medium specific element of photography when he

Abigail Solomon-Godeau “Inside/Outside,” Public Information: Desire, Disaster, Document (San
Francisco: SFMOMA, 1994), 49. Published in conjunction with the exhibition “Public Information:
Desire, Disaster, Document” shown at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
7 Max Kozloff explains the outsider position when he writes, “Social documentary photographers are
centered by their consistent professional impulses. But in the ‘field’ they are psychologically
unanchored; they take empathetic measures to compensate for the fact that they do not share the
mindset of those they depict or, defensively, they highlight their own alienation.” See Kozloff,
“Service in a Minefield: American Social Documentary Photography, 1966-1994,” in The Social Scene,
ed. Stephanie Emerson (Los Angeles: Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2000), 11.
8 In Andre Bazin’s “The Ontology of the Photographic Image,” the author argues for realism and
objectivity as the essential quality of the photographic medium. Bazin writes, “Photography and the
cinema…are discoveries that satisfy, once and for all and in its very essence, our obsession with
realism.” Bazin argues for an essentialized human subject with a desire for realism, a desire which
photography is seen to fulfill. He also denies any role to the photographer at all, giving agency to the
medium of photography itself and establishing that there is an exterior reality to be captured
mechanically. Bazin expresses his belief in the indexicality of the photographic image as the source of
its realism when he states, “it shares, by virtue of the very process of its becoming, the being of the
model of which it is the reproduction; it is the model.” When he describes a process of becoming,
Bazin refers to the physical trace, or inscription of light onto the photographic surface. The
existential relationship between reproduction and model he finds most important. See Andre Bazin,
“The Ontology of the Photographic Image,” trans. Hugh Gray, Film Quarterly 13 (Summer 1960): 4-9.
9 Fred Ritchin, Bending the Frame: Photojournalism, Documentary, and the Citizen (New York:
Aperture Foundation, Inc., 2013), 8.
6
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describes the photograph as simply “able to evoke a response that approximated that of
actual seeing.”10 His tying together of the notion of photography’s transparency and the
moral work of the documentarian is grounded in a specifically American tradition of
documentary photography that relies on notions of “the photographer’s sanctioned role as
a societal scribe.”11
In contrast, in The Burden of Representation, one of John Tagg’s main arguments
is that the most important element in studying the history of photography is accounting
for diverse historical contexts and implementations of institutional power; therefore, there
is no unifying thread in the medium itself. Tagg writes,
What alone unites the diversity of sites in which photography operates is
the social formation itself: the specific historical spaces for representation
and practice, which it constitutes. Photography as such has no identity.
Its status as a technology varies with the power relations, which invest it.
Its nature as a practice depends on the institutions and agents, which
define it and set it to work. Its function as a mode of culture production is
tied to definite conditions of existence, and its products are meaningful
and legible only within the particular currencies they have. Its history has
no unity. It is a flickering across a field of institutional spaces. It is this
field we must study, not photography as such.12
Tagg describes here what he refers to throughout his scholarship as histories of
photographies. His pluralization of the words implies that a coherent and complete
history of photography could never be established, since photography exists in forms as
diverse as the institutions that implement it as a tool. In other words, photographic
genres need to be considered separately from one another, and cannot be unified in any
one historical survey since their implementations are so diverse.13

Ritchin, Bending the Frame, 8.
Ritchin, Bending the Frame, 8.
12 Tagg, The Burden of Representation (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 63.
13 See Geoffrey Batchen, “Photography, Power, and Representation,” Afterimage 16 (November
1988): 8 and Tagg, The Burden of Representation, 99.
10
11
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According to Geoffery Batchen, in giving agency only to the social institutions
that implement photography, Tagg refuses photography any agency of its own. It follows
from Tagg’s argument that photography is passive, “nothing more than ‘a convenient
tool’ always an instrument for the exercise of power by others.”14 Batchen critiques Tagg
for implying a new notion of photographic transparency. If Tagg argues that
photography is only a tool for power, he is arguing for a kind of inherent transparency of
the medium, which is the very same notion that Tagg problematizes as ideological when
he discusses how realism functions, in that “…the signifier seems to become transparent
so that the concept appears to present itself, and the arbitrary sign is naturalized by a
spurious identity between reference and referents.” Batchen claims that Tagg can be as
essentializing as his formalist counterparts. His counter-argument to Tagg’s
methodology is that in giving complete agency to the institutions in power, photography
has once again become a passive observer.
While both of these photography scholars offer different views on the relevance
of critical theory to photography, this study will make use specifically of one important
concept introduced by this dialog, namely, the notion that realism is historical.
Understanding realism as historical complicates the inside/outside binary, in that the
search for truth on the side of either the author or the subject is no longer valid, since all
truths are understood to be contextual and constantly changing. These case studies
investigate how photographs are heteroglot, or linked to multiple coexisting voices,
truths, and modes. Introducing Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of heteroglossia to the study of
photography sheds light on the limitations of many of the assumptions about the medium,

14Geoffrey

Batchen, “Photography, Power, and Representation” Afterimage 16 (November 1988), 8.
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namely its ability to communicate a presumed singular truth, history, or viewpoint that
rests either with the subject or the author.
Rebecca Schneider’s analysis of reenactment in Performing Remains will be
central to understanding the connection between temporality and historical notions of
photographic truths in the following case studies. Her work uses performance and
theatrical theory as a framework for questioning a binary in scholarship she identifies
between the notions of the “live” and the “still” in performance and photography. She
relates the recent surge in reenactment in art, especially as a way to exhibit past works of
performance art, to war reenactment as a polemic method of remembrance.
Reenactment, she writes, “(whether in replayed art or in replayed war) is an intense,
embodied inquiry into temporal repetition, temporal recurrence.”15 She argues that the
“liveness” of performance in art is typically defined as that which necessarily disappears
with the moment. In contrast, she cites an “archive logic” that privileges the document as
history.16 She writes, “In the archive, flesh is given to be that which slips away… Flesh
is blind spot. Dissimulating and disappearing. Of course, this is a cultural equation,
arguably foreign to those who claim orature, story-telling, visitation, improvisation, or
embodied ritual practice as history."17 In other words, to preserve performance art, art
historians and curators rely primarily on documents belonging to the logic of the archive,
like photography.
Schneider argues that privileging historical documents, such as photographs,
letters, first-person written accounts of events, represents a specific notion of truth that is

Rebecca Schneider, Performing Remains: Art and War in Times of Theatrical Reenactment (New
York: Routledge, 2011), 2.
16 Schneider, Performing Remains, 99.
17 Schneider, Performing Remains, 99.
15
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historical and contingent. “This is perhaps because the words ‘document’ and ‘evidence’
and ‘record’ are, by the repetitively assumed force of convention in cultures privileging
literature over orature…habitually understood in distinction to the bodily, the messily, the
‘disappearing’ live.”18 Specifically, locating history in the form of the material document
or record, whether it is the archive or a photograph, favors Enlightenment epistemology
over practices that center historical knowledge in the body. Treating photographs or
primary source documents as a sort of “witness” account posits a purity of visual
observation in recorded form.
Schneider describes a different notion of temporality than those discussed so far,
as it relates to history, remembrance and the photograph. She discusses the temporality
of the still photograph as belonging to the category of history as document, while the
liveness of performance encourages what she refers to as “syncopated time,” which she
defines as, “where then and now punctuate each other… reenactors in art and war
romance and/or battle an “other” time and try to bring that time – that prior moment – to
the very fingertips of the present.”19 She uses the example of Civil War reenactment to
describe how many participants understand their productions, “to achieve a radically
rigorous mimesis many of them feel can trip the transitivity of time… If they repeat an
event just so, getting the details as close as possible to fidelity, they will have touched
time and time will have recurred.”20 In these cases, the photograph can perform an
interpellation of the viewer, which produces a kind of porous or “sticky time” in contrast

Schneider, Performing Remains, 39.
Schneider, Performing Remains, 2.
20 Schneider, Performing Remains, 6.
18
19
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to linear time. She writes, “to be sticky with the past and the future is not to be
autonomous, but to be engaged in a freighted, cross-temporal mobility.”21
With these terms she wishes to focus on how reenactment in general does not
presuppose a modern conception of the double, of re-presentation as necessarily inferior
to its supposed original. Instead, she turns to a specifically theatrical notion of the
doubling. She explains that in theater, each performance is presumed to be a separate
work of art, a different interpretation, a re-performance of what is considered to be the
original work of art (the play, the script, the opera, etc.) Yet, each performance is itself
as much the authentic work of art as the ones to come before or after it. As a convincing
example that links this cross-temporality to performance, she uses performances of
trauma. She explains that with trauma, it is possible to experience the past, sometimes
for the first time, in what we would call the future that follows the event. She cites how
psychoanalytic theory posits that “events can lie both before and behind us” when a
trauma is repressed, only to be visited and experienced later. “The traumatized soldier,
for instance, unwittingly prepares for and re-lives a battle in the future that, due to the
shock of the event in the past, he or she could neither adequately experience nor account
for at the time. Whether reencountered via “acting out” or “working through,” the past is
given to lie ahead as well as behind – the stuff and substance limning a twisted and
crosshatched footpath marked re-turn.”22 Trauma becomes an event that recurs, yet
remains just as authentic as its first occurrence in linear time. This on-going performance
of the past, the presentness of history, is what creates the network of cross-temporal
exchange, specifically in the repeated experiences of viewing a photograph. It is also an

21
22

Schneider, Performing Remains, 36-37.
Schneider, Performing Remains, 22.
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understanding of photographic temporality that emphasizes the changing historical
conditions of viewership as essential to the formation of meaning.
Such a theory of temporality again questions any notion of truth ascribed to the
photograph, since, “To trouble linear temporality – to suggest that time may be touched,
crossed, visited or revisited, that time is transitive and flexible, that time may recur in
time, that time is not one – never only one – is to court the ancient (and tired) Western
anxiety over ideality and originality.” 23 Following Heidegger’s Being and Time, moving
away from a linear sense of time no longer emphasizes a teleological notion of artistic
progress or meaning, which promotes a time-based value system accepted by Descartes,
Newton, Kant, Hegel, and Marx alike. In other words, sacrificing the linear form of art
historical narratives deemphasizes the concept of originality, in abandoning narratives
about who came first, or who inspired others. It also questions the notion of authenticity
of the “frozen moment” of the photograph, allowing each interpretation as event to be as
authentic as the event captured in the photograph.24 As Baldwin articulates, linear
temporality also implies that the past and the present are definitively separate.
To consider time in this fashion—as “sticky” or “transitive”—certainly allows for
a new mode of inquiry into some of the most foundational theories of the photograph as
document. However, it is important to note that such a consideration of an ongoing
network of interpretation across time is not without antecedents in theories of art history.
Schneider’s argument that “Past, present and future occur and recur out of sequence in a
complex crosshatch not only of reference but of affective assemblage and investment”
necessarily includes corresponding theories of the space of remembrance, history, and
Schneider, Performing Remains, 30.
See Schneider’s discussion of Foucault’s concept of interpretation as event, Schneider, Performing
Remains, 18.
23
24
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social relations that frame the viewer’s engagement with this crosshatch.25 The passage
from Foucault mentioned earlier also posits a similar corresponding description of space
in what he refers to as “heterotopias” when he writes, “We are in the epoch of
simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the
side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment, I believe, when our experience of the
world is less that of a long life developing through time than that of a network that
connects points and intersects with its own skin.”26 His language of the “near and far”
and the “side-by-side” reflect similar notions to Schneider’s use of Gertrude Stein’s term
“syncopated time.” In addition, moving away from the metaphor of experience as “a
long life in time” towards “a network that connects and intersects with its own skin”
reflects a similar desire to Schneider’s of moving from a linear conception of time to a
porous one.
In a related argument to Foucault’s, Victor Burgin, in his essay “The City in
Pieces,” begins by discussing Walter Benjamin’s idea of porous space. According to
Burgin, Walter Benjamin sees the “porosity” of Naples’ urban environment as precapitalist, with the space not yet divided into public and private.27 He explains that, “the
metaphor of porosity competes with a dialectic of interior and exterior.”28 Citing
specifically the work of Beatriz Colomina, which centers around historical polarities of
private vs. public space, Burgin argues against what he sees as her promoting of the
binary of the interior and exterior, himself positing that the two can never be separate.

Schneider, Performing Remains, 35.
Foucault, "Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias," 46.
27 Victor Burgin, “The City in Pieces,” In/different Spaces: Place and Memory in Visual Culture
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 145.
28 Burgin, “The City in Pieces,” 145.
25
26
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Burgin additionally cites Lefebvre’s argument that modernism did not replace the
previous Albertian/Cartesian system of representation which still persists, but coexists
with the new. “It is not that one spatial formation was replaced by another. It is rather as
if a superior ‘layer’ of spatial representations itself became permeable, ‘porous,’ and
allowed an inferior layer to show through.”29 These theories of space relate to the
photograph specifically, since the metaphor of the photograph as window (as in Ritchin’s
statement about the window above) with a clear distinction between interior (within the
frame) and exterior (outside the frame) has been continually referenced since one of the
medium’s early inventors, William Henry Fox Talbot, exclaimed that "The object to
begin with is a window."30 The metaphor becomes even more spatial when considering
the debate about the supposed transparency of the medium. The window separates
interior and exterior spaces of the photograph with a transparent barrier, or pane. This
parallel reinforces the congruence between notions of porous space and porous time.
Rather than a similar binary between interior and exterior of the photograph, the interior
belonging to the space and time in which the photograph was taken and the exterior
belonging to the space and time of the viewer, as Schneider articulates, “times touch,” or
as Foucault does, space “intersects with its own skin.” For Baldwin, when the
photograph or the ruins of a historic site are considered a part of history, they are also a
representation of the present. If for Benjamin and for Burgin “porous space” disrupts the

Burgin, “The City in Pieces,” 147.
An exhibition at the Getty from 2013-2014, “At the Window: The Photographer’s View” explains as
the premise “One of the first camera subjects, the window is literally and figuratively linked to the
photographic process itself. Even after the technical advances, the window has persisted as a
compelling motif—both formal and metaphorical—for photographers.” “At the Window: The
Photographer’s View,” The J. Paul Getty Museum, Accessed 11/02/15,
http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/window/.
29
30
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binary of inside and out, for Schneider’s theory of photography, the past and present are
reformulated as a network-like, non-linear temporality.
In addition, considering how memory is argued to persist, on going and ever
changing, in both photography and architecture reveals another connection. Thierry de
Duve makes a distinction between the snapshot and the portrait based on their different
temporalities. The snapshot as an example of what he calls “the event,” which freezes a
moment and therefore creates a sense of loss for the viewer, since he/she will always
arrive too early and too late to witness the event as a series of moments instead of just
one. On the other hand, the portrait, as picture, has a sustained temporality of the
memorial, epitomized in the funeral portrait, which references a signified that extends
beyond the moment the photograph was taken. He writes, “This particular surface
temporality of photography is congenial with the ebb and flow of memory. For a portrait
(as typified by the funerary image) does not limit its reference to the particular time when
the photography was taken, but allows the imaginary reconstruction of any moment of the
life of the portrayed person.”31 Portraits might refer, rather than to the particular moment
the photograph was taken, to imagined reconstructions that extend the subject’s
temporary identification as soldier or the subject’s classification by the state as criminal
type.32 De Duve uses the term “photograph as monument” to relate these kinds of
portraits to the architectural monument in their formulation of memory. In his discussion
of one of these monuments, namely, the Eiffel Tower, Roland Barthes argues that the city
and its inhabitants may change but the monument stays the same by remaining empty.
Thierry de Duve, “Time Exposure and Snapshot: The Photograph as Paradox,” October 5 (Summer
1978): 58.
32 Of course, the word portrait implies level of respect for the sitter as he or she is framed by
bourgeois values of personhood, which is not the case for photographs used for institutional control,
which generalize and typologize the subject.
31
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“With it we all comprise a shifting figure of which it is the steady center."33 The tower
can so frequently change it’s meaning that it becomes a pure signifier. The meaning is
constantly shifting. Monuments have no consistent symbolic meaning but depend on their
audience, similarly to how the meanings of portraits change “with the ebb and flow of
memory,” as described by de Duve.34
De Duve states a disconnect from a particular moment in a person’s history in his
consideration of the portrait as monument, when he writes, “While the portrait as
Denkmal, monument, points to a state in a life that is gone forever, it also offers itself as
the possibility of stating that life again and again in memory.”35 This metaphorical
definition, when considered alongside architectural theories of the monument as
permanent in its structure yet shifting always in meaning depending on the viewers posits
a similar notion to “porous time” in its formulation of the temporal framing of memory as
an ongoing process that changes with every viewer interaction.
As it becomes more clear with comparisons to theorists using structuralist and
post-structuralist methods such as Foucault, Burgin, Barthes, and de Duve, underlying
Schneider’s redefinition of temporality is what she refers to, only briefly, as “reception
theory,” which she believes “fetishizes the ‘death of the author.’”36 In other words, her
porous time relies heavily on theories that place great importance on the historical
context of viewership and reception of the photograph, particularly in regard to the way
meaning is created in post-modern terms. She seems to want to make a distinction
between her notion of inter-temporality and what she generalizes as all of “reception

Roland Barthes, The Eiffel Tower and Other Mythologies (New York: Hill and Wang, 1979), 3.
Barthes, The Eiffel Tower, 5.
35 De Duve, “Time Exposure and the Snapshot,” 116.
36 Schneider, Performing Remains, 162.
33
34
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theory’s” viewer/reader-focused methodology. I would argue that her lumping of these
methods together under an exaggerated notion of the fetishization of the viewer position
is a generalization. Moreover, it actually fails to acknowledge where her approach
overlaps with methods that include a semiotic and/or structural focus on the acts of
viewing and reading as inherently interpretive exercises. With this brief comment, she
dismisses a large body of semiotic, structuralist and post-structuralist photography theory
in order to set her theories apart. In addition, she glosses over the inclusion of the viewer
in the artwork—such as in phenomenological artworks by Robert Rauschenberg, the
minimalist work of Donald Judd, and many more—which has been a tenet of
contemporary art practice since the mid-twentieth century. In opposition to what she sees
as reception theory’s abandonment of authorship and focus solely on the life of the
viewer, she explains her notion of temporality as “duration in an ongoing scene of intertemporal enactment.”37 I would argue, however, that in focusing on one critical thread
that went on to influence the two prominent theorists to make the notion of “the death of
the author” famous, namely Foucault and Barthes, far more similarities between
Schneider’s work and those from which she wishes to distance herself come to light.
This foundational term is Bakhtin’s heteroglossia, which is articulated in the passage
cited below.
At any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified not only into
linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word (according to formal
linguistic markers, especially phonetic), but also—and for us this is the
essential point—into languages that are socio-ideological: languages of
social groups, ‘professional’ and ‘generic’ languages, languages of
generations and so forth. From this point of view, literary language itself
is only one of these heteroglot languages—and in its turn is also stratified
into languages (generic, period-bound, and others). And this stratification
and heteroglossia, once realized, is not only a static invariant of linguistic
37
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life, but also what insures its dynamics: stratification and heteroglossia
widen and deepen as long as language is alive and developing.38
It is important to note that art historians, especially those practicing semiotic
methodologies, have long applied heteroglossia to both photography and art in general. In
addition, applying critical theory from the field of literary studies does not presuppose the
problematic notion of photography as a universal language. In this study, I will apply the
idea of multiple, coexisting “languages that are socio-ideological (languages of social
groups, of generations, of the body politic)” alongside Schneider’s notion of intertemporality in the photograph. Just as Bakhtin states above, “literary language itself is
only one of these heterglot languages—and in its turn is also stratified into languages
(generic, period-bound, and others).” So too is the marking on the photosensitive paper,
whether mimetic or abstract, only one factor. In its coupling with “reception theory,”
viewing photographs as heteroglot promotes an inclusive viewing that does not fetishize
the author within a modern master narrative of the artistic genius, nor does it place all
responsibility of creating meaning on the viewer, in effect making the medium itself
transparent or ineffectual (referring to the dialog between Batchen and Tagg discussed
earlier).In considering the act of creating meaning for the image as inter-temporal, many
authors, many viewers, and many historical interpretations, or interpretive reenactments
come into play.
In addition, considering Bakhtin’s passage alongside one of Schneider’s stated
goals, namely the desire to promote forms of history that rely on the body as the vehicle
for the formation and preservation of historical narrative, reveals another congruence. At
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the end of the passage Bakhtin writes, “And this stratification and heteroglossia, once
realized, is not only a static invariant of linguistic life, but also what insures its dynamics:
stratification and heteroglossia widen and deepen as long as language is alive and
developing.” His categorizing of a heteroglot interpretation of languages as what insures
the dynamism of language and his position that language is “alive and developing”
reinforces Schneider’s own belief in the necessity of upsetting the view that the document
or written word is the material essence of history. Like Bakhtin’s heteroglot languages,
the cross-temporal network of porous time develops and remains suspended in the
continuous duration of the live. Craig Wilkins further elaborates on this notion when he
explains,
For Lefebvre, both space and identity not only become specific to a
time, place, and social formation, (the making), but also become
historical—they have a memory, a past (the making before).
Lefebvre’s space is the space of the Revolutionary, not because it
comes out of a Marxist tradition nor because Lefebvre identifies over
three dozen types of spaces, but because at its most basic level, it is
about the ability and power of the subject to recognize, create, sustain,
traverse, appropriate, and control space for one’s own purpose.39
So far, my stated methodology has centered around questions about binary terms, such as
the temporality of the frozen moment vs. the ongoing process of memory and the
photographic still vs. live or durational acts of memory and history. These descriptive
polarities relate to another binary introduced by George Baker in his essay
“Photography’s Expanded Field.” Baker explores what he considers to be “a group of
expanded fields” of the medium of photography in postmodernism, using his mentor’s
structural implementation of the Klein group in the field of postmodern sculpture as a
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guide. His two starting terms, which he argues to be a “counterintuitive” binary, are
stasis and narrativity. He defines the terms in the following passage,
The frozen fullness of the photographic image, its devotion to petrifaction
or stasis, has seemed for so many to characterize the medium as a whole.
And yet, by the moment of the early twentieth century, it had become
impossible not to consider all the ways in which the social usage of
photography—its submission to linguistic captioning, its archival
compilations, its referential grip on real conditions of history and everyday
life, its aesthetic organization into sequence and series—thrust the
photographic into motion, engaging it with the communicative functions
of narrative diegesis, the unfolding of an unavoidable discursivity.40
Stasis is therefore defined as “the frozen fullness of the photographic image,” which
Baker points out has long been seen as a medium-specific aspect of photography. On the
other hand, “all the ways in which the social usage of photography…thrust the
photographic into motion” has tied photography to narrativity in the form of diegesis and
discursivity. In other words, he argues that photography has always held together these
two contradictory terms of stasis in the ontology of the image and movement in an
unfolding story or narrative, stretching beyond the frame in examples like captions,
archival sequence, and series (such as photo-books).
Baker even goes on to relate these binary terms to temporality and space, when he
states that the opposition was “holding at odds such effects of movement and petrifaction,
as well as perhaps the temporal and spatial dimensions themselves, in one contradictory
field.”41 Stasis, as a condition of movement (or rather non-movement), is described in
spatial and temporal terms as “frozen,” while narrativity embodies a spatial and temporal
liveness that is defined as durational by Schneider. However, rather than similarly using
these terms to define a “contradictory field” which must be sorted out using the Klein
40
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group and its maps of negative conditions, I will argue that the photographs considered in
the following chapters show these conflicting terms in coexistence.
The premise of my study relies on a notion of the fundamental interdependence
and interrelationship of time and space. They are not separate phenomena, but are
phenomena of each other. Albert Einstein’s theory of special relativity revealed the
important difference between the Cartesian system of representation of measurements of
space and how objects interact in the real world. While the three-dimensional grid
connecting points with a straight line works as a theory of representation, it does not take
the constant motion of objects in the world into account. In other words, Einstein’s
theory of special relativity is in conflict with the Cartesian dialectic of static space and
linear time and contradicts positivism and other Enlightenment epistemologies based on
notions of absolute knowledge. Hermann Minkowski took this theory farther by
introducing a fourth dimension of time, inventing the notion of spacetime. Wilkins
addresses this interconnectedness of space and time when he writes, “What begins here is
the active creation of space and a challenging of place that is fixed in time, for all time,
empty or undisturbed. This challenge of space and place is fueled by the realization of
both as not pre-existing—like a condition—but as created—like a collage—by the
interaction of people.”42 Most importantly, like Baldwin, Wilkins argues that it is crucial
to challenge an idea of place that is “fixed in time.” The term “coexistence” is one I
borrow from Boris Mikhailov, and one I see to correspond with the previously explained
application of heteroglossia to photographic temporality. Rather than mapping an
extended field in which I can include these contemporary artists, like Baker does, I
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propose to use these conflicting yet coexisting terms to explore the ways in which these
case study photographs exceed the boundaries of traditional narrativities, and histories.
In Mikhailov’s work, how does durational memory of Soviet-imposed
totalitarianism and communism, embodied in static political icons, coexist within the
present conflicting system of capitalism in post-soviet Russia? When considering
photographic portraits of twenty-first century US citizens dressed in full SS uniform
reenacting their World War II ancestors’ German enemy, how do images framing their
contemporary white supremacist ideology relate to the propaganda they emulate? How
does the land morph from battlefield to graveyard to memorial site as social relations of
colonialism both change and remain over 100 years at Wounded Knee, South Dakota?
Examining these works reveals how embedded contradictions provide rich political,
historical and memorial layers of meaning in a sticky network, or the porous space of the
photograph. The photographs are heteroglot in their construction as well as heterotopic
in their reception, if one, in connecting Schneider’s temporality to Foucault’s theory of
space, understands the space of the photograph to be “a sort of perpetual and indefinite
accumulation of time in an immobile place.” The static place of the photograph is
inhabited by “perpetual” live acts of creating meaning across the network of viewers in
time.
Therefore, identifying the coexistence of contradictions in documentary
photographs as heteroglot and heterotopic definitions of the space and time of a
photograph exceeds the long-rooted debate about photographic truth discussed so clearly
and insightfully by Solomon-Godeau in her inside/outside binary. The photographs
discussed in the following chapters do not provide evidence of binary relationships such
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as true and false, authentic and inauthentic, as conditions of the document. Instead they
use the concept of narrativity and its subjective qualities, the fluctuations of memory and
methods of remembrance, and ever-changing framing of the past by historical context to
question the documentary as referencing one static moment in time, one version of
history, one set of evidentiary conclusions. In their presentation of narrativity, these
series go beyond notions of a singular narrator, whether that narrator is the artist, an
invented external voice, the subjective viewer, or the dominant voice of history. They go
beyond the dialogic as well, presenting instead a tendency toward a heteroglot and crosstemporal exchange between soldiers of the past and reenactors of the present, economic
and political systems, the state, its colonial subject and its citizens. Even as static images,
these projects present a photographic temporality similar to Schneider’s notions of
“sticky time,” and the “live” nature of the photograph in the way it relates to the indexical
condition of the body captured in time and to the ever-reoccurring bodily experience of
the photograph’s continuing reception.
The following chapters are organized into two parts, Space and Time. At first this
might seem like a contradiction, to separate these two terms after distinctly arguing that
the premise of this study is to unite them. However, the titles of the two sections do not
designate separate subjects, but rather two examples of instances where a larger theme
can be more rigorously explored with this particular theoretical framework of space and
time. The first focuses on two examples that qualify as chapters about space, or the urban
environment, and how it structures ideologies of criminality and poverty. Yet in both
cases, introducing readings based on non-linear conceptions of time reveals much more
about how space is constructed by social relations in both the public and private sphere.
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The next two examples in the section dedicated to time focuses on reenactment as
an epistemological strategy, act of remembrance, and national pastime. While
reenactment is explored in relation to porous or “sticky time,” non-linear conceptions of
time and how ideologies are represented and reinterpreted across time, it is also
fundamentally tied to notions of place. Insofar as social relations over time construct
spaces, the two are inseparable in any discussion of reenactment.
By applying theories of socially constructed space and porous time these case
studies present alternative photographic histories that show past and present together. In
the case of Mikhailov, his work presents histories of visual culture that compete and
overlap during the Soviet era and afterward, as a dissident artist and post-Soviet
documentarian of new Russian capitalism. Mikhailov refers to the multiplicity of voices
found in his photographic practice as a state of “coexistence.” From his Soviet era
photography that relied on double exposure techniques to his post-Soviet era exploration
of poverty in the Ukraine, Mikhailov’s photographs speak to the coexistence of the
conflicting languages of capitalism and communism, the state and the individual. These
themes are presented with the overlap of socially constructed spaces, those formed in the
Soviet era and those new marks of Capitalist space in the post-Soviet landscape of the
Ukraine.
Looking at photographs of Chicago public housing projects in the media and
documenting their destruction using a theoretical understanding of urban space as
produced by social relations presents a different history than the official one put forth by
the city, one that is more community focused. Analyzing the history of segregation in
Chicago shows conclusively how history was and is always present, as city officials,
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banks, landlords, and others with power made decisions regarding the restriction of
African-American mobility and access. The photographs examined in this section refer
to the city’s cycles of clearing, rebuilding, and decay, addressing how a history of
redlining, blockbusting, terrorism, and the restriction of movement is still present in
contemporary Chicago.
Stacy Krantiz’ disturbing documentary history reveals how contemporary citizens
attempt to rewrite historical narratives through the use of their own bodies in real time,
validating it with their own experience. Infiltrating a reenactment group centered on
celebrating the SS, Krantiz, as an outsider and a Jew, relives a historical danger of
existing among American white supremacists who claim to be working in the name of
“pure history.” While history is present in these recreations and the critical photographs
Krantiz creates, it is not the history of German Nazism but rather of American white
supremacy, xenophobia, and the legacy of the American Civil War that emerges.
And finally, in exchanges between the Lakota people and representatives of the
government (including multiple levels of law enforcement) at the massacre of Wounded
Knee, the AIM’s occupation of the site in 1973, and the Big Foot Memorial ride, both the
Lakota and the US government battled to inscribe their own versions of history. In many
cases, the battles are fought through violence. It is equally important that battles for the
dominant form of history are fought with ideological vocabulary. For the Lakota, the
notion of history’s constant presence is not a new concept. The continuation of settlercolonialist social relations still defines their daily battles to keep hold of their own land.
Photographs from 1891 to 2017 reveal how literally colonial history remains present on
Lakota land.
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All of the work discussed cuts across linear time in its cohesion with the past, and
sometimes the future in a cyclical manner (for example, the cycle of clearing and
building and clearing slums). It defies historical definitions of space, emphasizing the
importance of overlap, undoing notions of emptiness, questioning how ideologies exist,
or do not, in space. It presents alternative histories specifically by presenting alternative
notions of both time and space, the two constant themes that have been debated across the
nearly two centuries that photography has existed.
After completing this project I have a greater understanding of what is at stake
when the discipline of art history is reduced to a close study of the object and social
histories are discarded. As the theorists discussed in this opening section have
elucidated over the course of centuries, by introducing another element, namely, history,
the object is not pushed to the side. Plenty of individuals in the museum and the academy
complain of the object being “lost.” But these things are not mutually exclusive. This
notion of the object being lost in social history is actually an example of how Wilkins
describes the privilege of the discipline when he says “disciplines are formed around
political and economic interests of the ruling class as a way to control and perpetuate
knowledge and privilege.”43 It is not that the object is being excluded, discriminated
against, or damaged by the inclusion of social history; it is that it is loosing its privilege
as the field moves toward inclusion and interdisciplinary studies. For the museum, in
order to maintain the interests of the ruling class they must preserve the centrality of the
art work itself, thereby preserving its cultural, and actual, capital. Maintaining modern
master narratives about the myth of the artistic genius (often a white male), the
objectivity of vision, and the art object as something separate from the rest of society
43
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(continuing notions of Kantian aesthetics) are in the best interests of museums, and
guardians of “the discipline” as it functions as a way to keep the margins away from the
center, to exclude artists and artworks from the center because, as Wilkins points out, the
center is not only defined by the margins—it relies on them. Moving from art
photographs to documentary-style photographs, to press photographs, to historical and
archival photographs may be seen by some as untraditional from the standpoint of the
discipline of art history. But this project is about moving towards equality between
historical context and analysis of the object, the margins pushing back against the center
of the discipline to allow for more equal access, thereby removing some of the privilege
that the object, the canon, and the archive have been enjoying for the majority of the
history of art history. More than anything, this work is about how photographs can reveal
alternative temporal and spatial histories, and historiographies of art; its not about
rejecting or loosing the object, but rather how objects and history can work together,
equally. One may or may not believe in an “inner life” of the object. But the lives and
the history of those lives that produce objects, as well as produce meaning for them, are
quite real.
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Part I
Space: Constructing the Urban Environment
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Space, an Introduction
Building on the theories of Lefebvre, Foucault, and Wilkins, this section employs
a definition of space as socially constructed. This definition proposes that social relations
are what forms space. As George Lipsitz explains, “social relations take on their full
force and meaning when they are enacted physically in actual places.”44 Therefore, in
order to properly study the photograph as a representation of space, it is necessary to look
at the social relations that produced that space, and how photography can represent,
reproduce, or counter-act these social relations. The photograph is an object itself, but it
cannot justifiably be removed from the spaces it depicts, even if it distorts that space as it
becomes two-dimensional. This is especially important in the era of digital photography,
when viewers interact with photographs more on screens than they do in object form. In
order to counteract histories of photography that have reduced the space of the
photograph to a representation of one-point perspective, a study of the social relations
that produce the space is necessary. This does not necessarily mean focusing only on the
content of the image, but rather adding a layer of historical context that informs the
viewer, making it harder to simplify photographic meaning, or to rely only on one
perspective, that of the photographer.
As Wilkins explains, “Lefebvre’s space has a history, a past, and is reciprocal—it
is created by but also helps to create social interaction. It is a form of performed
communication, a spatial practice that can be observed, repeated, and remembered. Thus
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space is, in the words of de Certeau, a ‘practiced’ place.”45 This definition of space as
performed illuminates the importance of breaking down how photographs can perform an
archival logic when seen as a fragment of time, and can become a live durational act
when time is defined as porous. Chapter 1 will examine how the spaces of Mikhailov’s
photographs consistently show the social relations that produced them, yet also reveal
them to be in constant flux. One photograph can speak to multiple histories and
temporalities in coexistence. Wilkins’ previously mentioned simile of the collage is an
excellent representation of layered, coexisting spaces and temporalities embodied by
Mikhailov’s depictions of bodies in a transitioning urban space, and the old and new
social relations that produce that space.
Chapter 2 will analyze images that illustrate both Victorian ideologies of the slum
and contemporary photographs of Chicago housing projects as well as their destruction in
the last 20 years. It follows Lipsitz’s position that, “by examining residential and school
segregation, mortgage and insurance redlining, taxation and transportation policies, or the
location of environmental amenities and toxic hazards, we learn that race is produced by
space, that it takes places for racism to take place.”46 This chapter will look at a variety
of photographs, Victorian documentary photographs by Jacob Riis, photos from the press
in the 1980’s and 1990s and some art photographs that capture the process of
communities of color being displaced, their homes leveled to the ground. This strategy
will reveal the same long-standing notions of the poor as criminal, or to use Lipsitz’s
phrase, that “people who have problems are problems.” This notion claims residents are
responsible for the conditions of neglect and violence they are forced to live with, and are
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continually reinvented throughout the 20th century. Not only do these diverse
representations of the environment of the slum reveal continuous reinvestment in racial
ideologies, social relations in different forms of urban planning are reinvented in new and
changing urban contexts. Lipsitz explains the necessity of understanding how the social
and economic relations of the Jim Crow era and beyond, with its racist and openly
discriminatory practices (that last well through the civil rights era) were meant to keep
African-Americans out of white neighborhoods. But the damage these laws produced,
the limits placed on African-American citizens’ mobility and opportunities to acquire
appreciating capital continued in both the building of housing projects and their
destruction, resulting in mass displacement.
White identity in the United States is place bound. It exists and persists
because segregated neighborhoods and segregated schools are nodes in
a network of practices that skew opportunities ties and life chances
along racial lines. Because of practices that racialize space and
spatialize race, whiteness is learned and legitimated, perceived as
natural, necessary, and inevitable. Racialized space gives whites
privileged access to opportunities for social inclusion and upward
mobility. At the same time, it imposes unfair and unjust forms of
exploitation and exclusion on aggrieved communities of color.
Racialized space shapes nearly every aspect of urban life.47
To posit space as racial unveils the ideological language created as justification
for restricting the movements of many African-Americans by conflating poverty and
criminality. If being perceived as natural or inevitable legitimizes white spaces, all other
spaces become marginal. According to Lipsitz, segregation creates racial lines, which
divide not just physical space but opportunity and class mobility as well. Yi-Fu Tuan
further articulates this argument when he writes, “space is a resource that yields wealth
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and power when properly exploited… financial and territorial growths are basically
additive ideas that require little imaginative effort to conceive and extrapolate.”48
At the same time, Wilkin’s offers an alternative conception of marginalized
spaces as heterotopias marked by deviance from the presumed norm (white space.) His
introduction of the term “celebratory heterotopia,” builds on Lefebvre’s idea of social
space, and Foucault’s notion of heterotopias as more than just places of crisis/deviance.
Wilkins articulates how Foucault’s definition of heterotopias is restrictive; that all
heterotopias are categorized as either spaces of crisis or deviance. He explains that,
“Foucault’s heterotopias are spaces of non-choice, of nonagency,” and that, “They are
places to clear (urban renewal), of fear (racial/spatial profiling), to manage (redlining)
until they can be made desirable again (gentrification/White inflight).” The notion of the
celebratory heterotopia allows for the study of places as inclusive, relying also on bell
hook’s theory of speaking from marginalized space as an invitation and therefore a
divestment in the hegemonic spaces of the center.49 Wilkins explains, “Specifically for
African-Americans, celebratory heterotopias reject any hegemonic spatial manipulations
that impose historically oppressive conditions based on the systematic devaluation and
erasure of Africentric subjectivity and history.”50 The most important aspect of
celebratory heterotopias is that they “…constantly work and rework the very authority of
these particular categorizations, in the process appropriating and palimpsestically altering
dominant spatial understandings.”51 Celebratory heterotopias allow for the development
of a new counter-identity that is not static, but continues to reproduce new social
Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1977), 58.
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relations. These new relations based on empowerment continue to reproduce over time
and therefore continue to produce alternative spaces.52 Such a dramatic change in
theorizing how space works at the margins sheds new light on the various photographs to
be examined in Chapter 2, whether they promote Victorian stereotypes, question the
cover-up ideological language used to justify the destruction of people’s homes, or
attempt to picture places like Cabrini-Green as celebratory, rather than deviant
heterotopias.
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Chapter 1
Boris Mikhailov’s Soviet/Post-Soviet Coexistence

Aleksandr Rodchenko, constructivist artist, photographer, and leader of the first
Soviet avant-garde, famously made use of both bird’s-eye and upward camera angles to
provide the viewer with disturbing new perspectives of familiar subjects. The sharp
geometry, sudden vertigo, and disorientation caused by dramatic camera angles, often
picturing the human figure in urban contexts, are familiar characteristics of Soviet avantgarde photography. In his series entitled Newspaper, he combines this deliberately
disorienting bird’s-eye view with the perspective of the subject, transforming the
traditional position of the viewer relative to the image by immersing him or her in the
scene (Figure 1).53 Dziga Vertov takes a similar approach in his avant-garde film, Man
with a Movie Camera, where, in one of the many points of view, the viewer shares the
position of the subject, and for a moment, the separation between viewer and subject is
eliminated.54
While this perspective-altering technique is characteristic of the early twentieth
century Soviet avant-garde photographers, when Boris Mikhailov was active during the
1960’s and 1970’s as a photographer in the Soviet Union, the bird’s-eye position was
strictly forbidden as part of vague and unwritten rules regarding the practice of
photography during the later decades of the Soviet era. From the perspective of the
Margarita Tupitsyn, The Soviet Photograph, 1924-1937 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996),
43-44.
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Soviet state, to be a photographer was to be a spy. Mikhailov often encountered this
assumption during his career as an unofficial artist in the Ukraine during the Soviet era.
Any kind of photography, but especially photographs taken from above, could lead to
KGB interrogation.55 Mikhailov recounts many instances of being forced by officials to
expose the film in his camera so as to destroy any possible photographic evidence of
Soviet life he captured. 56 Being a spy implies that the very act of photographing public
space is a kind of theft of knowledge that does not belong to the photographer. There is
not one single reality, since what constitutes the everyday realities of Soviet citizens is
property of the state. It follows that public reality is never pure or untouchable, or easily
caught by the camera, but is always framed within the domain of the state.
Within the field of Soviet and post-Soviet art history, Mikhailov is celebrated as
one of the most famous living Ukrainian artists with a career that spans many decades
through the Soviet era and afterward. Yet in the United States, Mikhailov remains mostly
obscure even in the field of photography, possibly because his work was mostly unknown
to the Western art world until after the fall of the Iron Curtain already decades into his
career. Mikhailov is known in the United States mainly for the exhibition of his Case
History (1999), which appeared briefly at the Museum of Modern Art in 2011 after the
project’s initial publication.
The main focus of this chapter will be on the many controversial issues Case
History brings to the forefront in a discussion of contemporary documentary practices.
Looking briefly at some of Mikhailov’s earlier, Soviet-era work is important for
establishing some of the consistencies of his interest in topics including modes of
Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti, Soviet Secret Police.
Urs Stahel, “Private Pleasures, Burdensome Boredom, Public Decay—an Introduction,” in Boris
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address, the roles photography has played in Soviet visual history, and histories of
political dissent. Because of the circumstances under which Mikhailov produced what
would be considered dissenting political artwork during his early career, his approaches
to creating such work are nuanced in their presentation of political criticism.
Early in his career in the late 1960’s, Mikhailov produced colorful work that often
implemented found photographs. Mikhailov’s Luriki and Red Series are considered to be
part of the Soviet art movement of the 1960s and 1970s known as Sots Art, a Soviet
reaction to Pop Art. As Matthew Jesse Jackson has articulated in his study of Moscow
Conceptualism, “Sots-Art illustrated that oppositional dissidence in the Soviet Union was
unnecessary since criticism of the Soviet system could be articulated just as readily in
officially approved languages.”57 As Elena Barkhatova explains, the history of these
approved languages goes back to Lenin, who was the first to nationalize photojournalism,
making photography, “firmly subordinated in Russia to the propaganda needs of the
Bolsheviks and the glorification of the Soviet system” from the beginning of the Soviet
Union.58 These languages refer to a specific visual lexicon of socialist realism,
containing icons such as the faces of political figures like Stalin and Lenin, generalized
yet idealized bodies of the working class performing glorified labor, and readily
recognizable communist symbols like the hammer and sickle. As Barkhatova articulates,
at the end of the Stalinist era and the beginning of the “cultural thaw” under Khrushchev
from 1954-64, the aesthetics of Soviet photojournalism were newly appreciated for their
directness and simplicity of political message. She explains, “Soviet theoriticians
Matthew Jesse Jackson, The Experimental Group: Ilya Kabakov, Moscow Conceptualism, Soviet AvantGardes, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2010), 126.
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advanced their definition of the essence of ‘photo-information,’ which ‘serves to mobilize
the broad masses to successfully complete the tasks proposed by the party and the
government at the separate stages of communist construction.”59 The visual rhetoric of
propagandistic photojournalism named as “photo-information” served the purpose of
activating viewers to perform their party roles. The function of photography was tied
directly to the state. “In Soviet photography and art in general only one method
existed—the method of Socialist Realism, in which the center of attention is the
representation of the human being—the builder of communism.”60 This was the language
taken up by unofficial artists like Mikhailov, but to different ends. His appropriative
methods mobilized this official language for the purpose of political dissent. Jackson’s
definition of Sots Art is particularly helpful in understanding how political dissent can be
seen in Mikhailov’s work to hide in plain sight. As the artist explains it, “Instead of being
openly critical—which could land you in jail—one had to find a subtle way to
photograph subjects that were not ‘bad’ but actually beautiful.”61 The beauty of
Mikahilov’s photographs do not mask or distract from his message, but actually acts as a
more effective vehicle for criticism in the photographs’ ability to openly display these
messages without consequence.
Mikhailov learned this technique out of necessity, as he began his career in the
late 1960’s facing constantly changing Soviet restrictions on the medium of photography.
The beginning of his career also coincided with a significant shift in artistic policy
resulting from an incident known as the Manege Affair. After Stalin’s death, there was a
Barkhatova, “Soviet Policy on Photography,” 54.
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revitalization of expressionistic and surrealist themes in sculpture and painting, referred
to by the liberal faction of official artists as “formalism.” The increased expressive
freedom of artists came to an end following Khrushchev’s visit to a modernist art
exhibition held at the Manege Galleries on December 1, 1962.62 Khrushchev took
offense at what he saw in the galleries, claiming the work to be “anti-Soviet” and
“amoral,” ending his tirade by addressing the artists with the statement, “Gentlemen, we
are declaring war on you!”63 In wake of the exhibition, “the Kremlin leadership came to
the realization that it had lost its absolute control over the cultural life of the country.”64
This was the shifting political art world into which Mikhailov entered as a young
photographer, as the State, “made it clear that the Party was reassessing its policy of
liberalization in the arts and expected the creative community to adhere to the principle of
socialist realism.”65
The distinction between official and unofficial artists is important to
understanding the particular role Mikhailov played during the Soviet era. As an
unofficial artist, Mikhailov was not a member of the Artists Union, the government
sanctioned photojournalists. As such, he was not considered a professional photographer,
and was referred to as “unofficial” or an “amateur.”66 He did not practice photography
professionally and therefore had to hold other jobs. Jackson describes in detail the impact
of the loosely defined restrictions facing unofficial artists,
Throughout the 1960s…the line of demarcation between the acceptable
and the unacceptable could not be affirmed with any precision;
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distinctions constantly melted away. This zigzagging amalgam of
repression and freedom increasingly structured the Soviet Union’s cultural
landscape, as Stalin’s modernizing, industrial police state gave way to a
flexible network of obligatory professional discourses…the uncertainty of
persecution was the open secret of Soviet society, an insidious, nebulous
fear with no beginning and no end.67
Despite Khrushchev’s declaration of war on liberal artists in 1963, the regulations, levels
of censorship, and access to exhibition spaces continued to change throughout the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s, often with changes in the administration.68 As a photographer,
Mikhailov faced even more scrutiny than other unofficial artists. As Urs Stahel explains,
“As an unofficial photographer, Boris Mikhailov was ostracized by the system of
prescribed subject matter and representation, even more so than the unofficial artists.” 69
Mikhailov was fired from his job when it was discovered that he was making his own
work on the side, which often featured female nudes. Nudity (identified as pornography)
was just one of many things that the State explicitly censored.
Like other unofficial artists, Mikhailov faced the limited options of making a
living as an official photographer for the state, taking photographs that would promote
the one truth of the party position in the style of socialist realism, or face the designation
of an unofficial artist and amateur photographer. The work of the amateur was no less
scrutinized than that of official photojournalists. Even the act of photographing was
strictly monitored, as police could approach photographers directly and destroy any work
they deemed to be a possible ideological threat to the Soviet way of life. Urs Stahel
explains this common incident in his retrospective,
Although there was no formally decreed interdiction—apart from the
requirement not to photograph events from above and not to show Soviet
Jackson, The Experimental Group, 77.
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life in a manner that would devaluate its achievements—Boris Mikhailov
was often reproachfully asked by Soviet ‘common sense,’ even by people
on the street, why he was taking pictures here; that this was not allowed.
This was usually accompanied by the order to ‘expose’ the film, i.e. to
take it out of the camera in front of the militia who were quickly on the
spot.70
Both the ambiguity that characterized the unofficial artists’ position in society and the
ever-changing regulations on photography often meant that the level of censorship an
unofficial photographer encountered changed on a case-by-case basis. Even if there was
no official rule cited, the notion of photographing public spaces seemed too inherently
dangerous to be logical, enough to violate notions of “common sense.” Censorship also
existed on the level of exhibition. During the “cultural thaw” under Khrushchev, photo
clubs made up of unofficial photographers become prominent, with their numbers rising
from just one in 1958 to more than one hundred in the 1960’s.71 Yet, the events executed
by these groups continued to be highly monitored for politically offensive content.
Valery Stigneev explains, “Prior to the opening of an amateur photo exhibition, a
representative of the authorities would first view the show and invariably remove at least
one picture.”72
In her contribution to the exhibition catalogue of Mikhailov’s retrospective,
Ekaterina Degot describes how this unofficial status means something particular to the
photographer as amateur. She writes, “whereas an artist of the unofficial circle was
surrounded by an aura of aesthetic opposition in the eyes of power, a photographer who
did not work for the press clearly had the status of a mere amateur, a dilettante who was
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incapable of attaining a professional level of quality.”73 According to Degot, this
amateur status or “nonprofessional” quality is the subject matter of his work Unfinished
Dissertation (Figure 2). Elements such as the photographs’ accompaniment by handwritten text, the rough boarders of the photographs, and their formatting in a way that
resembles a domestic family album point to this notion of amateurism. Arguably, this
understanding of Mikhailov’s self-positioning as amateur could go beyond this work.
His consistent deployment of a haphazard, candid aesthetic and his use of found
photographs makes the work seem harmless, which helps him achieve his intent of
activating political criticism.74 Margarita Tupitsyn explains
…an inescapable sensation of the tangibility and concrete reality of such
abstract concepts as Marxist-Leninist truth, bright historic density, or even
Marx and Engles or Lenin and Stalin, who are, according to official
sources, always alive and with you. The Sots artists dismantled the system
of these sacred referents of totalitarian culture without abandoning its
generic features and mythical language.75
Mikhailov’s Sots-art photographs from the 1960’s and 1970’s use the presumably
harmless positioning of the amateur photographer and sanctioned subject matter of the
regime to create photographs expressing political dissent that do not dispense with
socialist realism but mobilize it. As both Jackson and Tupitsyn explain, Sots-Art political
critique is often expressed through the official language of the party, the predominant
visual modes of address of socialist realism, and the party’s propaganda.
Many photographs from Mikhailov’s Sots-art years and Red Series from the
1960s exemplify such a strategy. In an image from his series Luriki, one gets a strong
Ekaterina Degot, “Unfinished Dissertation: Phenomenology of Socialism,” in Mikhailov, Boris
Mikhailov: A Retrospective, (Zurich: Scalo Publishers, 2003), 102.
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sense of exactly the dismantling tactic that Tupitsyn defines (Figure 3). On the surface,
the subject matter of the artist himself standing chest to chest with Josef Stalin would
seem not only to pass through censorship standards undetected, but also to uphold the
“generic features and mythical language” of official Soviet visual culture. Here, we see
the artist positioned alongside, and it would appear, in alignment with, one of the most
prominent visual icons of Soviet power. Yet, as with many of the self-portraits that
populate the artist’s photographic series, there is a palpable mockery in this forced
juxtaposition. Tupitsyn refers to Bakhtin to explain the dialogic nature of the mixing of
official and unofficial languages in Sots Art, when she writes, “In the terms of Mikhail
Bakhtin, this is an example of "dialogical speech" or the "two-world condition,"
manifesting itself in a tense dialogue between an official culture and its unofficial
subversion through irony.”76 In Mikhailov’s image, Stalin’s pose speaks directly to the
“mythical” quality represented through the recurrence of this familiar iconography, itself
represented in the actual repetition of the image below. Tupitsyn goes on to explain
Bakhtin’s description of “[a] carnivalesque dispersal of the hegemonic order of a
dominant culture, resulting in the creation of "doublets," comic or abusive myths
juxtaposed with serious or official ones.”77 Such a juxtaposition is readily apparent in
Mikahilov’s image, as we see Stalin’s serious, official appearance presented alongside
Mikhailov’s comic one. In what appears to be a montage, the edges of the smaller images
on the bottom are visible in order to emphasize their autonomy, while in the upper level
the two portraits are blended with individual frames erased in order to present a feigned
connection between the sitters, resulting in irony. This kind of blatant manipulation used
76
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to create a false proximity to Stalin brings to mind the infamous Stalin-era technique of
removing political figures from photographs as they fell out of favor, a reference to the
role of doctoring in Soviet photo-history that will be explored at length later on in this
chapter.
The subtlety of the mockery perhaps comes from Mikhailov’s puffed-up chest,
which seems to imitate Stalin’s pose, and is also accentuated by his eye contact with the
viewer which contrasts with Stalin’s glorified stare into the distance. The image can be
read as the artist standing shoulder to shoulder with the leader’s iconic representation, or
standing in front of Stalin’s image while grinning knowingly at the viewer, the eye
contact implying the proximity to be ironic. The familiar hand-coloring of the
photographs, a technique that Mikhailov uses throughout this series of work, also
reinforces the purposeful aesthetic of amateurism.
This strategy speaks to the dialogic nature of much of Mikhailov’s work, and, as will be
explored further on in this chapter, can be seen to continue in his Case History. The
address of the party to the people through repeated, haunting iconography is frequently
present as an authorial voice in Mikhailov’s work. This was partially out of necessity, so
as to avoid the strict censorship that persisted throughout the Soviet phases of
Mikhailov’s career. Yet, such an address is complimented by the artist’s dissenting voice,
if subtly. The two coexist though not necessarily in conflict, as Mikhailov uses this
appropriated language as the core of his critique.
Similarly, Mikhailov pictures “the system of these sacred referents of totalitarian
culture” throughout his Red Series. Like his collage self-portrait with Stalin, many of
these photographs feature images of socialist realism, party propaganda, and the ever-
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present icon of Lenin. The predominant theme of these photographs is the interaction of
party images with Soviet people engaged in activities that are sometimes political,
sometimes not. Within both Party rhetoric and exterior context, the color red illuminates
selected details, sometimes in an overwhelming current across the photograph, other
times, only highlighting a small detail (Figure 4). In one example, a billboard of Lenin
marching through an abstracted cityscape, framed by different shades of red geometric
blocks forming horizontal wings, stands as a backdrop to a row of people waiting at a bus
stop (Figure 5). The bus pushes into the frame from the right side of the image,
providing yet another geometric block of red. The composition of Mikhailov’s
photograph is reminiscent of an iconic photograph from the depression era in the US
made by the well-known photojournalist Margaret Bourke-White entitled The World’s
Highest Standard of Living from 1937 (Figure 6). Tagg explains how “for BourkeWhite, the viewpoint and her choice of lens were, along with the manipulation of
lighting, fundamental to the didactic structure of the image—to the message—though the
physical positioning of the camera certainly also signaled the heroics”78 involved in
making the image. The photograph shows a line of people facing towards the right side
of the frame. The line is made up of African-American men and women in dark coats.
Some look at the camera while most are captured in profile as they wait for the line to
move forward. Many of the people in line hold empty breadbaskets, implying that they
are waiting in one of the bread lines that were common and necessary during the Great
Depression. On the wall directly behind them a large painted advertisement proclaims in
script writing, “There is no way like the American way.” The slogan accompanies four
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smiling white faces of a nuclear family traveling in a car with their dog under another
banner of text across the top of the image that reads “World’s Highest Standard of
Living.” There is a clear and purposeful juxtaposition of the hungry and unemployed
with the idealized portrayal of American family life.
In order to capture the ideal composition, Bourke-White had to stop traffic for
multiple hours and climb atop a ladder. Tagg makes it clear that the photograph was not
as easily produced as it is consumed conceptually, visually, culturally, and politically.
The careful constructing of the photographic image can work in service of particular
didactic structures, among other systems of signification.79 Tagg argues that the billboard
in Bourke-White’s photograph stands in for the American Dream, yet also for the concept
of “representation” itself when contrasted with the breadline in front of the billboard.
The apparent contrast between “representation” in the form of the billboard and “reality”
in the form of the bread line, as neatly juxtaposed as possible by the camera lens, Tagg
stresses, was not captured with as much ease as the message seems to communicate. The
photograph’s rhetorical power as standing on the side of “reality” instead of
“representation” is dependent on this very notion of ease, the idea that Bourke-White did
not have to construct the image since as “reality” it was simply there waiting for her to
capture. Tagg argues that this construction of the image is fundamental to the
photograph’s own rhetorical power as “reality” when, in fact, as a photograph, it is also
representation itself. He argues that in pointing to the billboard as representation and the
breadline as reality, the photograph tries to sidestep its own status as representation,
claiming itself to stand on the side of the real as well. The important point for Tagg rests
in the photograph’s positioning of itself as ‘reality’ in contrast to the backdrop of
79
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ideological ‘representation.’ For Tagg, this is a false distinction that allows the
photograph to grasp a precarious notion of reality, pointing outside of itself in order to
establish its credibility. As such, this problematic positioning illustrates how this
photograph functions in a discourse of realism as an image falsely possessing an innate
truth, reinforced both by the image’s construction and its distribution within the medium
of photojournalism.
In Mikhailov’s photograph, the propagandistic billboard and the scene in front of
it do not function rhetorically through their juxtaposition, but rather through their unity.
As in many of the Red Series photographs, the red acts to literally color different
elements as ideological, which includes not only the abstracted geometric space of Lenin,
but also the sweaters of the people waiting for the bus, and the bus itself.80 However, to
say the unifying color red solely functions as an encompassing mark of socialist ideology
would be too literal of a reading. As opposed to pointing to the realm of the
propagandistic image as representation, and the foregrounded scene as reality, this image
encompasses the entirety not only as representation, but also as propaganda. The
continuity of the billboard and the scene in front (as opposed to the discontinuity in the
Bourke-White juxtaposition), drawn out by the red, actually continues the space of the
party message, or “the totalitarian culture…its generic features and mythical language.”81
On the one hand, the geometry of the bus’s wing-like white and red colored panels echo
the geometric forms surrounding Lenin in the billboard. The photographic image, here, is
a continuation of the propagandistic message of the billboard, not a denial of it. The
photograph itself is, like the billboard, a message of propaganda, and colored as
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ideological. At the same time as the world seems to be a continuation of Lenin’s abstract
space, Lenin seems to meld into the foreground. His walking stance seems to signal his
walking among those in front of him. We see a literal depiction of the notion that Lenin
is in fact “always alive and with you.”
This example is important to consider moving forward into a discussion of
Mikhailov’s work, since it introduces an important difference between Soviet and
American histories of photography and their diverse conceptions of the relationship
between realism and the photograph. It tells us that the constantly present and
encompassing visual rhetoric of Soviet Realism, when pictured in a photograph as a
backdrop, connotes a history of propaganda, the reality put forth by the party, and the role
photography plays not as conveyor of truth but as an acceptable representation of the
party position. Sjeklocha and Mead provide a helpful perspective on a Soviet conception
of reality when they state “Art, as has been indicated, has become an applied ideology,
and, like most ideologies, must perform a ‘controlling function’ over every segment of
society. To permit an artist to exercise his free will, to let him engage in unhampered
exploration of the realities and subrealities of life, might result in a pluralism of realities
challenging the concept of a sole Communist reality.”82 Mikhailov’s image achieves
exactly this effect, showing the “sole Communist reality” represented by the billboard’s
socialist realism alongside a similarly colored reality of the photograph. Not only does
this photograph
depict both the photograph itself and the socialist message as ideological, he performs
another act of dissonance in his depicting of multiple realities.
In other words, while the formal construction of these two photographs is similar,
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each speaks to a very different definition of reality as constructed by history. In BourkeWhite’s photograph, when read through Tagg’s criticism, we see the photograph
attempting to stand in for reality by pointing to the billboard as representation. In
Mikhailov’s photograph we see how the party position, when reproduced in the form of
an easily digestible rhetoric of socialist realism, encompasses both equally ideological
realms of representation, the billboard and the photograph itself. Where Bourke-White’s
photograph attempts to stand in for reality, Mikhailov’s acknowledges its own status as
representation, and therefore its own classification as ideological.83

Pluralism of Realities: Reframing Exploitation and Social Relations
First published in 1999, Mikhailov’s Case History is overwhelming both in its
level and volume of gruesome detail. The photo-book is a seemingly endless series of
photographs that can be hard to look at for many different reasons, among them the
insistent presence of provocative nudity, physical deformity, the degradation of the
human body by the elements, and of course, circumstances of extreme poverty. To call
for a more complex reading of this photographic work is not to deny its difficulty. It is a
horrifyingly directly physical portrayal of the subjects’ post-Soviet life; it is also more
than that. While the subjects’ unfiltered nudity, sexuality, filth and physical deformity
attract and repulse the viewer most immediately, Case History in its entirety pictures the
post-soviet landscape in which these bodies persist just as firmly. This decaying
landscape is littered with garbage and rubble. Both the interior and exterior shots, both
photographs that show subjects inhabiting these locations and those that are vacant,
Yet the appearance of the electric cables in the top right corner of the image—despite her attempts
to exclude them with camera positioning—indicates that such a seamless juxtaposition is not
possible.
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depict a crumbling national and domestic fabric. Outside there are piles of trash, piles of
bricks, torn up streets and abandoned industrial architecture. Inside wallpaper is waterstained and peeling away. Just as the bodies of the subjects appear worn down and
damaged as we see their blood, tumors, scabs and torn skin, we see the wreckage of the
environment around them, as abandoned and dirty as they are.
Looking through the photographs of Case History, which depict a grotesque and
uncensored vision of post-Soviet life, one possible reading of these photographs would be
as an answer to this history of censorship. If previously the conditions of poverty and
illness were kept from the photographic record, it is possible that Mikhailov pictures
them deliberately here. As he writes in the introduction to the photo book,
In the history of photography of our country we don’t have photos of the
famine in the Ukraine in the 1930’s, when several million people died and
corpses were lying around in the streets. We don’t have photos of the war,
because journalists were forbidden to take pictures of sorrow threatening
the moral spirit of the Soviet people; we don’t have non-“lacquered”
pictures of enterprises, nor pictures of street events, except
demonstrations. The entire photography history is “dusted.” And we have
the impression that each person with a camera is a “spy.”84
If restrictions on photography meant that images of poverty facing the Ukraine during the
1930’s famines were not created and circulated, perhaps Mikhailov is taking up a new
role for photographers now that those restrictions have been lifted, in order for
contemporary living conditions of bomzhes (the new class of the poor and homeless) to
be documented this time around.85 If during the Soviet era, all nudity, even in a
contemporary art context, was considered to be pornography, Mikhailov pictures nudity
in diverse contexts, some with explicit sexual connotations (such as his photo of a
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deflated sex doll) and some that contextualize nudity in rituals of everyday life, such as
bathing. His photographs hold the categories of art and pornography together in an
attempt to question the notion of their conflict. By beginning Case History with a
discussion of what was forbidden before and clearly pictured now, the photographs are
positioned to counter the previous restrictions that censored his art for decades as a
photographer during the Soviet era. They show an attempt to counter the fact that the
former Soviet Union purposefully obfuscated any evidence of poverty through these
attempts at censorship, in order to maintain a thoroughly contrived image of the nation.
While the context of the history of Soviet photography is important to his work,
Mikhailov goes beyond introducing subject matter that was previously forbidden. He
does not only try to remedy what he sees as the gaping holes in the Soviet photographic
record. He also addresses this extreme level of poverty as a condition of post-Soviet life.
Mikhailov introduces the concept that the system of capitalism shares the blame for the
conditions of poverty that he pictures with the failed Soviet experiment. From a more
humanist viewpoint, critic Mark Durden argues that in recent documentary photography,
and in Mikhailov’s work in particular, “voyeurism and prurience seem to be sanctioned
as we are invited repeatedly to witness others in various states of abjection and
degradation.”86 A more complex reading shows that the subjects of Case History are
being exploited by the camera and by the photographer in order to elucidate that
exploitation is, in fact, the subject of the photographs as much as the people pictured.
However, the exploiter is not only Mikhailov, nor is it only the medium of photography.
His conjuring of narratives of debasement, discomfort, and disgust for the viewer is
purposeful as each photograph can be interpreted as synecdoche for the larger narrative
86
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of exploitation by the capitalist system. As Mikhailov has said of the series, “The
phenomenon I am telling the world about is post-communist and post-Soviet in its
essence and…it belongs especially to this world, to the Slavic universe.”87 It is the
relationship between Mikhailov’s Soviet-era career and the particular history of Soviet
photography, and more broadly, Soviet visual culture, that can inform a more nuanced
understanding of the gruesome photographs that make up Case History.
The idea of a “pluralism of realities,”—the notion that the Party struggled to
maintain one form of reality that was consistent with the Party position through a specific
visual rhetoric known as Socialist realism—is consistent with Tagg’s argument regarding
historical realisms. The discourse of victim photography is problematized by SolomonGodeau’s notion of the inside/outside binary. In critiquing either the insider or outsider
position of the photographer, the implication is that one position or the other has a more
legitimate claim to the truth based on the photographer’s relationship with the subject. Of
course, both these concepts of truth are flawed. Such an implication relies on the notion
that an a priori truth or reality is accessible through the photograph.88 To acknowledge
that in the Soviet Union, the goal of Socialist realism was to produce a form of truth, the
only acceptable form, which was consistent with the party position, is to acknowledge
that realism is historical. It is also to acknowledge that multiple truths can be constructed
using photography as a tool.
This goes beyond subjective and historical realities portrayed by photography, to
the subjective nature of vision itself. Allan Sekula defines the photographic practices
used for the manipulation and control of the other through the representation of their
“Boris Mikhailov Exhibited at the Saatchi Gallery,” November 2012, accessed April 16, 2016,
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physical body as “instrumental realism.” In its linkage of optical empiricism to abstract
truths, these practices tied the medium of photography to positivism. His argument is
similar to that of Sigfried Kracauer, when he describes how photography was invented at
the same time that positivism, realism, and industrialization were influential:
The insight into the recording and revealing functions of this ‘mirror with a
memory’—its inherent realistic tendency, that is—owed much to the vigor
with which the forces of realism bore down on the romantic movement of the
period. In nineteenth century France the rise of photography coincided with
the spread of positivism—an intellectual attitude rather than a philosophical
school which, shared by many thinkers, discouraged metaphysical speculation
in favor of a scientific approach, and thus was in perfect keeping with the
ongoing processes of industrialization.89
Kracauer argues that photography’s initial users showed an “acute awareness of its
revealing power”90 in the way that, historically, the camera was seen to reveal things
beyond the power of the naked eye, and therefore had scientific potential.
Photography’s grounding in positivism becomes especially relevant to
documentary practices. Sekula states that the term “documentary” is valid as long as it is
purged of the myth of photographic truth. He describes the myth as follows:
The rhetorical strength of documentary is imagined to reside in the
unequivocal character of the camera’s evidence, in an essential realism.
The theory of photographic realism emerges historically as both product
and handmaiden of positivism. Vision, itself unimplicated in the world it
encounters, is subjected to a mechanical idealization. Paradoxically, the
camera serves to ideologically naturalize the eye of the observer.
Photography, according to this belief, reproduced the visible world: the
camera is an engine of fact, the generator of a duplicate world of fetishized
appearance, independently of human practice.91
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Both Sekula and Kracauer describe the historical origins of the myth of photographic
transparency that is essential to medium specific arguments about documentary’s ability
to act as evidence of the past. As Sekula points out, to assume that photography possesses
an “essential realism,” or in other words, to view realism as a medium specific quality of
photography, necessitates first denying how vision itself is bound by ideology. As
scholars like Svetlana Alpers have noted, naturalizing any theory of vision, such as, in
her example Albertian perspective, privileges a specifically Western view of the world.
From the perspective of Sekula and Alpers, it is an absurd conclusion that seeing
photographically could be in anyway free of ideological constructions, since vision itself
is, to begin with, also structured by ideology.92 Implying that the camera’s ability to
closely reproduce the visual reality of the viewer makes it representative of reality
discounts not only the clear differences between photographic vision and vision itself, but
also that vision, as “the eye of the observer,” cannot exist in a pure or “natural” form to
begin with.93
Despite the fact that the notion of historical realisms applies to both the Soviet
Union and the Western history of photography, the origin stories for each are quite
different. It is accepted in scholarship that the photographic production in the Stalin era
was highly regulated, so as to maintain a visual record in line with the current political
system. Mikhailov’s comment that photographers, “were forbidden to take pictures of
sorrow threatening the moral spirit of the Soviet people” puts the Soviet history of
photography in great opposition to the origin narratives of Western documentary
See Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago:
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photography. While Tagg explains that in the Progressive Era, new levels of
proliferation, dispersion, transparency, and exchange characterized photography in the
United States, in the Soviet Union the case was the opposite. During the same period
under Stalin’s rule, “photographs lied.”94 Of course, even a binary between the truth and
a lie is too simplistic an understanding in the context of multiple realities; however, the
notion of photography as the ultimate democratic medium and its ability to circulate
relevant news in the form of imagery across the country is still a prominent cultural
narrative in the United States.
This difference is relevant in terms of what shaped notions of medium specificity
in the history of photography for the Soviet Union. Rather than a democratic medium,
photography was a medium of totalitarianism that turned the practice of photojournalism
into a method for both political and bodily control. As David King explains, “It was
during the Great Terror, which raged in the 1930s, that a new form of falsification
emerged as the physical eradication of Stalin’s political opponents at the hands of the
secret police was swiftly followed by their obliteration from all forms of pictorial
existence.”95 As we have seen, truth in the context of Soviet photojournalism refers to the
truth of the party position.96 King describes episodes in Soviet history that address a very
different kind of photographic power relations than those at stake according to
Postmodern critics of documentary photography, during the projects of the FSA in
America. He explains, “Soviet citizens, fearful of the consequences of being caught in
possession of material considered ‘anti-Soviet’ or ‘counter-revolutionary’ were forced to
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deface their own copies of books and photographs, often savagely attacking them with
knives and scissors or disfiguring them with crayon or India ink.”97 King writes
anecdotally about one family that tried desperately to recover any single photograph
remaining of the patriarch, who was killed after falling out of Stalin’s favor. At the same
time as he speaks of the heart-break of the wife who was never again able to see a
representation of herself alongside her late husband, he tells the story of another family
who was able to save photographs. However, in order to protect herself and her daughter
from prosecution, the wife was forced to violently remove the face of her late husband in
all her remaining photographs by scratching and cutting the images.98 In this case, the
deliberate removal of a figure from a photograph is aligned with politically sanctioned
death, whether it is the totalitarian state itself performing the act or forcing citizens to
perform it for them. The disappearance of citizens meant not only their loss of life, but
also a deliberate removal of all traces of their existence.
It was standard procedure for Stalin to erase political figures from photographs as
they fell out of his favor. In this way, acts of deliberate erasure as opposed to conditions
of visibility are yet again what define the early history of photography in the Soviet
Union. The photographic medium was mobilized by Stalin to promote his own version
of history. The removal of figures from photographs was both a political and symbolic
gesture, a comment on the ease with which dissent could be erased. Invisibility in
photographs translated directly to a physical and political death. This history of Soviet
photography certainly contradicts Sontag’s essentialist claim that “everyone is a literalist
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when it comes to photographs.”99 As was mentioned in the first section of this chapter,
photojournalism was presumed to be propaganda. In terms of Barkhatova’s description
of “photo-information,” the two were one and the same.
Case History exceeds the theoretical boundaries of victim photography as a
discourse. Schneider’s concept of the liveness of the photograph as a durational object is
helpful in unpacking the conceptual basis of exploitation, a central theme to Case
History, though in a much different way than can be explained by familiar arguments
about documentary photography like victim photography. As the following section will
explore, rather than focusing on just the action taking place in the photograph,
Mikhailov’s exploitation functions in syncopated time, at once with the photographer and
the viewer.
The limiting binary pointed out by Solomon-Godeau in “Inside-Out” is also at the
heart of the term “victim photography” used by Martha Rosler and Susan Sontag. As an
assessment of the documentary mode brought by Rosler and Sontag in their post-modern
criticism of photography of the 1970s and 1980s, this discourse applies a post-modern
analysis of representation as an agent of exploitation to a history of documentary
photography that often pictures subjects on the margins of society. Solomon-Godeau
describes this particular vein of criticism, explaining that
Where the inside/outside pairing is mobilized with respect to the
representation of the other, the operative assumption is that the vantage
point of the photographer who comes from outside—the quintessential
documentarian, the ethnographer or anthropologist, the tourist armed with
Leica, etc.—is not only itself an act of violence and expropriation but is
virtually by definition a partial if not distorted view of the subject to be
represented.100
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In one specific passage with which Solomon-Godeau takes issue, Susan Sontag expresses
the notion that photographic subjects are necessarily exploited in all projects of
documentary photography, when she states that, “the camera is a kind of passport that
annihilates moral boundaries and social inhibitions, freeing the photographer from any
responsibility toward the people photographed.”101 The term “victim photography” is
based on the same understanding of power relations between photographer and subject as
those described by Solomon-Godeau in her naming of the outsider position. Interpreting
the photographer as outsider, welcome or unwelcome, perpetuates notions of uneven
power relations that are reproduced in the photograph as representation. The implication
of Sontag’s argument is that this power rests with the photographer, as opposed to the
larger structures of power within which individuals operate.
In her essay “In, Around, and Afterthoughts (on Documentary Photography),”
Rosler specifically refers to 1930s American depression-era photography carried out by
photographers working for the Farm Securities Administration, sponsored by Franklin D.
Roosevelt, as the origin of her definition of the documentary mode. According to Rosler,
its ideological formation began in the Progressive Era, and while it documented the poor
it also supported and reinforced an ideological marginalization of the very subjects it
claimed to help. The medium of photography also helped construct the ideological
reality it reported, in that by making the unseen reality visible it became worth
recognizing simply by being photographed. Though documentary photography had its
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origins in Progressive Era reform, it developed into a voyeuristic, degrading social
tourism and career path in the form of photojournalism.102
One problem with Rosler’s argumentation is that at times she ends up reinforcing
the victimization of the photographic subjects of documentary photography through her
discussion of them as “powerless.” Her implementation of the term “victim
photography,” as well as her consistent reinforcement of the idea that all subjects of
documentary photography are immediately subjugated in their photographic
representation, underscores their “otherness” in a way that promotes and reifies their
exploitation. “Victim photography” problematizes the subjects’ visibility. For example,
Rosler’s conceptual model for solving the problem of the exploitation of photographic
subjects involves eliminating the subjects entirely from her photographs in The Bowery in
Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems (Figure 7). This seminal work of conceptual
photography depicts scenes of empty sidewalk and storefronts from the then-infamously
grimy New York neighborhood the Bowery, a notorious temporary home for alcoholics
at the time. In order to refuse the power relations enacted between photographer and
subject to which she objects in documentary photography that promotes a spectacle of
poverty, Rosler shows the streets of the Bowery but refuses to picture the individuals that
would be expected to be captured within this spectacle. Alongside these repeated scenes
of empty streets, she lists slang terms to describe alcoholics or a state of inebriation such
as “sloshed,” “steeped,” “saturated” etc. As described in the title, the work implies that
neither the system of photography nor language can presume to adequately describe the
poverty of those that inhabit the Bowery. She describes it as, “the site of victim
Martha Rosler, “In, Around, and Afterthoughts (on Documentary Photography),” The Contest of
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photography in which the victims, insofar as they are now victims of the camera—that is
of the photographer—are often docile, whether through mental confusion or because they
are just lying there, unconscious.”103 Thus, Rosler erases the subjects in order to spare
them from becoming a spectacle of poverty promoted by both image and language.
In the Soviet Union, photography’s early history had more to do with creating
invisibility through acts of erasure than promoting visibility, however constructed and
controlled that visibility may have been in Rosler’s argument. As spectacle, “victim
photography” becomes problematic for Rosler and for Sontag by the very nature of its
visibility. It is precisely this notion of the spectacle as fetish that Mikhailov’s picturing of
capitalist relations aims to critique. Mikhailov’s photographs attempt to combat decades
of social invisibility by confronting viewers with the social class consistently left behind
by both communism and capitalism. Within the context of the Soviet Union, invisibility
was equated with death. In referencing this history, Mikhailov’s photographs make
visible what had previously been consistently erased: political dissent. In this totalitarian
as opposed to democratic context, the power of the image was equally potent, yet its
origin was the system in which it functioned as a political tool.
Just as the viewer watches the photographer paying the subject for his or her
labor, turning his or her body into a commodity, the viewer participates in this same
action a second time by consuming this object as it functions in the art market when his
photographs are printed for sale in exhibitions. Mikhailov combats the aspects of the
spectacularizing Western mode that “re-victimizes those it proposes to save”104 by
directly addressing and thematizing exploitation as capitalist exchange. In acting out
Rosler, “In, Around, and Afterthoughts (on Documentary Photography),” 306.
Walead Beshty, "Toward an Empathic Resistance: Boris Mikhailov's Embodied Documents,"
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capitalist exchange, Mikhailov pictures the exploitation he critiques. He is open about
his relationship with the subjects and their capitalist relations, and pictures monetary
exchange in multiple photographs. Mikhailov explains this in the introduction to the
photo book, stating, “manipulating with money is somehow a new way of legal relations
in all areas of the former USSR. And by this book I wanted to transmit the feeling that in
that place and now people can be openly manipulated. In order to give this flavour of
time I wanted to copy or perform the same relations which exist in society between a
model and myself.”105 Mikhailov reveals here the performative aspect of the series. He
purposefully mobilizes the exploitation that Duren believes to be somehow innate to
documentary photography, when he states that the photographs, “…make explicit the
‘non-ethical’ exploitative dimension of the documentary tradition. His pictures exploit
the tensions within documentary practice’s cross-class and cross-cultural looking.”
Durden argues that Mikhailov’s “liberal humanism” is meant to act as a leveler. While
participating in “cross-class and cross-cultural looking,” because of the humanist aspect
“we are meant to see and recognize ‘our’ common human condition.”106
This notion of photography as a universal language is easily deconstructed by
Allan Sekula when he argues that based on semiotics and the arbitrariness of signs,
photographic meaning must always come from context. Without context, the message
within a photograph cannot be read, and even the act of reading a photograph,
determining a meaning within it, is a contextual and historical event.107 As an example of
how photography has been historically understood to be a universal language, Sekula
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offers Edward Steichen’s exhibition, Family of Man, which he argues was the epitome of
liberal cold war politics in the US. Sekula quotes Edward Steichen claiming a similarity
between photography as visual language and ancient cave drawings as a way to
communicate before the written word (Figure 8). Steichen’s goal, as curator of the
exhibition, was to promote the bourgeois nuclear family as a universal social structure.
This stood for a multinational global capitalist and patriarchal dominance imposed
through a symbolic rhetoric of world harmony. Sekula argues that the exhibition aimed
to display an “ideological alignment of the neocolonial peripheries with the imperial
center.”108 By privileging a Western concept of nuclear family, the exhibition presented
the dominance of American ideologies as universal compared to those of socialism. It
used bourgeois photographic aesthetic conventions to map American ideals of family
onto various international cultures in a problematic universalist rhetoric, taking for
granted the consistency of a documentary mode that enacts specific power relations.
Family of Man is an example of how the concept of photography as universal language
presents the medium as a primitive return to a pre-language kind of knowledge of the
world. Sekula argues these projects of photographic access are not due to the medium’s
innate universality, but instead speak to a project of global domination.
Mikhailov’s work posits that there is no inherent “dimension” of the medium of
photography that is exploitative. Mikhailov performs the same manipulation in which the
viewers participate as part of the larger capitalist system. As opposed to a humanistic
equivalence, the photographs attempt to point to the abstraction of labor present in
capitalism’s social relations as an exploitative force. Mikhailov performs the exploitation
inherent in the capitalist system from a Marxist perspective. In this context, the term
108
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exploitation comes from a specifically Marxist vocabulary in the context of capitalist
exchange. Mikhailov’s language, when he refers to subjects being “manipulated” by
money and mentions their “relations,” alludes specifically to the Marxist concept of
commodity fetishism. While the theory of commodity fetishism comes from orthodox
Marxism, Mikhailov complicates a strictly Marxist reading of the work by implicating
the viewer in the theme of exploitation.109 Chris Killip writes, “Personally, I rather wish I
had never seen this work, so that I could pretend that these images didn’t exist—that
Mikhailov hadn’t made them and that I was not implicated in them.”110 After a series of
ten photographs of one man posing with a woman, both in various states of disrobing, the
final photograph on page 198 shows the man putting money into the side pocket of his
trench coat, while holding a number of bills in his other hand (Figure 9).
In another image on page 421, the photographer is pictured while taking a
photograph of a young woman who has her pants around her knees (Figure 10). The
viewer is positioned to the side of the exchange, so that both the subject and photographer
are viewed in profile. Here, the social relations between the subjects are directly
pictured, as we see the kind of interaction that was necessary for the making of all the
photographs in the book. This photograph in particular gives the viewer a chance to step
outside of the scene, and posits the interaction between photographer and subject, their
social relations directly mediated by capitalist exchange, as the subject of the photograph.
Just as the constructivist artists of the Bolshevik era, such as Rodchenko, promoted their
own radical medium specificity in order to picture the artistic labor that goes into making
Mikhailov engages the concept of commodity fetishism at the same time as he creates
phenomenological works of art despite contradictions between orthodox Marxism and Heidegger’s
phenomenology.
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a photograph, Mikhailov pictures these social relations mediated through capitalist labor
exchange to demystify the photograph as commodity, or to combat commodity fetishism.
Whereas the inside/outside binary that directs much of the previously discussed
critique of documentary photography as victim photography only focuses on the
relationship between subject and photographer, by picturing that relationship as
economic, Mikhailov deliberately shows the labor that is normally abstracted by the
capitalist system of exchange. This polemical relationship is now contextualized by state
imposed economics as the country has recently undergone a dramatic shift in its
fundamental economic system. It is not the artistic aspect of the labor, or in other words,
the resulting representation that brings in the theme of exploitation. Instead, the focus
becomes the economic relationship between photographer and subject. In doing so,
Mikhailov uses a historical method belonging to the Soviet avant-garde to critique the
oversimplified reading of the photograph as a straightforward representation of reality in
commodity form, showing instead the complex nature of its construction. Mikhailov
elucidates the process of commodity fetishism and the alienation of labor at the same
time as he implicates the viewers as part of the system of exploitation. Heteroglossia is
represented by the articulation of orthodox Marxism and phenomenological post-modern
photography practice in the same space.
Case History reveals a web-like structure of exploitation by introducing a
heteroglot layout of photographs within the book format, presenting conflicting voices of
the photographer, subjects, and viewers. While a few of the photographs are presented
alone on a page with a standard white background, most of the photographs are shown in
pairs, with no border dividing the two images facing each other, so that the spine of the
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book melds the images together. The photographs come together to form somewhat
coherent, yet still disjointed panoramic scenes. Usually there is just enough formal
coherence to be convincing as a unified scene, yet just enough disjunction to draw
attention to the images’ relative autonomy. This kind of pairing of images is not a new
procedure for Mikhailov, as it is reminiscent of the double exposure photographs for
which he was famous during the Soviet era (which will be discussed later in the chapter).
On the significance of this method, Mikhailov has explained in an interview, “The
method of superimposition did reflect a political situation: it represented the coexistence
of two realities. That is, two things coexisted within one frame. Dualism and
coexistence. By the way, the coexistence was Nikita Khrushchev’s principle: the
coexistence of two systems—capitalist and socialist.”111 In a similar fashion to his earlier
Sots-Art work, the constant presence of the party language in its visual form as
propaganda continues to permeate these photographs, yet it remains one visual syntax
among many. Throughout the text, icons of the Soviet past coexist with capitalist icons
of the present, as if one authoritarian language has supplanted another, while Mikhailov’s
photographs depict this usurpation. Mikhailov’s heterotopian spaces look like the
corporate language capitalism--of Lucky Strike and Coca Cola shouting out from the
pages in pops of red while dull echoes of the former Party call out from fading slogans
and icons rotting in the shadows.
An example of this effect can be seen in the photographs on pages 370 and 371
(Figure 11). Though the sky is a much deeper blue in the photo on the right, the two
scenes come together to resemble one large panorama, featuring an empty lot with two
signs, a shed, and two people posing underneath a relief sculpture of the iconic Lenin
111
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portrait, which sits atop a barbed wire fence. The Russian word for “flammable” is
painted in red and half obscured on a white shed to the right of the men. On one side of
the spread, socialism is represented by the presence of Lenin’s iconic profile. On the
other, exactly parallel to Lenin’s head are the faces of three T.V. icons from the 90’s, a
few of whom remain on television today. Interestingly, the channel that also remains on
the air, 1+1, as advertised on the bottom, has the slogan “You are not alone (one).” The
language of the cult of personality discussed before, the constant presence of Lenin as
always alive and with you, hovering as he does above the men in this image, contrasts
with this post-Soviet language of television icons filling that void with whispers from the
screen, their faces plastered on billboards where Lenin’s face once was. Capitalism is
represented with these new personifications as well as with an advertisement for Lucky
Strike. The photographs feature two icons belonging to the different economic systems
in opposition in coexistence. The photographs are unified by the red text that spans both
pages. Though the lines of text are slightly offset, the effect is a unification of the scenes
across the binding. The line of the shadow that cuts neatly across both pages enhances
this unifying effect. The two men facing the camera stand directly under Lenin’s portrait,
as if to consciously align themselves with the visual tradition of socialism (the left side).
Yet, their smiles and poses reflect the faces of the TV icons plastered on the billboard
across the page on the side of capitalism. This kind of subtle juxtaposition of socialist
and capitalist iconography, enhanced by the book format, articulates two coexisting
visual languages and the political eras they represent.
Mikhailov uses this kind of juxtaposition of capitalist and Soviet era icons
throughout the photo-book. On the one hand, in examples like this, the images read side
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by side are an illustration of the coexistence of the economic systems. However,
Schneider’s notion of non-linear time illuminates Mikhailov’s symbolism further. As has
been discussed previously, the icons of socialist realism that proliferate in Mikhailovs’s
Sots Art work can be understood as an appropriation of one type of photographic reality,
namely, a photojournalistic language of the party position, or propaganda. In Case
History, they function in a similar way, referencing that notion of photographic reality as
historical, placed alongside an additional historical one, namely, a capitalist one. If the
Lucky Strike and McDonald’s icons that bloom in color-block saturation against grey
asphalt and post-Soviet skies stand for one of two economies in coexistence they also
portray an historical era outside of linear time. They are not a representation of linear
time because they are layered on top of each other. In the example above, the Lenin icon
across from the Lucky Strike—especially with the added effect of the juxtaposed,
touching moments almost joined, yet not quite syncopated—reveal sticky time. As much
as they represent two different economic systems, they also reveal two different moments
in time. They illustrate two different eras in the history of the Ukrainian people. As
Foucault describes, “heterotopias are most often linked to slices in time…the heterotopia
begins to function at full capacity when men arrive at a sort of break with their traditional
time.”112 Perhaps the break in the page, the binding of the book and the slight disjunction
between the images is that break that marks the end of the Soviet Union. The end of
nearly a decade long political rule would certainly seem to qualify as an absolute break
with traditional time. The strange space made by Mikhailov’s not-quite-panoramas of
eras of iconography is a network of heterotopian, Soviet touching post-Soviet skin.
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Another contextual element that illuminates the differences between Durden’s
notion of exploitation within the framework of victim photography and Mikhailov’s
critical positioning of it as a theme within Case History is, as Jackson explains, the
reversal of commodity fetishism that results from social relations under socialism.
Katherine Verdery also describes in her book, What Was Socialism and What Comes
Next?
In socialism, the locus of competition was elsewhere; your competitor was
other buyers, other procurers; and to outcompete them you needed to
befriend those higher up who supplied you. Thus in socialism it was not
the clerk—the provider, or ‘seller’—who was friendly (they were usually
grouchy) but the procurers, the customers, who sought to ingratiate
themselves with smiles, bribes, favors. The work of procuring generated
whole networks of cozy relations among economic managers and their
bureaucrats, clerks and their customers.113
According to Verdery, these “economies of shortage”114 changed the social dynamics
between sellers and customers. Jackson provides an analysis of the diverse social
relations that were the reality of the Soviet system during the first decades of Mikhailov’s
career. What Verdery refers to as “networks of cozy relations,” Jackson describes in his
text as “intricate networks or ‘family circles’ throughout the economy.”115 Describing
the atmosphere in which Moscow Conceptualism was conceived during the early 1970’s,
he explains, using some of the specific language mobilized by Ilya Kabakov when
describing his childhood experiences, “the economic texture of the Soviet Union spread
the thick gloss of the bureaucratic over all relationships. Everyone, of necessity,
represented an opportunity for procurement within the system, a means of bypassing the
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generalized defitsit.”116 For Jackson, these descriptions of social realities and bureaucracy
under socialism are central to Kabakov’s work. It is also significant that commodity
fetishism is reversed when procuring any kind of goods relies on sociality under this
system. Jackson explains,
In this atmosphere, Marx’s dictum on the fetishism of commodities in
which a ‘social relation between men’ assumes ‘the phantasmagorical
form a relationship between things’ was reversed…the relationship
between things in the Soviet Union assumed the phantasmagorical form of
an interaction between humans. Held fast in bureaucratic cement,
goods—when they arrived—always signaled personal bonds to the person
who purveyed them…117
Jackson’s expanded understanding of the social relations embodied by commodity
exchange due to practical constraints in the Soviet Union points to another way that the
relationship between photographer and subject is complicated in Case History. What
might it mean to examine the relationship between the photographer and his subjects as
mediated through a changing historical lens of the economic system in which these social
relations operate? For one thing, as I have shown in the previous section, it would allow
for an expanded understanding of a critique of capitalist relations and commodified
experience under the new economic system. To focus on a state of coexistence of the two
economic systems, as Case History certainly does, necessitates an examination of how
these two conceptions of social relations (both the capitalist exchange and resulting
commodity fetishism, and its socialist reversal in the Soviet Union) are also pictured
simultaneously. He pictures, side by side, the effects of both economic systems on social
relations.
In recent photography scholarship, it has been a popular topic to reclaim the
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agency of the subject in the face of a Postmodern discourse in photography that
emphasizes the exploitative nature of photography in its 19th century alliance with
ethnographic ideologies. Alan Sekula, Shawn Michelle Smith, and Suren Lalvani all
discuss how the principle of physiognomy underlies contemporaneous practices of
bourgeois portraiture in the 19th century.118 The same conception of how a person’s
interiority can be read through their face is what gives photographic portraiture its power
in terms of its ability to reproduce subjectivity, since portraits, even in a bourgeois,
domestic setting, were seen to be equally as revealing of a person’s inner state. In her
book In Sight of America, Anna Pegler-Gordon’s introduces her problematic term, the
“honorific ethnographic.” Pegler-Gordon specifically complicates Sekula’s distinction
between the honorific and repressive forms of portraiture, claiming they can co-exist in a
way that gives some agency back to the subjects, as opposed to the dominant narrative of
complete photographic control.119 This term is just one example of an attempt to salvage
the agency of photographic subjects, reading aesthetic signifiers of agency into the
subject’s pose, facial expressions, dress, etc. in order to make arguments for a level of
self-possession not afforded to them in analyses with a poststructuralist methodology,
such as Sekula’s.120 In her analysis of immigration photographs, she argues that some
subjects had more control over how they were represented, as well as how their image
was circulated. She coins the term “honorific ethnographic” to describe her complication
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of this binary, in relationship to European immigrants.121
Pegler-Gordon argues that the honorific and oppressive portraiture categories are
non-distinct because agency needs to be given to subjects in cases where their image
evokes codes of bourgeois portraiture instead of those associated with 19th century
anthropological studies of racial and criminal deviance. Another interpretation posits that
the honorific category can be seen as equally oppressive. By participating in bourgeois
iconographies of class in portraiture, the subjects were performing an equally oppressive
identity by conforming, not by expressing their individuality. Arguing for the visual
codes of bourgeois domestic portraiture as indicative of freedom or self-expression leans
heavily on formalist methodologies that promote the importance of the face as a site of
narrative. This provides an easy route to essentialism regarding class, race, and gender.
In addition, it posits that assimilation to American bourgeois norms is the only way to
achieve agency, and presumes that a full abandonment of the immigrant’s own culture,
dress, etc. to be the natural goal of the photographic subject. To identify a bourgeois
ideal of portraiture as the aesthetic of agency—the presumed goal to be aspired to—and
the sitter’s native dress as a presumption of subjugation privileges the very Western
aesthetic judgments from which the author wishes to free the subjects.
To return to Mikhailov, it is important in light of this trend in photography theory
not to attempt to restore agency to the subjects simply to rescue them from the
supposedly exploitative nature of their photographic images. Art critic Viktor Misiano
uses similar rhetoric to Pegler-Gordon when he states that “His characters are grotesque
and comic, but they are full of life and inner freedom: the grotesque and comic in them
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have nothing to do with them being victims or zombies.” 122 Instead of relying on the
importance of the face as a universal source of personal narrative and individualism, it is
important to focus on Mikhailov’s picturing of social relations, which necessarily
encompass the subject, the photographer, and the two economic systems he represents in
coexistence. Rather than seeing the playful interactions between the subjects as
expressive of their “inner freedom,” it is possible to see it as a set of contrasting relations
with commodities, as outlined by Jackson. While the capitalist mode of procuring
necessities for survival involves exploitation and alienation, as pictured in the
photographs where subjects are performing for the camera for money, Mikhailov pictures
the reversal that was prevalent under socialism in his images emphasizing social
relations.
Mikhailov pictures family ritual in multiple series that depict different family
units engaged in activities such as eating, drinking and washing. A series of images
depicting an older mother and her two middle-aged daughters starts with the three of
them sitting at a table with a lacey tablecloth, framed by two blue checker-print kitchen
curtains on page 274 (Figure 12). The scene is plainly domestic as the two daughters
both raise their glasses at the same time with their eyes closed. This would seem to be
where Durden got the idea that the subjects were “coerced with drink as well as money.”
Almost every time Mikhailov captures subjects in the midst of drinking, he pictures them
like these women with their eyes closed and glasses raised. The consistency of this
reoccurring pose seems to encode the action further with ritualistic significance. This
poses is repeated twice on the next two pages, 276-277, as individual photographs of the
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daughters drinking face each other again with their eyes closed and glasses raised (Figure
13). The scenes are joined in the same method as those previously discussed, with the
edge of the table joining the two photographs together. On the shelf behind the woman
on the right, the same vodka bottle that appears in most of the photographs that feature
drinking stands in the background. Alcohol is a commodity that represents social bonds.
In this series, Mikhailov does not picture himself paying his subjects with money.
Mikhailov’s picturing of social relations is incredibly specific in its examination
of the changing roles of money, commodities, and the subjects’ placement within this
transitioning economic system. If money is symbolic of the alienation of labor and
obfuscation of social relations in the form of exchange value, here we see the contrasting
system of commodity fetishism’s reversal under the old Soviet system. While it is
possible to read Mikhailov’s desire to befriend his subjects as superficial (as many critics
do whenever the photographer makes a statement to that effect), Mikhailov’s picturing of
coexisting economic systems reveals a different role for social interaction in relation to
commodities.123 After all, one of the things Khrushchev found impossible to believe in
his statements at the Manage Gallery was how much money had been wasted on
materials to produce the formalist art he found objectionable. As Jackson explains, in the
Soviet era, when materials were scarce, it was impossible to go to a store and simply
purchase what was needed to create a work of art. One had to rely on family, friends and
relationships both in terms of procuring materials and displaying artworks in the
community.
This is especially true of Diane Arbus, one photographer singled out by Sontag as especially
exploitative of her subjects. Durden in fact goes on to directly compare Mikhailov to Arbus, stating,
“Closer to pictures by Diane Arbus, an artist whose work, as Susan Sontag has suggested, spoke of a
universal human condition of pain and alienation, atomizing the human condition into horror.”
Durden, “Degraded Realities,” 54.
123
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With Verdery and Jackson’s analysis of Soviet “economies of shortage” it is
possible to see how Mikhailov’s reflections on commodity fetishism intersect with his
depiction of family dynamics, domesticity and ritual.124 In fact, the difference between
the two economic systems is explained specifically by Verdery when she writes, “We
would call this corruption, but that is because getting supplies is not a problem for
capitalists.”125 The domestic setting created by the blue gingham curtains and white lacey
tablecloth that surround the women as they eat and drink together refers to Verdery’s
“networks of cozy relations” or Jackson’s “intricate networks or ‘family circles.’”
Perhaps in part to combat the exploitative narratives Mikhailov purposefully introduces
with his critique of the new capitalist system’s rejection of his poor subjects, viewers
witness the remnants of the old economic system. In the face of a new kind of deficit, the
old social relations are restaged.

Case History’s “Strip Teases”126: Touch and the Liveness of Photography
“‘The law on pornography’: Photographing any naked body could become the reason for
accusation. Actually at all our art exhibitions, until 1986, pieces depicting naked bodies
by modern photographers or artists could not be displayed. Only museums contained
such pictures by Old Masters.”127
In the photograph on page 308 of Case History, a man lifts his shirt to expose his
bare chest, an action perceived by Mikhailov’s critics to reveal the exploitative nature of
the artist’s relationship with his subjects (Figure 14). This connotation of exploitation
may be reinforced by the slightly sexualized yet playful touch of the hand of his partner
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standing just outside the frame, pinching his left nipple. Another reading, however,
might posit that what the man’s nudity exposes is instead the tattoo on his chest, a faded
blue outline of an icon of Lenin, making the symbol of political dissent visible. While the
subject of Mikhailov’s critique has changed since his early work—previously it was the
censorship of Soviet government on his art and now it is capitalism—the visibility of
political dissent remains the same. The chiseled outline of Lenin’s angular jaw and brow
make the image appear almost sculptural, and immediately brings to mind the familiar
icon mobilized in socialist realism and repeatedly referenced in Mikhailov’s photographs.
Here, two major themes of Case History are combined into one image, namely, icons and
the revealing of the body. The moment of Soviet Realism has passed within a linear
conception of time. Yet, this image seems to say, from the standpoint of an embodied
sense of history, the Soviet era lives on. This image seems to make a case for a
performative, embodied historiography, or in Schneider’s words, an “embodied ritual
practice as history.”128
The tattoo is an image made semi-permanent through its inscription on the body.
Of course, that permanence only extends to the length of the life of that body, but it is
also guaranteed to at least be the constant lived experience of the subject. In some ways,
the tattoo is like a monument. The tattoo rarely functions as a signifier of one moment in
time, but rather is meant to be carried throughout the duration of a life, similarly to how a
monument is meant to transcend many lifetimes. In this case, the durational aspect is
emphasized by the fact that the image is an icon, and not just any icon, but one based on a
portrait. The faded tattoo represents the ideals of socialism, and it is the visual rhetoric of
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socialist realism.
The myriad social codes surrounding the body and its representation make nudity
in art grounds for constant ideological battle. It follows then that the boundaries of the
photographic genres that feature nudity would be volatile, to say the least. Mikhailov has
tested these boundaries in his previous work as a response to the former Soviet
restrictions on the circulation of photographic representations of nude bodies. Mikhailov
himself fell victim to these restrictions when he was fired from his job taking passport
photos after nude photographs he took of his wife were discovered. As his comment
above explains, the only requirement for the categorization of photography as
pornography was the presence of naked bodies. The context of the nudity within the
photograph, the purpose of the production of the image, the private or public situating of
the photograph—none of these factors mattered in its classification. For the Soviet
government, the naked body in all photographic and art production was necessarily
pornographic.
Durden refers to the variety of demonstrative nude poses and narratives of
clothing removal as “strip teases.” However, it is likely more than just the nudity to
which Durden responds. John Narins, writing for ARTnews, points out, “the nudity itself
can hardly provoke a modern audience.”129 Instead it is the combination of nudity with
the theme of exploitation that Durden finds troubling, claiming “his act of paying his
vulnerable subjects to strip for him highlights the way in which Mikhailov is part of the
‘non-ethical’ capitalist art market, buying ever more sensational and extreme pictures.”130
Due the perceived helplessness of the subjects, their framing by the narrative of
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exploitation makes their modeling for the artist distinct from any other professional
model. It is important to note that the subjects do not just strip “for him (Mikhailov, the
artist),” but also for us, the viewers as we consume the photographs. The combination of
capitalist relations and sexuality evokes the specter of prostitution. Somewhat similarly
to Edward Manet’s Olympia in the mid-nineteenth century, the narrative of sexual
exploitation implicates the viewers as participants in a sexualized act of looking relative
to the nude subjects.
Here it is helpful to turn to Mary Douglas’ definition of the taboo as spatial. As
she defines it, “Taboo is a spontaneous coding practice which set up a vocabulary of
spatial limits and physical and verbal signals to hedge around vulnerable relations. It
threatens specific dangers if the code is not respected.”131 In other words, Mikhailov’s
photographs could be considered taboo because they exist outside the limits of certain
codes of photographic representations of nudity. What Mikhailov’s picturing of social
relations forces into view is more than just economic relations, but volatile conventions
of acceptable nudity in art. Nudity is a prominent aspect of the series. When critics
introduce terms like ‘strip-tease’ to describe the nudity that characterizes much of Case
History, it becomes important to delve deeper into the relevant discursive elements of
nudity in photography. In other words, one must ask why it is that critics might consider
the nudity in this work to be a type of pornography, and therefore something blatantly
and unquestionably sexual in nature, rather than a continuation of the longstanding
tradition of the nude in art.
As Douglas explains, “…there is no such thing as dirt; no single item is dirty apart

Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (London:
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from a particular system of classification in which it does not fit.”132 To introduce the
familiar difference between what is considered nude, or appropriate in art, versus naked,
or inappropriate and pornographic, is not to posit the images in Case History as firmly
one or the other. In fact, as scholars, such as Linda Nead have shown, these categories
are necessarily problematic in their mutual reinforcement of the other through
difference.133 Rather, it is to take an opportunity to investigate what factors contribute to
a sexualization of Mikhailov’s pictured bodies. Does the fact that theirs are not ideal
bodies, but rather, bodies in distress make them unacceptable to Mikhailov’s critics? How
much does photography as a medium contribute to a lowered tolerance for nudity in these
images’ reception? My argument regarding the nudity in Mikhailov’s project is that the
elements that make the photographs seem pornographic, namely, the proximity, inclusion
of the viewer, and emphasis on touch, work to enhance Mikhailov’s larger political
critique.
One formal aspect that is important to consider in relation to the nudity featured in
so many of the photographs is the prominence of touch. In fact, Mikhailov states that he
instructed the subjects to touch themselves and one another in the photographs. The artist
explains, “My touch-request helps the model himself or the situation itself to say—‘Here
I am.’”134 For the artist, touch is an affirmation of presence, a presence not necessarily
guaranteed simply by being photographed. Kelly Dennis’ book Art/Porn explicitly
addresses distinctions in the reception of art works between pornography and sexuallycharged art, and deals specifically with the notion of touch. She argues that, “in
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contemporary mainstream debate, to defend erotica as ‘leaving room for imagination’ and
to condemn pornography as being ‘too close’ is actually to replay an ages-old antithesis
between sight and touch—an antithesis regulated in centuries past not by the media and
the courts but by the reception and criticism of historical works of art.”135 She traces this
idea all the way back to antiquity, describing how Plato’s emphasis on the importance of
the mind regulating the body’s impulses continues to infiltrate contemporary reception of
nudity in art. She explains how Plato saw mimesis as dangerous, since the senses being
fooled by representation allowed for less distance for contemplation, an imperative to act
on the beauty portrayed in art rather than contemplate it rationally. As she puts it, “the
threat contained in mimesis is that the power of the image to move its viewers is directly
related to the possibility that the image itself might become flesh and further dissolve the
distinction between illusion and reality.”136 The notion of closeness, or proximity is
central to Dennis’ argument, and linked to the sense of touch, a conception of the
function of nudity in art that can be easily applied to the reception and criticism of
Mikhailov’s work in particular. Mimesis encourages not just visual contemplation, but
touch, or physical interaction, bringing the viewer in close proximity to the subject of the
work. As she explains, “pornography indicates, in fact, the absence of a discrete limit
between viewer and image, the instability of the distinction between subject and object of
representation.”137 It is this instability of the line between representation and reality that
Dennis points to as what is considered, well into the present moment, the threatening
component of eroticism in art. Introducing the notion of the pornographic to a discussion
of Mikhailov’s photographs once again puts the emphasis on the relationship between the
Kelly Dennis, Art/Porn (New York: Berg Publishers, 2009), 3.
Dennis, Art/Porn, 45.
137 Dennis, Art/Porn, 45.
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images and their viewers. Under this reading, there is nothing inherent to the image that
makes it deserving of the label of pornographic. The perceived lack of distance between
the subjects and the viewer that initiates its status as pornographic. Plato finds mimesis
threatening because he does not trust the imagination of the viewer. In these photographs,
Plato’s fear of action (as touch) is represented in a visceral manner. Dennis and Douglas’
arguments come together to reveal the spatial nature of pornography as taboo. If the
nudity in Mikhailov’s work is perceived as pornographic, perhaps it comes from its
insistence on the viewer’s inclusion and implication in the work. The subjects of the
photographs could be understood as proxies for the viewers in their imaginary closeness
due to mimesis.
A clear example that exhibits Mikhailov’s “touch request” comes from a larger
series of photographs taken of a group of children. The series shows them playing,
eating, drinking alcohol and participating in childish activities while wearing torn and
dirty clothing. In the image on page 63, we see a young, blond boy, possibly around the
age of 12 or 13, who is featured many times in this series of photographs (Figure 15). He
stands next to a girl of a similar age, possibly a year or two older, who sits on a metal
fence without a shirt. She has a buzzed head, with even shorter hair than the boy. They
both grin showing their teeth and revealing their youthful cheekbones. The boy’s head is
about level with the girl’s shoulder, as she sits on the fence. Their grins appear to
indicate some level of mischief, as the boy grabs the girl’s exposed breast and squeezes it
firmly. The touch, while sexualized in its placement, also maintains a level of
childishness in its play violence. The prominence of touch in this instance is unwavering.
Understood in terms of the sight/touch binary described by Dennis, the viewer is brought
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very close to the subjects and their unexplained nudity. It is clear from the playfulness of
the scene, emphasized by the grins of the subjects, that this is not necessarily a sexual act,
or the precursor to one. Yet, it is this emphasis on touch that makes the image seem to
lean toward the pornographic.
Another aspect that could contribute to the nudity in Case History being read as a
series of “stripteases” is the serial aspect of the photographs. In the case of the theme of
nudity in the work, the serial aspect of Mikhailov’s interactions with subjects is
especially important. Rarely is there only one photograph of one subject. Most of the
time, especially in the case of the narratives featuring clothing removal, we are presented
with a series of images of the same subject or group of subjects in different states of
undress. One of the longer narratives featuring this contested nudity starts on page 289,
and depicts a mother and daughter in multiple photographs (Figures 16-21). The women
begin fully clothed and the first view is of them standing in a stairwell, both still in their
winter coats and headscarves. The two are pictured next in profile, the daughter standing
above the mother with her hand around her arm, the shape of their headscarves
emphasized in their repetition. This photograph appears to be the true starting point of
the narrative, as it is one of the photographs shown alone in a smaller format with a larger
white frame that places it in the middle of the page. The next two images show the
women still dressed but no longer in their winter clothes. The mother lounges under
blankets on a bed while the daughter eats out of a small dish on a chair. Barely visible
behind the head of the daughter a woman’s face from a magazine that has been cut out is
pasted on the wall. Behind the mother on the wall there is a small, heart-shaped wall
hanging with two cartoon animals sitting on top of a pink bow and an indecipherable text.
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In the next image, both women move to the bed and sit straight with their hands in
their laps. The next pair contrasts a close-up portrait style image of the mother applying
lipstick in a hand-held mirror with the image of the two women both in the frame once
again. The mother is still sitting on the bed and the daughter in the chair; however the
angle has changed and the daughter is now fully nude. She poses suggestively with one
hand behind her head and the other on her hip, her legs open to the camera. Her
expression is relatively blank as she looks just above and to the side of the camera.
Behind her mother’s disapproving face the pin-up magazine page becomes slightly more
visible, revealing the chest and low-cut apparel of the woman in the photograph. The
next four photographs all show the daughter alone, pictured in various provocative poses.
On page 296, the pin-up woman on the wall not only becomes fully visible, she is
actually seen to be the mirror image of the daughter’s pose. Both women look at the
camera, their opposing arms bent at their breast, and their hair in exactly the same style.
On the other side of image, the daughter is framed by a cigarette ad that has also been
pinned onto the wall. The ad functions as a symbol of capitalism’s implementation in a
similar manner as it did in the previously discussed photograph of the two men standing
under Lenin’s portrait. The exploitative capitalist context is underscored by both
magazine images.
After three more photographs of the woman posing on the bed, the mother returns
to the frame on page 300. Both women are now nude, the mother remaining in her
underwear with her breasts exposed. Both women sit facing the camera on the edge of
the bed, the daughter with her arm around her mother’s shoulders looking at the camera,
the mother looking away to the side of the frame. This is the only photograph in the
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series in which the daughter visibly smiles. The pin-up magazine is no longer visible,
and instead the domestic, kitschy wall hanging reappears behind the women. Only in this
frame do the words in the heart become visible, spelling out the word “love” in English.
The erotic poses of the younger woman mimic that of the pin-up girl in the magazine, yet
just a few pages later the same girl remains undressed posing with her nude mother. Six
photographs show the women sitting on and laying in the bed nude together. The woman
is still as naked as she was previously, yet the connotations have changed. The presence
of the domestic symbol of the wall hanging signals a transition of context. In this
juxtaposition, Mikhailov shows how nudity is not inherently pornographic. The series
functions almost as a literalization of Douglas’ notion of taboo as a “coding practice.” As
the women move throughout the domestic space, their nudity is inscribed by the visual
cues that surround them. We see the taboos of sexuality in flux and inextricable from
context rather than something innate to the body, and therefore constructed.
In showing subjects in multiple shots as they undress and redress themselves, a
kind of cinematic performance begins to unfold, underscoring the action taking place.
One such narrative sequence takes place from page 190-197 (Figures 22-25), where a
man and a woman undress and then slowly put their clothes back on in a series of 8
photographs. On 190 the woman stands against the tree already exposing her torso with
her skirt and shirt around her
legs, while the man leans over in the process of taking his pants and long underwear
down past his knees. The next two photographs show them both fully nude, with their
clothes draped off their shoulders and around their knees. These two photographs on
pages 192-193 most explicitly reference a cinematic narrative, as very little changes
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between the two photographs except the subjects’ expressions as they share food they
have most likely been given by Mikhailov. The next two pages show that the subjects
have started to put their clothes back on, the woman holding up her skirt and the man
once again wearing his underwear. In the final two images of the undressing sequence,
the man holds up a fish, now with his pants back on and trench coat open, the woman
holding a cup and bottle, her headscarf around her neck and head though her shirt
remains unbuttoned. The narrative ends with them receiving compensation for their
performance.138 In both of these examples, the partial removal of clothing provides
opportunities to emphasize the performative nature of these encounters. Victor Misiano
explains the performativity in the photographs by stating, “This way of life has been
replaced by a stage on which spectacle society as a whole is acting out a play that
includes even those actors who have been kicked onto the sidelines.”139 Just as Mikhailov
performs capitalist social relations in order to draw attention to them as the target of his
critique, here he underscores action to ensure that nudity is read as performance. As
Dennis explains, “Photography and performance, the two-dimensional reproduction and
the ‘live’ physical presence of the artist, were nonetheless deemed to bear a similar threat
of proximity, one deemed ‘pornographic.’”140 Here, the proximity of Mikhailov’s
images, their undeniable inclusion of the viewer in their critique, combines with the
performative form of that critique. Ultimately, the desire of critics to label these images
as pornographic reveals the strength of their critique. Positing the photographs as
pornographic is a testament to their achievement of insisting on the inclusion of the
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viewer in the narratives of exploitation.
In Carole Vance’s article “Negotiating Sex and Gender in the Attorney General’s
Commission on Pornography,” she explains that “Sexually explicit images are dangerous,
conservatives believe, because they have the power to spark fantasy, incite lust, and
provoke action.”141 Linda Nead cites Kenneth Clark making a similar assertion, that “To
my mind art exists in the realm of contemplation, and its bound by some sort of
imaginative transposition. The moment art becomes an incentive to action it loses its true
character.”142 Of course, a glaring problem with this definition of the pornographic as a
sort of “call to action,” as Henry Sayre also articulates it, is that it presupposes that the
act of consuming artwork, the act of contemplation, is inherently passive.143 If the
category of pornography serves to reinforce art as its other through its differentiation,
then the active category of pornography assumes a passive category of artistic
contemplation. This reinforces the notion that something inherently appropriate or
inappropriate can reside in the image as opposed to the reality of taboos as a “coding
practice” as defined by Mary Douglas. Nead describes this outdated position, when she
writes, “the view that the pornographic resides in the image, that it is a question of
content rather than form, of production rather than consumption.”144 Perhaps if the
images of Case History are seen to be pornographic it is because within them we see the
subjects acting, in their removal of their clothes, and in their performance of nudity. We
see the photographer acting, in his participation in the capitalist exchange that pictures
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exploitation by the economic system. We are forced then, finally, to see ourselves as
viewers acting, in our process of creating meaning, no longer assumed to be a passive
affair. If we are “implicated” in these images, as Chris Killip articulated, it is as active
participants instead of passive viewers.145 In our consumption of this artwork, we enact
capitalist relations just as much as Mikhailov. The photographer can no longer bear the
brunt of uneven power relations. We are forced to shift our focus to the system in which
the subjects, the photographer, and the viewers play a part.

Yesterday’s Sandwich: Obfuscating Transparency
In Mikhailov’s cross-temporal exchanges, the layers of time are sticky.
Throughout Case History, the layers of time show through in crackling and decaying
surfaces. One photograph (Figure 26) shows mailboxes at the entrance to an apartment
building. Many have been destroyed, pulled out while others have been written over and
over again, painted over to the point where little is legible. Only three out of the fourteen
still have small padlocks. Even the paint on the surrounding plaster is peeling off.
Another set of images that spans two pages shows an aging, rusting display framework
for posters, one filled in with bleached remnants of paper announcements, clearly now
irrelevant (Figure 27). The Soviet-era frame has the letters “TC” in the middle, likely a
reference to the company that installed it. Through the empty frame in the photograph on
the left, a brightly colored new liquor store radiates in shades of the rainbow. Above, a
large sign in red letters hovers reading “Vodka & Co.” and in green letters below
“Liquor.” The old display casts a shadow on the pavement, its metallic form in silhouette
removing the marks of age that scour its surface. Layers of the old frame structures of
145
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the Technicolor new. On the next page, a woman stands next to the store with her back
to the camera looking towards a large billboard, with the same fading, scratched up red
and blue paint of the previously described display (Figure 28). This posting space is also
full of decaying paper; it is much larger possibly eight or nine feet tall. A posting for
books remains legible in red font near the top. The glare of the light on the white paper
emphasizes its illegibility and decay, giving it a bleached and fragile quality, resembling
a surface torn by time and the elements.
The layering of the new and old is also pictured in architectural elements. In one
photograph, the frame is taken up by a blurred close-up of an iron star in the form of
ornament at the top of the gate. The blur is caused by the focus of the camera on a
distant subject seen through the center of the star in the courtyard on the other side. The
old Soviet iron structure frames the new post-Soviet result of capitalism. Across the city,
billboards, icons, and other elements of visual culture imprinted into the fabric of the city
degrade along with Soviet infrastructure, and take the form of the decaying surfaces in
Mikhailov’s pictures.
In one final example, two images create a panorama on pages 374-375 showing
two different icons (Figure 29). The lighting and composition of both images is almost
identical, allowing the scenes to be almost seamlessly placed together. It is twilight, and
the foreground is coated in a light blue layer of snow in the fading evening light. The
scene is of two backyard areas, and while the composition joins the back walls of the
enclosed spaces together with a single horizon line close to the top of the frame, it is
unclear whether or not the spaces are remotely related to one another. On the left, a flat
cement wall shows peeling orange paint as a backdrop for an icon of a stick figure
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playing with a ball. The figure faces to the left side of the frame with its arms
outstretched, and the round ball resting where his wrist is supposed to be. Its legs are
extended, one at a straight diagonal towards the left, the other bent beneath them at the
knee then straight out to the right, indicating the running motion. The figures’ upper
body and face has been covered with large blotches of white, which can be seen to drip
down in some areas as if he has been attacked by a paint gun. The image is worn and
looks dated in its simplicity. On the right page, a sculpture faces in the opposite direction.
The outstretched arm of a woman bent at the waist reaches horizontally to the edge of the
frame and is cut off by the seam of the book. The woman’s face comes forward reaching
out towards the viewer yet turned slightly, her momentum reaching up into the right. She
is a nude yet she has been cut off at the legs. In the photograph she appears to float as
there’s no visible support for her. There is a round, cloth-like enclosure near her waist but
it is impossible to discern what symbolic meaning it might have had. Her face is clearly
designed in what could be the simplistic, geometric style of Socialist realism. Her
archetypical body could serve as a representation of the idealization of any of the party
values in a correct narrative. Yet her nudity, as well as the subtlety and fragility of her
pose seem to indicate something more artistic than practical. Perhaps it is simply the
wear of time that has de-contextualized her from the initial role she was meant to play
and her socialist narrative. This wear is visible on the surface of her body, which shows
cracks, discoloration and disfigurement. This discoloration could have been caused by
water, if she was part of a fountain at one point, since this kind of figure was commonly
found in parks where one would also find icons representing handball near by. In this
juxtaposition, both the highest and the lowest forms of iconography are seen to be
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weathering away, fading from the surfaces of post-Soviet Russia.
The decay of the Soviet urban environment and its replacement with the colorful
world of global capitalism describes the distinct space of post-Soviet Ukraine, as
visualized by Mikhailov, as a heterotopian space. As Foucault states, “The heterotopia is
capable of juxtaposing in a single place several spaces, several sites that are in
themselves incompatible.” He goes on to explain that some heterotopias organize, “in
this way a sort of perpetual and indefinite accumulation of time in an immobile place.” If
his urban landscapes show conflicting visual rhetorics, languages of opposing ideologies,
and decades in time becoming distant memories, the fact that they exist in conflict does
not present contradictions that need to be resolved. Rather, it points to the nature of these
places as heterotopian, as heteroglot, as networks of temporal exchange, and the
photographs as representative of more than one historical reality.
To conclude my examination of Mikhailov’s sticky Soviet/post-Soviet time, it is
fitting to return to Yesterday’s Sandwich. This interest in surface that we have now
examined in multiple photographs, this juxtaposition of old and new that characterizes his
depictions of infrastructure throughout Case History, goes back to one of his earlier
Soviet era works that made use of double exposure. Often in Yesterday’s Sandwich the
surface is about painting. In one image, plate number 32 of the series, a photograph
showing a figure close-up in a gas mask in profile on the left, with a woman holding what
looks to be a map and an umbrella, with the leisurely smile on her face, is superimposed
on the surface of a grainy pastel drawing (Figure 30). The drawing lends this texture to
the entirety of the image, yet the photographic detail persists through the grain in some
areas. The blue sky and white clouds of the photograph blend in seamlessly with the
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gestural orange streaks of pastel that appear almost to become the sunset. With the
gestural orange strokes, the peaceful smile on the woman’s face and her glance to the side
under the umbrella, the blue sky and the hill behind her come together to almost reference
Monet’s Woman with a Parasol (Figure 31). The Impressionistic ease [what does this
mean?] of the right side of the photograph becomes that much more eerie with the alien
presence of the Soviet-era gas mask that takes over the left side. Mikhailov’s layering of
images in his double exposures always emphasizes the constructed nature of his
photographs. His interest in surfaces bears a striking resemblance to how he depicts the
temporal exchange between past and present in Case History decades later.
Another photograph that certainly makes use of similar imagery depicts two men
shaking hands in silhouette, seen from a distance (Figure 32). The snow around them
sets the form of their dark bodies in contrast with their surroundings, emphasizing the “v”
shape made by their two arms meeting. After looking at Mikhailov’s past and present
commentary on the importance of changing social relations, it is fair to say that they
stand within the red frame as a representation of that very concept. The second, larger
image that encompasses their interaction is a man’s semi-nude body, mostly washed-out
with white. He turns his neck dramatically to one side and grips a pair of interconnected
red bars, clearly identifiable as the kind of railings used to enter the water, with his
opposite arm, leaning back to expose his chest and tensed neck muscles. Though there is
little detail in the washed-out image, it is just barely possible to make out a pair of
goggles on his face. His relaxed pose seems to indicate that he is swimming, and the
texture of the ground suddenly appears to have a slight shimmer like the surface of water.
The bars curve into a shape that mimics a red sickle, instantly conjuring an image of the
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iconic hammer and sickle flag of the Soviet Union. The man is at once a bather in a
casual, relaxed position, and a statuesque figure firmly holding up the sickle, bringing to
mind the familiar tropes of Soviet Realism (Figure 33). The over-exposed pale skin of
the bather clutching the red bars easily transforms into an iconic figure of an idealized
working body, readily recognizable from the visual lexicon of state-sponsored genre.
What would normally be a glorification of labor in the context of Socialist Realism
doubles as a depiction of leisure. In this photograph there is a coexistence of labor and
leisure, of cited party rhetoric and artistic expression, a fitting summary of Mikhailov’s
role as an amateur photographer in the Soviet Union.
As a double exposure, the photograph is made from two layers of images superimposed, or times touching, not just anywhere but on the surface; therefore, it is also the
coexistence of two measurements of time. There is no transparency if there is another
image behind the image. To focus on the surface is not to see through the window, but to
close the blinds. Mikhailov’s photograph again reveals “a pluralism of realities.” It
shows a reality of the Party position, in the form of Socialist realism. Here is the Party’s
idealized body, a marble statue holding a red sickle in an iconic position of labor. It
shows the amateur photographer, Mikhailov him with his unmistakable mustache,
sporting goggles enjoying leisure time by the shore. Mikhailov does not use double
exposure and the visual double entendre of labor and leisure to undermine Western
notions of transparency in photography. Mikhailov has always known the photograph to
be as constructed as a painting.
One final example firmly illustrates this point. The image clearly depicts an
essential example of photographic depth, namely, one-point perspectival recession of
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depth in the form of a street (Figure 34). Two women stand on the sidewalk with their
backs facing the camera looking straight at the vanishing point at the end of the street.
The side of the street where they stand is taken up by a large building with a red-gated
garage, most likely a factor of some sort. The sides of the garage are painted with party
slogans and stars and the slogan closest to the viewer reads “Glory to labor!” A longer
slogan painted on top reads “Glory to a great Soviet man—the builder of communism.”
Looking down the narrow corridor of the sidewalk in the deep recession of the
perspective it is possible to see that there are numerous figures in the same position as the
women. It is clear that something has drawn their attention, as everybody looks back
straight to the horizon line. Every figure in the image mimics the position of the viewer.
They are on the straightest path to the horizon line. Like the viewer, they are inscribed
directly into the perspective of the photograph. The viewer takes his or her place in the
line of figures that is seemingly endless, continuing beyond our plane of vision into the
eternity of the vanishing point.
Yet, at the same time this photograph has been exposed along with a photograph
of a cracked, painted surface. Along with the endless recession of space, the sky, the
ground and the depths created by receding orthogonals are revealed to be nothing but a
crumbling surface. The future is promised by the rhetoric of idealism and the Party
position articulated by the gates that show the way into the horizon. It is depicted in the
propagandistic language of the photograph. Yet the cracked surface of painting, that
which clearly reveals itself its representation also shows the cracks that will inevitably
show through as propaganda’s broken promises. Sky will fall in the path will crumble
because it is all broken to begin with.
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Considering the many ways the artist uses photography to present multiple
conflicting yet coexisting visual languages throughout his career, to review Case History
without this context would do the work a great disservice. There is much more to it than
can be examined within the framework of victim photography and a conception of
photographic ethics from the 1970s and 1980s. Case History is a complex work
embedded in the Soviet and post-Soviet history of photography, as well as Mikhailov’s
own career history as an artist of political dissent. If Mikhailov can be both a bather and
a sculpture of socialist realism at once, so can Case History be both art and pornography,
socialism and capitalism, exploitation and liberation in conflict and coexistence?
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(Figure 1) Alekzandr Rodchenko, Newspaper, 1926
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(Figure 2) Boris Mikhailov, Unfinished Dissertation, 1999
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(Figure 3) Boris Mikhailov, Luriki
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(Figure 4) Boris Mikhailov, Red Series, c. 1960s

(Figure 5) Boris Mikhailov, Red Series, c. 1960s
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(Figure 6) Margaret Bourke-White, The World’s Highest Standard of Living, 1937

(Figure 7) Martha Rosler, The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, 19741975
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(Figure 8) Museum of Modern Art Exhibition, Family of Man, 1955

(Figure 9) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 198, 1999
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(Figure 10) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 421, 1999

(Figure 11) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 370-371, 1999
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(Figure 12) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 274-275, 1999

(Figure 13) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 276-77, 1999
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(Figure 14) Boris Mikhailov, Case History, 1999
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(Figure 15) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 63, 1999

(Figure 16) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 291, 1999
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(Figure 17) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 292-293, 1999

(Figure 18) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 294-295, 1999
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(Figure 19) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 296-297, 1999

(Figure 20) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 300-301, 1999
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(Figure 21) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 304-305, 1999

(Figure 22) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 190-191, 1999
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(Figure 23) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 192-193, 1999

(Figure 24) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 194-195, 1999
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(Figure 25) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Pages 196-197, 1999

(Figure 26) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 126, 1999
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(Figure 27) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 136-137, 1999

(Figure 28) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 139, 1999
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(Figure 29) Boris Mikhailov, Case History: Page 374-375, 1999
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(Figure 30) Boris Mikhailov, Yesterday’s Sandwich, c. 1960’s

(Figure 31) Claude Monet, Woman with a Parasol, 1875
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(Figure 32) Boris Mikhailov, Yesterday’s Sandwich, c. 1960’s

(Figure 33) Vera Mukhina, Worker and Kolkhoz
Woman, 1937
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(Figure 34) Boris Mikhailov, Yesterday’s Sandwich c. 1960’s
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Chapter 2
“Vertical Neighborhoods in the Sky”:
The Demolition of High-Rise Housing Projects and a History of
Segregation in Chicago
A photograph from the early 1940s shows the initial row houses of the Cabrini
housing development built on a site previously referred to as “Little Hell” on Chicago’s
north side, with the skyscrapers of the city’s famous skyline rising up in the distance
(Figure 1). This view of the skyline appears frequently in images of the housing project,
and becomes even more prominent after the late 1950s when the high-rise extensions
were erected, giving residents a spectacular view of the skyline as well as the city’s
wealthiest white neighborhoods. The city used natural as well as man-made barriers to
deliberately separate Cabrini residents from both. High-rise buildings are enormously
celebrated in Chicago, as it holds the title of the city that invented the skyscraper. While
many of these buildings were erected in the late 19th century, this title is still celebrated
into the 21st century and functions as a major draw for the city’s tourism economy, as is
apparent from the Museum of Contemporary Art’s 2012 exhibition entitled Skyscraper:
Art and Architecture Against Gravity. The museum’s description of the show explains,
While the exhibition has particular relevance to Chicago, the city that
is widely known as the birthplace of this architectural type, artists
throughout the world—in addition to authors, filmmakers, poets, and
undoubtedly architects—have been enthralled by the human desire to
build farther and farther into the sky, testing technological limits while
embodying a yearning for spiritual connection to the heavens.146
This utopian rhetoric frequently characterizes descriptions of high-rise buildings in
“Skyscraper: Art and Architecture Against Gravity, Jun 20-Sep 23, 2012,” Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago, June 20, 2012, accessed on October 28, 2012,
https://mcachicago.org/Exhibitions/2012/Skyscraper-Art-And-Architecture-Against-Gravity.
146
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Chicago. Familiar tropes of American modernity, such as man’s conquering of nature and
American Exceptionalist entrepreneurialism, emerge in references to the almost
antagonistic attitude American architects upheld against gravity. The exhibition
description mobilizes a universalist claim about human nature to explain the skyscraper’s
place in the modern landscape, pointing to an imagined collective desire to reach into the
heavens. The symbolic rhetoric and iconography representing the Chicago skyscraper
necessarily ties height to utopian tropes of American modernity.
As early as the 1890s, the city’s inhabitants and visitors felt the impact of
Chicago’s new visually powerful, colossal structures. As Edward Wolner explains, “the
term itself was among the first demonstrations of the skyscraper’s rhetorical power.”147
Even in the earliest years of development, the skyscraper in Chicago was consistently tied
to an American modernist rhetoric of entrepreneurialism. Having recently been
devastated by fire in 1871, the skyscrapers that began to pop up along Chicago’s Loop in
the late 19th century came to symbolize the city’s perseverance in the face of the
destructive event. In a true rags-to-riches narrative, “Chicago transformed in two brief
decades from the ashes of the 1871 fire to the most technologically modern city on
earth.”148 From the very beginning, the skyscraper was the key to Chicago’s comeback
story. While the MCA’s exhibition description points to the actual form and structure of
the skyscraper as what evokes utopian associations with the heavens and American
entrepreneurialism, the early history of the skyscraper is simultaneously associated with
Chicago’s resurgence after the fire.

Edward Wolner, “Chicago’s Fraternity Temples: the Origins of Skyscraper Rhetoric and the First of
the World's Tallest Office Buildings,” in The American Skyscraper: Cultural Histories, ed. Roberta
Moudry (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 103.
148 Wolner, “Chicago’s Fraternity Temples,” 103.
147
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Another way the presence of the skyscraper high in the Chicago atmosphere came
to signify modern utopianism was through the buildings’ indexical relationship to the
economy. As Bluestone explains in his article “Preservation and Renewal in Post-War
War II Chicago,” “In the nineteenth century, Chicago had developed a skyscraper
downtown that had effectively narrowed, purified, and reformulated images of work and
commerce in the city. People increasingly looked to the city’s downtown and tall
buildings to judge its commerce.”149 The very presence of these high-rise buildings on the
skyline was an indicator of financial security to the city’s residents. During times of
difficulty, “By looking back, many builders in Chicago discovered hope for a more
promising future. Chicago’s skyscrapers had testified to the city’s commercial vitality
and growing economic prominence.”150 As Bluestone’s article reveals, the skyscraper’s
symbolism was powerful enough to persist even in times of economic hardship.151
This chapter will begin by looking at the symbolic importance of the high-rise to
the history of the city of Chicago’s built environment. Exploring the constant reinvention
of Victorian reform values that construct the environment of the slum connects early
documentary photography of tenement housing from the late 19th century to
photojournalistic representations of public housing in the late 20th century. As evidence,
I analyze historical newspaper photographs along with their captions in order to reveal
the persistence of the conflation of poverty and criminality, as well as a limited
conception of space as an empty container. In contrast, the photographs of artist David

Daniel Bluestone, "Preservation and Renewal in Post-World War II Chicago," Journal of
Architectural Education 47 (1994): 211.
150 Bluestone, "Preservation and Renewal in Post-World War II Chicago,” 212.
151 One of Bluestone’s key arguments is that establishing a unified Chicago School of architecture had
to do with creating a specific history in service of an alienating ideology, patching together dissimilar
styles and the work of unrelated architects in order to construct an imagined coherent style.
149
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Schalliol use metaphors of nature to show social relations still form the land left behind
after high-rise projects were raised. I argue that his photographs of different phases of
demolition in the 1990s reflect a different understanding of space akin to the
theorizations of Foucault and Lefebvre. Finally, I briefly examine the photography
project Changing Chicago from the 1980s, “one of the largest documentary photography
projects ever organized in an American city,” to investigate how Marc Pokempner’s
photographs reframe Cabrini as a celebratory heterotopia.152

“Vertical Neighborhoods in the Sky”153
As much as high-rise buildings in the form of skyscrapers are inseparable from
the city’s origin narrative, they form the history of Chicago’s segregation as well. The
continuous reinvention of Victorian-era social reform values reimagine the environment
of the slum from the work of Jacob Riis, the famous documentary photographer of the
early 20th century, to photojournalistic representations of segregated neighborhoods in the
late 20th century. The conflation of poverty and criminality persists, as does the notion
that these segregated spaces are autonomous from the social conditions that create them.
The Chicago Housing Authority was founded in 1937 with the purpose of
managing new homes built under the Public Works Administration during the great
depression when housing was needed for masses of displaced farmers as a result of
drought and deep economic recession. The first director, Elizabeth Wood, appointed in
1939, built the first homes for African-American residents—the Ida B. Wells Homes—in

“Stephen Marc,” Museum of Contemporary Photography, accessed May 6, 2016,
http://www.mocp.org/detail.php?t=objects&type=tag&f=933&s=&record=4&tag=documentary.
153 Adam Cohen and Elizabeth Taylor, American Pharaoh: Mayor Richard J. Daley: His Battle for
Chicago and the Nation (Boston: Little, Brown, 2000), 186.
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Bronzeville. The Cabrini Row houses mentioned in the introduction of this chapter were
mixed-race, built in 1942, eventually serving veterans and their families coming home
from the war. But as white families saved enough to move anywhere in the city, black
families were restricted to black neighborhoods due to Chicago’s continued segregation,
which was enforced with violence and intimidation.154 Eventually, black families mostly
occupied the row houses, since immigrants and lower class white families were able to
move to neighborhoods of their choice. In 1949, Wood proposed a plan to build 40,000
new apartments around the city. Aldermen pushed back against having public housing in
their wards, and all the new developments were moved to poor, previously black
neighborhoods, again maintaining segregation. In 1953 riots ensued when CHA tried to
move a black family into a project that had been reserved for white families called
Trumbull Park. Violence and intimidation continued to be a problem as black families
tried to break out of segregated neighborhoods. In 1958 and 1962 respectively, the last of
the Cabrini towers and the Robert Taylor Homes, the largest development in the nation,
both opened to house hundreds of thousands of families.
A newspaper image from 1985 of the Cabrini-Green extensions erected in 1958
(Figure 3) addresses how the meaning of high-rise architecture changes when contrasting
public housing units with the visual rhetoric and textual symbolism of the height of the
skyscraper. The image shows the elevated view of the Cabrini extensions, a beautiful
vista directly overlooking the city’s most famous skyscrapers, violently slashed through
by the blurred geometric repeating rhombuses of chain-link fencing. This image parallels
two very different types of high-rise structures. The parallel in meaning between the

Natalie Moore, The South Side: A Portrait of Chicago and American Segregation (New York: St.
Martin’s Press), 2016.
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high-rise skyscrapers and high-rise public housing is mangled first visually by the literal
icon of separation—the fence—and then reinforced by the text below. The first comment
comes from Cabrini architect, Larry Amstadter, which reads, “We are moving people out
of some of the worst housing imaginable, and we are putting them into something truly
decent.” The next one is a comment from a Cabrini tenant from 1958 simply exclaiming,
“It’s heaven here.” Finally, architect Charles B. Genther is quoted saying, “We thought
we were giving people the same thing that the people who lived along Lake Shore Drive
had.” The last two quotations are the most interesting in how they address this
simultaneous parallel and division. The 1958 resident’s claim uses the same language of
the skyscraper exhibition conflating the height of the building with the heavens. Yet, in
the other quote, naively admitting to ignorance of the difference between the most
expensive real estate in town and public housing projects, the architect expresses shock
that the idealism of high-rise structures did not transcend class boundaries and carry over
to Cabrini-Green. Somehow, the idealization of the high-rise as an untouchable
ideological space immersed in the heavens managed to fail, and the development fell
short of their expectations. Instead, what the image reveals is the reality of the social
construction of space. The social relations that produce the space of the projects are not
the same as the social relations that produce the space of the most highly valued real
estate on Lake Shore Drive.
Le Corbusier writes in the introduction to his chapter “Attempt at Urbanistic
Exploration,” that, “building (architecture and city planning) is the faithful reflection of a
society. Constructed objects are the most revealing documents about it.”155 This is
certainly the case when looking at the history of Cabrini Green and the Robert Taylor
155
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Homes in terms of how the physical architectural objects and construction of statemediated space, in high-rise form in particular, was used to continually subjugate
Chicago’s African-American population. Le Corbusier repeats the argument regarding
how social relations produce space (though with his utopian vision, he certainly does not
intend to).
Socialist architects in 1920s Germany invented restrictive tactics used for the
control of bodies by the state to deal with the need for mass housing in rapidly growing
cities. These tactics continued to develop around Europe during the modern period and
were repurposed in American cities. In their book American Pharaoh, Adam Cohen and
Elizabeth Taylor give a detailed account of the political motivations behind Mayor
Richard J. Daley’s construction of the largest stretch of public housing in the nation’s
history. The architecture of the high-rise in particular allowed Mayor Daley and the
institutions of the state to maintain strict racial boundaries in order to keep the city
segregated. One factor that favored high-rise architecture was that by packing more
members of the city’s African-American population into less square-footage, the city
ended up using less land over all to fulfill the need for units for hundreds of thousands of
people. Cohen and Taylor explain, “High-rises were an effective mechanism for keeping
blacks, who were threatening to outgrow the Black Belt, inside the borders of the existing
ghetto.”156 It would be easier to keep the new units restricted to land that was already
considered to be a part of the city’s “Black Belt,” and less units had to be built in white
neighborhoods. As if these actions were not enough to reinforce the city’s racial divide,
when the new highway to be called the Dan Ryan was proposed, it was urgently
“realigned” in response to the city’s project plans so as to create a physical barrier
156
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between black and white south sides.157
One of the other factors that led to the construction of the high-rise buildings in
particular was that, “High-rises were an especially convenient way for the Democratic
Machine to house its black voters. Residents of the projects were easily available to
precinct captains, who could reap hundreds of votes simply working their way down a
single elevator bank.”158 The Robert Taylor Homes were a collection of high-rise towers,
containing 4,415 apartments that made it the largest public housing development in the
world.159 Whereas the 1949 legislation passed by Congress for 810,000 new units of
government-subsidized housing across the country was a direct response to amount of
people that remained homeless during the Great Depression, by the 1950’s, with Daley in
charge, “the federal money also meant more contracts for Daley and the machine to
allocate to political supporters. Daley wanted to build every public housing unit the
federal government was willing to pay for.”160 Cohen and Taylor describe how the
federal government consistently reprimanded Daley for his inability to keep costs down,
since all the Chicago contracts were filtered through the Democratic Machine. In
building massive structures along miles and miles of South State Street, Daley was able
to simultaneously control African-American votes, maintain the city’s historical racial
boundaries of segregation, and make a profit for his supporters. The high-rise projects
were spaces explicitly produced by Daley’s corrupt, racist, and extremely profitable
policies, in both their form and location.
Those responsible for the proliferation of high-rise projects would deny
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responsibility for their deliberate segregation of the African-American population as it
became clear that the buildings were to be permanently neglected, left to become unsafe
and unlivable with no attempts at effective maintenance.
Daley’s defenders would argue that the social cost of building
public housing as dense high-rises was unknown at the time.
Even progressives such as Elizabeth Wood, they claimed,
championed high-rises, modeled on the work of the Swiss-born
architect Le Corbusier, who advocated tall buildings spread out
on large plots of land, to give urban developments the feel of a
suburb. ‘People in the CHA, including Elizabeth Wood, got into
a love match with Le Corbusier—vertical neighborhoods in the
sky, green space all around,’ says Edward Marciniak.161
Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine inspired developers for generations, using the height
of the skyscraper to “decongest the city center well augmenting its density, to improve
accessibility and mobility, and to increase the provision of parks and open-space.”162
Alexi Ferster Marmot explains in, “The Legacy of Le Corbusier and High-Rise Housing”
how Le Corbusier’s plans were put to use for many low income project housing
developments in the United Kingdom, Chicago and St. Louis. Le Corbusier intended his
Garden Cities that would include housing, offices, recreational spaces, etc., to be a kind
of “city within a city.” The problem, as Marmot points out, is that when the cities within
cities were constructed along this model for the purpose of public housing, the financial
upkeep necessary to sustain them was not taken into account. The author argues that Le
Corbusier always intended this prototype to be high-end housing due to high costs it
would take to maintain. In other words, the model only works for upper-class residents.
This is one of the reasons the model failed so severely when it took the form of public
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housing in St. Louis and Chicago. Not only were the structures and facilities far from the
utopian vision described by the Ville Contemporaine, the city governments criminally
under-invested in the upkeep of the buildings, allowing them to crumble. Despite this
fact, Daley’s supporters denied any knowledge of the impact of designing housing with
these three distinctly subjugating goals in mind.

The Environment of the Slum--Conflating Criminality and Poverty
Whereas economic growth and machine efficiency is represented in the regularity,
geometry, and repetition of the skyscraper, these same principles in the context of highrise low-income housing take on different significations. Most historical articles that
discuss the Robert Taylor Homes or Cabrini-Green fall into two camps. Either the
articles discuss crime, violence, and gangs, or they talk about specific events of attempted
reform, evoking the same language of 19th century reformers by touching on tropes of
childhood innocence and hard work as a solution to poverty. As George Lipsitz states,
such an ideology regarding the poor implies that “people with problems are problems.”163
These two conceptions of the slum go back to the reform movements that targeted the
tenements of growing late 19th century urban centers. Articles describe tropes of two
different types of residents,
Although most tenement dwellers worked twelve and more hours daily
in their desperate efforts to maintain family unity and wholesome
relationships, the area teemed with the offal of human wretchedness.
Thieves, pimps, prostitutes, gangsters, beggars, and criminals—all kinds
of rascality—along with drunks, tramps, and n’er-do-wells crowded the
saloons and lodging houses of the neighborhood. A number of the
lodging houses…became nurseries of corruption and criminality.164
George Lipsitz, How Racism Takes Place (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2011), Kindle
edition, 1070-1072.
164 Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York (Williamstown,
163
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Not only does this quotation reveal these two tropes of the environment of poverty, it also
shows that these ideologies persist in how the images are interpreted well into the 20th
century. This text comes from Charles Madison’s 1970’s introduction to Jacob Riis’ 19th
century book How the Other Half Lives. The fact that newspaper articles either report on
gang violence or Girl Scouts is a manifestation of this ideology. 165 Those that live in
poverty are either criminality or racially typologized as immoral, or are the exception the
of innocent and hard work among “human wretchedness.” 166 Madison’s reference to
lodging houses as “nurseries of corruption and criminality” underscores his beliefs about
the role the environment plays in poverty, implying that the problem is the proximity of
diverse criminal types. The word nursery in particular implies that the actual space of
the lodging houses produces criminality, as if the walls of the tenement houses had
agency. This is a reversal of the notion that social relations produce space. His list of
criminal types almost speaks to the kind of typology of criminality practiced with the
help of photography during the 19th century, each category described as if criminality
were an essential and encompassing quality.
Early photographs like Riis’, as well as contemporary ones of Cabrini Green and
the Robert Taylor Homes, illustrate both documentary’s power of emotional currency and
the mobilization of a historical realism for the promotion of institutional ideology. Often
considered to be one of the first practitioners of documentary photography, Riis
photographed the living conditions of the working class in the midst of building
America’s changing industrial urban centers. The leaders of reform movements that took
Mass: Corner House, 1972), vi.
165 Articles also use similar tropes of childhood innocence and its role in the community.
166 This is clearly related to distinctly American ideologies of entrepreneurialism and “rags to riches”
narratives.
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place during the mid-19th century, when trying to ascertain the origins of poverty in
American cities, maintained a dual emphasis on the importance of environment and
morality. Reformers simultaneously blamed callous landlords and personal decisions of
the poor for the horrifying conditions of tenement homes during this early period of
American urban modernity. Within this 19th century understanding of poverty, even
those considered to be innocent could easily become corrupted by their environment with
just a few misguided choices. In the preface to his book Poverty, Ethnicity and the
American City, David Ward describes how,
This essentially geographic formulation of poverty is usually
expressed as the relationships between the adverse environments of
the inner city and the presumed pathological social conditions among
its impoverished residence. These conditions are often directly
attributed to the adverse environment of the inner city but whenever
they seem unresponsive to environmental improvements, they are
judged to be a part of a deviant subculture or the result of personal
deviance.167
As Ward explicates in his study, the reform movements focused on the impact of
environment and the moral choices of individuals. This was a view of poverty steeped in
religion, specifically a fundamental belief in the binary opposition between good and evil.
Those well-meaning immigrants who came to the slums in search of affordable housing
in the city faced moral decisions about whether to succumb to the evils of their
environment or try to maintain good Christian lifestyles despite the lingering presence of
evil all around them.
Riis’ photographs place additional importance on the role of the environment,
with the goal of depicting the horrible conditions of poverty that categorized the
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tenements in the late 19th century. Riis’ photographic project aimed at education,
attempting to reform the slums he visited by making outsiders aware of how criminality
was seen by reformers to be bred in slum environments. His photograph entitled Bandits
Roost of 1888 is one that speaks to this environmental concern, the title indicating the
importance of place to the photograph’s meaning (Figure 4). It is the familiar home of
the “bandit” type he evokes. Eight men and one woman stare directly at the viewer from
this small alley between houses. The way each person has turned his or her head toward
the viewer gives the impression that the viewer has wandered into a location where he is
unwelcome and out of place. The direct address of all nine people implies a sudden
silence, the presence of the viewer immediately halting conversation. Both the title and
the cold stare of the tenement residents give a sense of an essential criminality. In other
words, this street that we see, framed by hanging clotheslines, belongs firmly to the
“bandits.” The same kind of categorical language referring to the “bandit” type informs
the viewer of the environment’s control by criminality. Here we clearly see what Ward
describes as “pathological social conditions” that were being attributed to tenement
populations, as well as a “deviant subculture” of criminals.
The importance of maintaining a morality firmly guided by Christianity and
individual decision-making in this kind of criminal environment is portrayed in many of
Riis’ photographs as well, including Prayer Time in the Nursery, Five Points House of
Industry, from 1890 (Figure 5). The children all dressed in white and kneeling in a circle
that opens up to the viewer portrays the importance of teaching Christian morality from a
young age. This kind of distinctly Christian charity is proposed as one alternative to the
criminal lifestyle portrayed by Riis as a product of living in poverty. A newspaper article
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from 1861 reports a ten year celebration of the charity’s opening, describing a scene of
performance for donors by the children that seems to resemble the kind of performance
going on for the photographer.
The children of the Institution, to the number of three hundred and over
-- in about equal proportions of boys and girls -- were there in all the
glory of brand new frocks, clean faces and well kempt hair. To these
juveniles was assigned a large portion of the exercises of the evening,
and very appropriately, for the intense delight manifested in the
beaming eyes and joyful countenances with which they entered into the
performance of their parts, was more grateful to the audience than any
other part of the programme, besides being the best possible argument
in favor of the happy influences exerted by the Five Points House of
Industry. 168
The charity and audience of donors are both praised for supporting the “beaming eyes
and joyful countenances” of the children, preserving their treasured innocence in face of
the poverty they are facing. This is mirrored in Riis’ structuring of the image, showing
the children with eyes closed and heads lowered, the contrast of the pristine white
nightgowns giving the impression that the children could be glowing like angels.
Riis’ photograph Mullen’s Alley from 1888 shows the intertwining of these two
ideological forces of the environment of criminality and innocence of children (Figure 6).
The alley as a confined symbolic location of poverty is once again pictured as a space of
criminality, as a group of children stand blocking the street, facing the viewer with stern
faces just as the criminals of the Bandit’s Roost. With the scale of the alleyway it is
difficult to tell at first that these are children as opposed to grown men, since their posture
is so firm and imposing they would easily pass as much older than their assumed age.
The only indication of the youth of the group is the two young girls that stand just to the
right of the receding narrow space occupied with intensity by the boys. In opposition to
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their firm expressions, the girls appear frightened, standing timidly with slouched posture
in the corner in contrast to the boys who confidently rest their hands on their hips. If
Bandit’s Roost depicts the environment of criminality by portraying the language of a
distinct criminal type and Prayer Time in the Nursery shows the purity of young boys if
properly sheltered from poverty through Christian charity, Mullen’s Alley could be seen
to represent the unfortunate joining of these two tropes. Here the viewer sees what would
happen to the purity of youth if these innocent boys were exposed to the environment of
the slum. The example of Riis in particular articulates the emotional currency of the
photographs as a testament to their realism, the circulation of ideology in their
pronounced framing of Christian reformist agendas, and their performance of historical
notions of criminal typology.
In The Disciplinary Frame: Photographic Truths and the Capture of Meaning,
Tagg explains the notion of documentary as emotional currency. He discusses the origins
of the term “documentary” by investigating the life and career of the man who coined it,
John Grierson, pointing to the relativity and historical variability of realisms. Tagg
writes,
It was, therefore, more than just a matter of turning the everyday into a
new kind of text, for this, in itself, would be little better than a return to
‘the servile accumulation of fact.’ It was only by drawing out the ‘basic
dramatic patterns’ of complex social relations that documentary films
could furnish citizens with ‘a pattern of thought and feeling’ that would
give them, in turn, ‘a grip on reality,’ ‘a true sense of their living
relationship to events.’169
Tagg also refers to one modern perspective from the photo-historian Beaumont Newhall,
citing his claim that “[the artist] will put into his camera studies something of the emotion
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which he feels toward the problem, for he realizes that this is the most effective way to
teach the public he is addressing.”170 In this view, the representation of fact is secondary
to the presumed universal truth of emotional drama. Realism was not about the
transparency of the filmic or photographic medium but instead about emotional currency
and social reformism.171
Victorian notions of the environment of poverty and criminality, in addition to a
tendency to read documentary photographs as inherently moral or sentimental, persist
today. As previously discussed, creating high rise structures was one tactic used by city
governments, Chicago included, to keep growing African-American populations in
concentrated areas within the city. This process, along with other tactics such as
redlining, or preventing African-American families from obtaining mortgages or renting
outside of specific designated historically black neighborhoods, created cities within the
city (though not in the way Le Corbusier used the term). The neighborhoods and
communities of public housing were separate and segregated in every way, with their
own streets, schools, churches, police and fire stations.
This segregation was not new, but simply one strategy to limit the access of
African-Americans to public space in a history of many. Lipsitz describes how while the
Tagg, The Disiplinary Frame, 59.
Tagg argues that the documentary photography of the FSA was a strategy put in place to secure
the authoritative position of the state through appropriating new technologies of mass
communication, using rhetoric of reformism to establish the state as a paternalistic power. As an
example, in his analysis of Edward Steichen, Tagg describes this sentimental understanding of the
function of documentary, namely, the communication of personal narrative. What starts as the most
basic location of identity of an individual (the face) can become quickly assimilated into a public
discourse of national ideologies once reproduced in the public sphere. Steichen champions
documentary photographs that “direct our eyes ‘into the faces’ and ‘into the stories’ of the men and
women pictured in the photographs.” For Steichen, it was the stories of the subjects that were central
to the functionality of photographic images as documents. The worn faces of the migrant workers
captured by FSA photographers during the depression era are seen by Steichen to provide a
topography to the stories of their struggles, as well as epitomize the perseverance of a
quintessentially American spirit in an American Exceptionalist rhetoric. See Tagg, The Disciplinary
Frame, 4.
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outwardly prejudiced practices and laws from earlier in the 20th century are no longer
officially operating, the effects of years of discriminatory housing laws, violence and
intimidation, redlining, block-busting (convincing white homeowners to move out and
then charging black families exploitative rents to move in) still produce racialized space
like the Chicago housing projects. He writes,
A large and unrefuted body of research reveals how the economic
standing of millions of white families today stems directly from the
unfair gains and unjust enrichments made possible by past and present
forms of racial discrimination…wealth originally accumulated during
eras when direct and overt discrimination in government policies, home
sales, mortgage lending, education, and employment systematically
channeled assets to whites.172
In Lipsitz’s account, much of what continues to contribute to the wealth gap has
specifically to do with home ownership. As he explains, being consistently barred from
home ownership through discriminatory lending practices and mob violence meant that
African-American families could not invest in property, something that necessarily
appreciates in value.173
Because these inequalities started with discrimination in the past,
one might expect that they would become less important over time,
that improvements in race relations would gradually narrow the
racial wealth gap. Yet precisely the opposite is the case. Assets that
appreciate in value and are transferred across generations increase
in value over time, especially when their privileged beneficiaries
skew public policy to make the fruits and rewards wards of past
discrimination even more valuable in the present.174
The fact that wealth accumulation and access to quality education is so tied to the history
of discrimination in the form of property ownership connects the histories and theories of
Lipsitz, How Racism Takes Place, Kindle edition, 36-37.
“Sociologist Thomas Shapiro shows that between 1990 and 2020, some seven to nine trillion
dollars will be inherited by the "baby boom" generation. Almost all of that money is rooted in profits
made by whites from overtly discriminatory housing markets before 1968.” George Lipsitz, How
Racism Takes Place, Kindle edition, 57-58.
174 Lipsitz, How Racism Takes Place, Kindle edition, 67-69.
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space directly to the ideological messages of the photographs the projects examined in
this chapter. The ideological view promoted by press images examined posits that the
buildings were empty spaces that were filled with criminal or deviant bodies, who were
responsible for the violence that takes place within the neutral bricks and mortar of these
spaces. Another view, one informed by history and theories of space that contradict the
notion of space as autonomous, acknowledges that both the building and demolition of
Chicago high-rise projects are two episodes in a long history of restricting the mobility
and access of African-Americans in order to maintain segregation.
Not only did these neighborhoods epitomize racial segregation of the past and
continue to protect white privilege by restricting the movement of African-Americans,
purposeful segregation eventually gave the city government the perfect excuse to start
tearing the buildings down once the land became economically viable. In the 1970’s the
projects became neglected by CHA as violence continued to be a problem facing the
residents. In 1981 the mayor of Chicago, Jane Byrne, in order to try to illustrate to
CHA’s and the city’s critics that the Cabrini homes were still habitable, tried to move into
one for three weeks. Unfortunately for her PR campaign, she did not last and left early in
embarrassment. Just a year later the U.S. Housing and Urban Development Department
disparaged the CHA, calling it “one of the worst public housing agencies in the
country.”175
Under the guise of reintegrating the low-income African-American communities,
what Mayor Daley called uniting the “Two Chicagos,” the city government, blaming the
isolation their own city planning had purposefully created, began relocating families to
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the far west side and south suburbs. It was an ideological rationalization based on the
same notion that “people with problems are problems.” HUD took control of CHA by
1995, which is when demolition of the high-rises began. In other words, the CHA’s
billion dollar plan to take down most of the city’s high rise public housing was a proposal
framed as a solution to the segregation those same projects were created to continue.
Families that had previously relied on proximity to the city center no longer had any
access to public transportation, and were moved far away from family and friends. While
CHA officials and Mayor Daley promised that every resident from the Cabrini structures
would have a place in the new mixed-income developments, extreme restrictions were
placed on applicants. They had to pass background checks, drug tests, submit proof of
employment and other strict requirements in order to qualify for the new housing in their
old neighborhood.176
As Lipsitz argues, it is important to remember that the limitations on the mobility
of African-Americans persists along with Victorian notions of the slums as the site of
implicit criminality, that “people with problems are problems.” A photograph from the
Chicago Tribune in 1984 with a short textual description reports a cab driver that was
killed in the Robert Taylor Homes in 1984 (Figure 7). The heading reads, “Cabdriver
found slain on South Side.” The cab is shown crushed against a tree, the back end
mangled and the trunk propped open from the impact. The article informs the reader that
the victim, Henry Bingham, was being robbed when he was shot to death, and that he was
the fourth cabdriver to be killed on the job that year. This text seems to imply the
cabdriver’s death resulted from the transient nature of his job. As a robbery victim, his
death resulted from him being in the wrong place at the wrong time, place being the
176
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operative notion. There is no mention at all of suspects, a fact that when combined with
the generalized statistic at the end of the paragraph gives a sense that it was simply the
environment of the projects that resulted in this man’s death. The image reinforces this
notion in the coded language of the text. The repeating windows of the high-rise building
surround the foregrounded taxi. The building is so large and imposing, it exceeds the
boundaries of the image’s frame. The entire photographic frame is filled by the mass of a
high-rise building in, though the surface here is not flat, but slightly tilted. Here, the
phenomenological viewpoint of the human scale gives the building an imposing weight
reinforced by the repeating geometric shapes of the windows. The architecture of the
high-rise stands in for this notion of place. The environment of the projects is cast as the
main culprit in this murder, and the building’s architecture, its height and repeating
geometric elements, become an encapsulating force that surrounds the viewer with this
notion of innate violence. The idealized notion of the “vertical neighborhood” with
“green space all around” is shown here instead as a solid, impenetrable wall that clearly
demarcates the space as the environment of violence. There is no explanation for the
smashed car, how the accident might relate to the incident so vaguely described. Instead,
there is a brief juxtaposition of the two typologies described by Charles Madison. The
cabdriver is stressed to be hardworking, as he is killed “on the job,” and also somewhat
heroic in the fact that it is suspected, “he resisted.” Again the high-rise project is referred
to as the “nursery of criminality” and the unfortunate end to the hardworking cab driver.
The metaphor implies that space produces the social relations of violence, as opposed to
the social relations producing the space.
An article in the Tribune form 1986, “How Projects Rose to Failure” puts focus
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on the high-rise aspect of Chicago’s projects,
They rise up from Chicago’s poor, inner city black community like giant
medieval fortresses. They have been called warehouses and
concentration camps for the poor. Their very names—Cabrini-Green,
Robert Taylor, have come to evoke loathing, fear or feelings of
hopelessness. They are Chicago’s high-rise public housing projects: 29
residential developments for low-income families. Their monolithic
buildings…reach from 6 to 22 stories high.177
The height of the buildings is equated not with the other high-rise properties of Lake
Shore Drive, or the skyscrapers in the loop, or the work of Le Corbusier, but instead with
medieval fortresses. This language brings to mind war, violence, antiquated
technologies, and most of all, defense. Yet the image of the fortress seems to imply that
the architecture is meant for keeping the outside world out, instead of the reality of those
in power in Chicago trying to keep the residents of the projects contained. These
analogies of “warehouses and concentration camps” as well as “filing cabinets for the
poor” are dehumanizing to the buildings’ residents, reducing to them as prisoners and the
objects of bureaucracy.
Rather than the modern, economic symbolism associated with skyscrapers’
height, in the context of high-rise public housing, the same architectural characteristics
take on oppressive associations. The same article mentions the distinct method of
building as one of the pit-falls of the developments, stating that, “the way they were
built—one undistinguished unit next to another and isolated from their surrounding
neighborhoods—set a precedent for public housing construction for the next three
decades.”178 Another Tribune photograph manifests this rhetoric visually, depicting the
row of buildings from a perspective that emphasizes not only the rectangular shape of
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these “filing cabinets” but their oppressive “undistinguished” repetition (Figure 8), as if
their architecture were in some way responsible for crimes committed there. The
positioning of the camera is such that, in high contrast with the white sky, the buildings
form a perfectly regular progression into the horizon, each group affected slightly more
by atmospheric perspective until the light grey at the end fades into the white sky like the
end of the earth. This photograph emphasizes both the repetition of undistinguished units
and the isolation that the previous article indicates.
There are no markers whatsoever of the environment of the city. The imposing
structures are silent, their massive structures emphasized by the few figures that traverse
the orthogonal white road that leads into the horizon, providing a sense of scale. This
very carefully chosen view point allows us to see not only the repeating rectangular
structures of the buildings but also exactly one vertical column of windows repeated on
each façade, further emphasizing the exactness of the architectural monotony. Here, we
can imagine the photographer painstakingly positioning the camera at exactly the right
angle so as to construct this oppressive composition. As opposed to idealism associated
with skyscrapers in the loop, connotations of weight, constraint, defense, heterogeneity
and control are mapped onto similar visual concepts of geometric repetition and
staggering architectural scale. The social relations that produce a skyscraper, namely,
capitalist promotion of modern efficiency and the commodification of labor, are
contrasted with social relations that produce the idea of the slum as associated naturally
with criminality and race.
Another image from the Tribune uses similar compositional tactics in describing a
fire that occurred in 1982 (Figure 9). This time, the Robert Taylor Homes are shown a
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progression along the left side of the image, though in a similar repeating and evenly
spaced recession. In this image, the contrast of the black and white photograph also
serves to emphasize the same oppressive atmosphere, only in reverse. The sky now
becomes a billowing dark cloud that hovers over the buildings, making them stick out as
repeating white rectangles that fade into the dark, hellish atmosphere. Like in the
previous image, the recession of buildings appears to lead to nowhere. Contrast between
structure and sky become central, only in this case a weighty, hellish, black smoke
replaces the heavens of the white sky.
The Cabrini Green buildings were not taken down all at once. As a result, the
residents in the remaining buildings were witness to their community being dismantled
around them. As the buildings were dropped, large empty spaces took the place of where
high-rise buildings had housed dense populations. Not only did the large structures seem
to vanish, the roles they played in holding together the fabric of the community were left
to unravel. All across Chicago, the CHA’s “Plan for Transformation,” to change the look
of public housing revealed itself to be nothing more than a mass-relocation of the city’s
low-income families. The prairie has reclaimed the land. Where the land has yet to be
rebuilt into mixed income housing like the Parkside developments discussed in the film
70 Acres in Chicago: Cabrini Green, or on the South side where parts of the Robert
Taylor Homes once stood, large stretches of open space are reclaimed by nature for the
time being.
In an article from the Chicago Sun-Times from July 26, 2016 that revisits the
consequences of CHA’s plan, Alderman Leslie Hairston of the 5th Ward comments, “I
don’t think everybody who was in a housing project woke up one day, stretched their
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arms and said, ‘I want to move to South Shore,’…To take people from one area to
another is not a transformation.” The Alderman’s words emphasize the ideological
vocabulary of “transformation,” insisting instead that the city forcefully removed the
residents of public housing. Since many of the black residents were forced to move to
the south and west suburbs, one result of the CHA’s plan was that “Chicago’s black
population dropped by more than 200,500 people—roughly 19 percent.”179 Rather than
transformation, the destruction of Chicago’s public housing was as much an action of
continuing segregation as their original construction. The head of CHA, Eugene Jones
Jr., also uses passive vocabulary to claim that segregation was never the intention of the
plan. The Sun-Times quotes him saying, “’I can’t fix the segregation problem…If we
help desegregation, that’s great. But it’s not the mission.”180
By creating high-rise architecture the CHA was able to quite literally structure the
continuation of Chicago’s history of segregation. Within a period of 15 years, as the
high-rises were brought down, it might seem as if the land these buildings stood on went
from being highly populated, or full, to completely depopulated, or empty. Rather, this is
an example of how space is never an “empty container,” even when the container has
been leveled to the ground. Journalists and photographers of all kinds flocked to
document the demolition of the large buildings, resulting in a proliferation of repetitive,
unoriginal “ruin-porn” photographs contrasting the torn apart masses of concrete and
protruding, contorted metal with the skyline as a background. If the architect of the
Cabrini-Green extensions thought he was giving the project’s future residents “the same
thing people on Lake Shore Drive had” when he built the high-rises along Division street,
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the photographers that came to document the buildings’ demolition might have
unconsciously thought along similar lines, hoping for the skyscraper ideology to
transcend class boundaries and become mapped on to the high-rise structures that stood
for state control of low income residents rather than economic prosperity from American
entrepreneurial freedom. It would make sense that it is only in the moment of their
destruction, the moment the architecture is evacuated of all social function and becomes
only a physical, aesthetic shell, that these attempts would seem plausible and achievable.
In fact, it was the monumentality of the announcement of the final building’s destruction
that prompted a notable response in the media and from artists alike.
One photograph by Paul D’Amato, a local artist and professor at Columbia
College, shows a cross-section of one of the Cabrini-Green towers (Figure 10). The
building has already been half demolished, the walls torn off so that the columns of
individual rooms become rectangular modules. This view is taken from a strange and
normally unattainable position, considering that laid out before the viewer in the
foreground is a perspectival recession of what used to be the internal floor of one of the
high-rise’ levels. From this perspective, we can see that it is nearly the top floor, as the
elevated view puts the viewer high enough to clearly see the Chicago skyline in the
distance, including the most famous and iconic buildings, the John Hancock building.
The carefully constructed composition is such that the final five stories that rise up from
the viewer’s elevated perspective are exactly parallel with the skyline. What we see is
obvious juxtaposition of the two buildings, from a previously unattainable viewpoint.
Since the buildings have been cleared of their residents, in the absence of the community,
D’Amato can stand on the cement ruins as if he has climbed to the top of a mountain,
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presenting a view of the skyline previously unattainable to him.
The problem with these and other photographs of the crumbling buildings that
were taken of the final buildings’ destruction is that they reinforce the generalization of
low income housing as the slum. An environment of poverty in ever-worsening
condition, the fabricated notion of the slum is presented in art photographs and
journalistic images that focus on modern-day ruins. The photographs perpetuate an
ideological message that it was the communities’ degrading condition that ultimately led
to their demise. Instead, government employees, development firms, and other powerful
figures making calculated economic decisions always had control. The photographs
removed focus from the fact that structures were always only one manifestation of a long
history of housing segregation in Chicago.
The structures may be gone but the social relations that construct the ideological
notion of the slum are not. The land that used to be occupied by Cabrini Green and other
high-rise projects around the city, both the land that has been rebuilt upon and the land
that continues to alternate between fields of prairie and untouched fields of snow, has not
been emptied of social relations. The work of photographer David Schalliol pictures the
CHA’s plan for transformation as it was carried out. The series reframes the city’s
positive rhetoric centered on the concept of “transformation,” showing instead images of
desolation, isolation as the architecture of public housing projects around the city are
destroyed. Both his series entitled CHA’s Plan for Transformation (2003-Present) and
Isolated Building Studies (2006-Present) navigate relationships between displaced
communities, the architecture of their homes, or former homes, and the natural landscape
that fills in the seemingly empty spaces left by the city’s “transformations.” The passage
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of time is marked in many of the photographs by the overtaking of urban space by nature.
Chicago’s architecture is constantly resisting the elements. In winter the brick buildings,
sometimes with walls two feet deep, are beaten with wind and snow as snow drifts form
and contort around manmade barriers. In summer every corner of space, wide open and
in between the cracks of houses and sidewalks, is overgrown with foliage and weeds. So
the open spaces within the city, whether they are industrial alleys, transportation
corridors, or abandoned land never seem completely empty.
One photograph illustrates the depth of this theory when applied not just to
Chicago spaces, but specifically to the land where high rises once stood. From his series
CHA’s Plan for Transformation, Stateway Gardens Demolition and Dandelions shows in
the foreground thousands of dandelions springing up from the ground where the camera
is positioned (Figure 11). From this low angle the viewer sees not far in the distance
behind a chain-link fence a half-demolished building, the concrete crumbling and
exposing the colorful walls that used to make up the apartments of each floor. Four or
five floors up a bulldozer reaches with its arm on top of this multi-story pile of rubble,
clawing the floor above it, releasing a faint haze of dust into the air.
The composition is laid out so that the springing flowers, or weeds, take up almost
half of the composition. The viewpoint seems as if the viewer is lying down among the
flowers. Yet the delicate texture of the soft seeds ready to be released into the air at any
slight touch or breeze seems somehow less ephemeral than the building disintegrating in
the distance. The upward thrust of these flowers and the sheer number of them, at this
angle, seems to give them a strength and a permanence that would seem to outlive the
building in the distance.
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This bed of a thousand flowers registers both space and time. The springing up of
these flowers could signal spring, new life, the new potential for this ground that clearly
used to support another building like the one being brought down next to it. It is
simultaneously the past and the future of its neighbor. It is the past in how the space,
reclaimed by nature, represents and pictures the absence of the communities it used to
literally support. It is the future in that soon the building next to it will be nothing more
than rubble, and it too will convert into this stage of the natural cycle. In that way, the
flowers show the season of spring, that potential. Yet in the absence of the communities,
they also show mourning. The not-empty space that used to house so many is as much a
site of death, the flowers a memorial, or colloquially, pushing up daisies. One of the
heterotopias Foucault lists as an example is the cemetery.
The dead, it is supposed, bring illnesses to the living, and it is the
presence and proximity of the dead right beside the houses, next to the
church, almost in the middle of the street, it is this proximity that
propagates death itself. This major theme of illness spread by the
contagion in the cemeteries persisted until the end of the eighteenth
century, until, during the nineteenth century, the shift of cemeteries
toward the suburbs was initiated. The cemeteries then came to
constitute, no longer the sacred and immortal heart of the city, but the
other city, where each family possesses its dark resting place. 181
Racial segregation in Chicago operated under the same logic as Foucault’s
example of the bourgeois’ fear of contagions in cemeteries. The African-American
communities in Chicago, for decades in segregated Chicago, were treated by CHA
precisely as Foucault explains above, removed first to their own contained pocket of land,
then eventually out to the suburbs. While the projects stood, segregation produced this
“other city,” with its own streets, schools, and police force, or one of “the two Chicagos”
Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” Architecture, Mouvement, Continuité
5 (October 1984): 6.
181
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to use Mayor Daley’s term. The projects were in fact a heterotopia. Mary Douglas’
concept of the spatial vocabulary of the taboo, referring to the slums as diseased in the
Victorian era, is the same Victorian fear that Foucault speaks of that drove the cemeteries
out of Chicago. (Lincoln Park, one of the city’s large, lake-side parks used to be a
cemetery until the bodies were dug up from 1868 to the 1880s and moved further north as
the city expanded.182) As Douglas explains, “risk perception depends on a shared culture,
not on individual psychology…Dangers are manifold and omnipresent. Action would be
paralyzed if individuals attended to them all; anxiety has to be selective. We draw on the
idea that risk is like taboo…the selection of which dangers are terrifying and which can
be ignored depends on what kind of behavior the risk-accusers want to stop.”183 Douglas
explains here that while the CHA cited dangerous conditions and health violations as the
reasons for demolishing the buildings across Chicago, this was only a justification for
other motives. The practice of slum clearing, whether referring to the destruction of the
Italian neighborhood “Little Hell” that preceded the Cabrini row houses, or the later
demolishing of the Cabrini and other towers throughout Chicago is always justified with
the ideological vocabulary of dirt or filth. As Douglas explains, if “dirt is matter out of
place” than dirt means the existence of a system “rejecting inappropriate elements.”184
The inhabitable conditions are used as an excuse for the removal of buildings—and
communities—with no mention of the lapsed responsibility of upkeep, the broken
promises made to citizens by the city.
So the dandelions are both flowers and weeds, new life in spring and death. The
http://www.chicagonow.com/chicago-quirk/2012/10/guess-what-there-are-thousands-ofbodies-under-lincoln-park/
183 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (London:
Routledge, 1991), 44.
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image marks the end of one heterotopia, the projects, with an allusion to another, the
cemetery. They represent the time passed, registering it as land that has been taken back,
by nature, by the city, a metaphor. And those thousands of heads of yellow flowers and
delicate grey seeds certainly become anthropomorphic with the position of the camera
emphasizing their shape.
Another photograph by Schalliol shows two children in their winter coats zipped
up to the top of their necks, one also donning a hat, perched at the top of a red slide
(Figure 12). The slide is one of two structures that make up a forlorn playground in an
expanse of concrete ground. Mangled branches and trash has accumulated at both
structures, likely from the wind pushing the detritus around. Specifically at the slide
where the children sit, a large, claw-like branch stretches across the entire of the frame
diagonally from the bottom right to the top left, appearing to be sharp and ragged. It
reaches up to the same height as the top of the slide. The children’s position atop the slide
indicates the loss of function of the playground. To use the structure as it was meant to
be used would be to fling oneself into a sharp pile of branches and garbage. Rather, it
appears that the two boys have climbed the red ladder to use the perch as a kind of
lookout. While the viewer’s position is below, at the limits of the empty concrete
expanse the red and white high-rises of the Cabrini Green projects encircle the boys’ hide
out. The photograph clearly shows the disrepair of the grounds even before demolition of
buildings. Of course, as explained earlier, this was part of a purposeful strategy on the
part of CHA, to make homes unlivable in order to justify their clearing. In this
photograph, nature is again used as a metaphor for the unsafe conditions communities
lived with for years as buildings were taken down one by one. The safety of the children
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is threatened in their playground, what used to be a part of their community built
especially for them. The concrete is not empty space, nor will it be when the entire
complex is brought down. The degradation of the space images social relations at work,
as those in power, the CHA and the city government that underlies its power, seek to
clear the slums ones again. Even this language is ideological. To “clear” the land, just as
one would “clear” a field, connotes a seasonal refreshing, an agricultural tradition,
something that was never meant to be permanent. It is something cyclical, less
threatening, than forcibly removing people from their homes. Clearing the space,
opening it back up, produces the opposite effect of the tight urban spaces of Riis’ 19th
century photographs examined previously. If the crowded, dirty streets of the slums were
represented with claustrophobia, to clear them meant to open the space back up.
This language removes responsibility from the people who were charged with
maintaining the facilities and moves it onto the community members. Like the seasons, it
would seem from the language, homes are built, communities flourish, then degrades
naturally due to those who reside there, the buildings decay; they die like the tree
branches at the foot of this slide. The decay must be cleared, so something new, more
expensive, and profitable can be planted. It posits the environment as a reflection of
criminality and poverty, typologies of people. The CHA claimed they wanted to give
people better places to live, even though the same organization was responsible for the
continually worsening condition of the buildings to begin with.
In The Art of Inequality: Architecture, Housing, and Real Estate, Jacob Moore
and Susanne Schindler explain why it is detrimental to the community to consider
architectural space as an empty container. As they explain in their report,
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Architecture can provide an “easy explanation,” and an excuse for the
inequalities that exist within it. Creating new architecture thus also
provides a relatively easy, if illusory, solution to social and economic
problems. Projecting a new building is much simpler than solving
problems of poverty, substance abuse, unemployment, and crime.
Physical determinism of this sort, common during the urban renewal of
the 1950s and 1960s, is no different than the assumptions underlying the
earliest New Deal clearance projects, where the eradication of ‘slums’ or
‘blighted areas’ was imagined to solve the social, economic, and public
health problems of the people living therein.185
Clearly in the case of CHA, destroying the old architecture in order to create new
architecture conceals the true ideological conception of space that posits, as Lipsitz
argues, “people with problems are problems.” The important fact is that by getting rid of
the architecture CHA is also doing away with the black communities living there. It does
not solve the social, economic, and public health problems that were used as an excuse to
shut down the residences. It merely puts them out of sight and therefore out of mind.
This seasonal and cyclical aspect of clearing the slums, returning to nature is
registered in this series of photographs. In a snowy view of the Partially Demolished
Robert Taylor Homes in Winter, a skeleton of a high-rise building stands on a high
horizon line (Figure 13). Most of the frame is taken up by fresh white snow. Only a few
tracks are visible, and would seem to belong to the photographer. The building’s
crumbling frame stands among and handful of equally skeletal trees on the horizon. The
sky is grey, only slightly darker than the white of the foreground. A white mist
encompasses the far away figures. There is only one faint streetlight, barely
distinguishable from the lines of the tree branches, that indicates the scene is anywhere
near, let alone within, city limits. This could be a snowy field anywhere in rural Illinois,
with this crumbling, abandoned building standing by itself. The photograph depicts
Jacob Moore and Susanne Schindler, The Art of Inequality: Architecture, Housing, and Real Estate,
ed. Reinhold Martin, Jacob Moore, and Susanne Schindler (New York: Columbia University, 2015), 61.
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isolation in the extreme. It reflects the effect of clearing, once again returning the land to
nature as an emphasis on the cyclical pattern of the city’s creation and destruction of
homes and community.
Another photograph pictures multiple temporalities, or stages of destruction using
weather as part of that symbolism. Shuttered, Occupied, Fog, as the title alludes to,
depicts an empty row house connected to two occupied ones, with a high-rise structure
down the road immersed in fog (Figure 14). The photograph depicts the nebulous or
foggy status of the high-rise using a literal depiction of the metaphor, again in
meteorological terms. The distance between the townhouse structures and the high-rise is
what impacts the visibility through the fog, a distance that seems to reveal more space
perhaps previously occupied by structures. The black gate continues down the length of
the sidewalk some distance even though there are no longer townhouses behind it. The
effect of the fog is to make the air visual, or what might otherwise seem to be the empty
distance between the town houses and the high rise. Yet again, weather, the elements and
a return to nature, represent the notion that while the buildings, communities, homes, and
people may no longer occupy that space, that space is not empty. In fact, these miniature
landscapes that pop up between buildings in these photographs are necessarily political in
the way landscape in an American context, as representations of society’s relationship to
and most often domination of land and nature, is political. This notion will be examined
at length in Chapter 4. The control of land is a powerful historical mechanism by which
authorities like the federal government, or agencies within city governments, can
continue to maintain power over the lower classes by controlling access to housing,
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public transit, and city facilities like schools, parks, and hospitals.186
Graffiti is a common icon used to point to the degraded state of public housing
structures, ultimately used as part of a rationale to bring the buildings down. In this
photograph of Stateway Gardens’ Elevator Bank graffiti is again the focus (Figure 15).
The marks in black and pink ink all over the white concrete and red elevator doors are
only sometimes legible. More often it is reduced to inky smears of black, remnants of
faded messages. Derrida points to this exact form of the mark as violent when he uses
the term “arch-writing.” He also posits his definition within a condition of dueltemporality. The violence happens as a split in the subject. While he or she writes their
name to assert their presence, (for example in this photograph, viewers presume a girl or
woman named April) they also force themselves into the past. As they write the
message, the condition of their presence is already faded into history. They were here.
Their name asserts a desire for permanency left in the mark at the moment of its making,
yet the individual continues on in time, each second traveling away from it. So the
subject splits, follows two different time lines, one still, one into the future, like a
photograph.
To call a mark of graffiti violent in this way, even through a theoretical lens,
would not reverse connotations already applied to this photograph. Graffiti is a crime.
Criminality is already associated with housing projects, through the conflation of
criminality and poverty since the Victorian era in American photography. However,
another photograph by Schalliol does change that connotation. Brittany in her Bedroom
shows a girl sitting on her bed in profile, silhouetted by the back lighting coming from
See Albert Boime, The Magisterial Gaze (Washington and London: Smithsonian Press, 1991),
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, An Iindigenous Peoples' History of the United States (Boston: Beacon Press,
2014), Alan Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989).
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her three windows behind her (Figure 16). Not much is visible in her cramped room
except a few black and white photographs that have been taped to her wall. Most
notably, the same white cement blocks from the previous photograph are covered on all
three walls with the un-uniform bright pink dots formed by the dabbing of a paintbrush.
The result is a very overwhelming pink polka dot dabbing pattern. The dots are so
numerous that without looking closely the viewer might miss the writing that goes across
the skinny top between the windows and the back wall that is also cast in shadow from
the back lighting. The writing appears to show Brittany’s friends and family names or
nicknames, Nana, Princess, Bre-Bre, the list continues. In this bedroom, names marked
on the same white bricks take on the innocence of childhood friendship, the comfort of
home. The violence here does not harken back to Victorian notions of criminality but the
temporal split still speaks of the girl’s future loss, as does her bowed head. These marks
remain forever in the past.
In a related series, Isolated Building Studies (2006-Present) two references
immediately come to mind. The photographs show mainly houses and apartment
buildings that are unoccupied, their distinguishing factor being their distance from
another structures. The space around them is yet again described by the elements—snow,
grass, ivy growing over concrete. The first reference is Bernd and Hilla Bechers’
typological studies of industrial architecture. The uniform presentation of the
architecture, revealed when the viewer examines the series as a whole, is what alludes to
this notion of typology that was popularized by the Bechers in the 1970’s conceptual
photography movements. Repeating the same aesthetic parameters creates an archive,
highlighting in theoretical discourse the prominent role photography has historically
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played and continues to play in the construction of all kinds of archives, artistic and
social. For the Bechers’s work, the relentless sameness, not only of the industrial
aesthetic of the architecture, but of the viewpoint, was meant to distract from the
difficulty of the shot. In other words, while it may have looked easy to capture the
repetition in these structures, producing the exact same composition hundreds of times
over at different locations in different conditions was actually extremely difficult. This
was part of the conceptual work of the series.
It also references the archival format of Ed Ruscha’s previously discussed work
Every Building on the Sunset Strip. By providing the constant flow of buildings one after
then next without distinguishing any particular address or structure as particularly
important Ruscha’s work is purposely without focus. The architecture shown from the
height of a car window flows by as it would if one were driving down the road in LA.
The over-presentation of information that does not seem to actually make a statement but
rather just continues on address by address presents a certain kind of archive. Those
addresses are numeric representation of a city’s own archive, a system by which they
record and control land in a city by individual yet repetitive units.
The archive in theory protects a specific kind of epistemology with the help of
photography. Presenting a wealth of detailed information seems to carry with it the
authority of positivism. Photographic data is presumed to become empirical data. Tagg
describes the social archives developed in the 19th century alongside the rise of
photography:
The development of new regulatory and disciplinary institutions was
inseparably linked, throughout the nineteenth century, to the
development of new ‘scientific’ discourses and practices—comparative
anatomy anthropology, criminology, medicine, psychiatry, public
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health, sociology—and their attendant professionalisms. Disdaining the
older orders of an established ‘common sense’, new bodies of experts
pressed their claim to a greater authority.187
As Sekula argues, the notion of the archive critiqued by conceptual photographers 150
years after photography’s invention is specifically used to define the kind of criminal
typology central to Riis’ Victorian photo essays. In what he calls the “shadow archive,”
physiognomy and phrenology simultaneously construct and interpret an archive of
criminals and other deviants from the Bourgeois model.188 These 19th century established
discourses relied on photography for more than one hundred years by the time postmodern conceptual photographs in the 1970’s like Bernd and Hilla Becher started to
produce work that questioned the legitimacy of photography’s groundwork within these
epistemologies. Later in the century, conceptual photographers used diverse methods to
critique the notion of photography’s passive view.
The photographs of isolated buildings certainly reference the archive in the
consistent viewpoint, like the Bechers’ series. Like the industrial buildings and like Ed
Ruscha's Sunset Strip, the buildings are part of an architectural and numeric archive
produced by the city. Yet, both conceptual examples here illustrate how the archive is
tautological, or how it relies on its own logic to define what it contains. As Sekula
explains, the universal archive is necessary for the demarcation of deviance, or in other
words, the bourgeois body is necessary for the demarcation of the criminal body, since it
is defined relatively. This seems very clear when talking about bodies, but can it be
applied to space? For example, if an address is a place holder in the archive the city uses
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to control units of space, that number says a lot about the structure it stands for, and the
people that reside within it. If an addresses on the main grid of Chicago allows mail to be
sent and received with ease, utilities to be accessed, etc., that address might stand for the
property within the city’s archive of control. But what of addresses that fall outside of
the grid, within the project spaces that have their own separate streets and types of
addresses? Or in the case of these isolated buildings, what exactly happens when those
structures disappear? When they decay, are brought down, or when grass, ivy, snow,
encroach and the city’s previously demarcated spaces crumble?
What happens to the houses that remain when the grid that disappears around
them? The artist refers to this process as “cycles of divestment” in neighborhoods. There
are more images where nature encroaches, such as Isolated Image Study 547, which
reveals an entire façade covered in ivy. In this image the home takes on anthropomorphic
form (Figure 17). It almost resembles a face, with even the windows grown over, barely
showing through. This enhances the claustrophobic quality of the photograph. The ivy,
allowed to expand far past its usual limitations, smothers the house. It also acts as an
index of time. This might be considered a heterotopia of crisis.
A photograph from the previous series shows old and new architecture side by
side. It pictures what it might look like if the space surrounding an isolated structure was
suddenly filled in with new development (Figure 18). There is urgency to the image that
comes from the way the one story gray façade of the store appears to be squeezed on
either side by the brand new two story town houses. These vertical, repeating structures
appear as if they have just sprung out of the ground as quickly and easily has the
dandelions in the previous images. The shorter, horizontal building seems to hold off the
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encroaching buildings, emphasized by its front doors that are thrown wide open. It is one
representation of the new mixed-income developments that replaced some of the highrise projects. However, 70 Acres in Chicago discusses an important reality that
contradicts the idealism expressed by the CHA’s Plan for Transformation. While very
few families were able to return at all to the neighborhood, the ones that did faced an
unequal share of power in the condos’ administrative bodies. The low-income families
did not have a voice alongside the full-price condo owners, as they were not allowed to
vote on condo association rules and regulations. They faced restrictions on their visitors
and use of public spaces, restrictions they had no power to change since they weren’t
allowed to participate in votes. One condo owner even expressed the ideological position
that the goal of the mixed-income housing was for the wealthier residents to model
behavior for the low-income residents, in effect giving them something to which they
could aspire. Even in the 21st century, Victorian notions of the environment of poverty
and modern tactics of urban renewal proliferated. Such a suggestion reflects similar
ideological notions as those in the 19th century that environment influenced those living
in poverty, in terms of their abilities to contribute to society, again, that “people with
problems were problems.” It promotes ideological assumptions that the poor remain so
only due to their own negligence, and presumes upward mobility as an equal possibility
for everyone without consideration of centuries of institutionalized racism and
segregation.
Marc PoKempner is one Chicago photographer who attempted to create an
alternative history to the continued Victorian narratives proposed about environments of
poverty in Chicago. In 1987 a businessman named Jack Jaffe sold his Car-X franchise in
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order to found the Focus/Infinity Fund. Jaffe was a self-taught photographer that admired
the photographs of the FSA era. He promoted his large-scale documentary project called
“Changing Chicago” as a tribute to the state-sponsored photographers 50 years after the
program dispatched photographers to depict migrant workers that had lost everything
during the Great Depression and Dust Bowl drought. Jaffe believed in many of the same
principles discussed in the first chapter regarding photography’s ability to capture
objective realities of the city. As the Museum of Contemporary Photography describes
the project, “One of the largest documentary photography projects ever organized in an
American city, to create Changing Chicago the Focus-Infinity fund commissioned thirtythree photographers to document life throughout Chicago's diverse urban and suburban
neighborhoods.”189
The stated goal of the project exemplifies a contradiction in this definition of
photography. The act of taking photographs is proposed as something that can cleanly
and simply “document life” at the same time as it is lauded as a vehicle for social change.
In just the first sentences of his preface to the exhibition catalogue, Jaffe refers to
documentary photography as essentially humanist and reveals that his agenda is to defend
this medium from its recent criticism as part of what he sees as a contemporary revival of
interest in documentary. He is referring to the critiques of post-modernism in the 1970’s
and 80s, admitting that “Conventional wisdom tells us that documentary photography is
old-fashioned, passé, and of little interest.” He names “masters” of the early to mid
twentieth century as inspiration, including Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, Bill Brandt,
Lewis Hine, W. Eugene Smith and Henry Cartier-Bresson. While he champions the
medium and his vision of the mode of documentary, he never explains what exactly the
189
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project aims to show as “changing.” He generally claims that documentary practice has
changed since the FSA era, as has its reception. Yet, he does not even hint at any
explanation of what exactly is changing in Chicago in the late 80s.
Walter Rosenblum’s introduction isn’t any more helpful in this regard. He does
acknowledge that the “social and cultural climate” has changed since the FSA
photographers were solidifying this classical genre as he sees it. He refers to “a newer
vision nourished by barren industrial landscapes, tacky domestic architecture, and
unimpassioned crowds.”190 He describes “different threads” of documentary
photography, but never explains what exactly is changing in Chicago that needs
documentation. Giving the city itself agency, he claims, “These photographs show,
perhaps for the first time, that Chicago’s renowned architecture and its profound social
agonies are part of the same pulsating creation that constantly reforms and renews itself
(emphasis mine).”191 Using this ideological vocabulary of “social agonies,” reform and
renewal, it seems quite likely, considering the years of the project coincided with the
CHA’s Plan for Transformation, that these are vague references to the demolition of
high-rise projects all around the city.
If the premise of the larger project Changing Chicago is barely explained or at
least problematically general in its relationship to the current state of the actual city,
PoKempner is a bit more specific about the impetus behind his series of photographs.
PoKempner described his own aims as divergent from Jaffe’s when he spoke as part of a
retrospective panel.
Jack Jaffe organized the Changing Chicago project to revive an interest in photography
Walter Rosenblum, introduction to Changing Chicago (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press,
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as a catalyst of social change. “Did I believe photography could effect social reform? No,
… But I did think I could correct a prejudice that I myself had participated in as a
photojournalist. I’d been in the Cabrini-Green Projects often on news assignments,
always shooting crime or tragedy, and I regretted the impression I was conveying that
people in public housing were really some other kind of people.’”192
PoKempner recognizes that even as a photojournalist, his photographs necessarily
portray a skewed, and in fact prejudiced viewpoint. He aims to present a Chicago
housing projects from a different perspective with his opportunity as a Changing Chicago
photographer. He recognizes the ideological foundation the environment of poverty as
the slum and how photography can perpetuate these notions as far back as the 19th
century. He even goes as far, in his author section at the end of the book, to address the
problem of criminal typology that is still perpetuated by contemporary news stories,
saying “I’ve…seen them perpetuate the negative stereotype of the irresponsible,
incorrigible underclass criminal lowlifes living off public aid and ill-gotten gains.”193
Such a statement could be seen as at odds with the simplified premise of the Changing
Chicago project at large. PoKempner does not posit photography as an automatic
“catalyst of social change,” but rather acknowledges that he has the ability to use the
same medium to represent a different history.
In contrast to the images of destruction and decay of the physical structures of the
projects that have so far been examined, PoKempner’s photographs from 1987 focus on
the communities living there. Just two years after the Chicago Tribune Magazine cover
declared that, “the public housing dream died,” his photographs show the Cabrini-Green
“Art Break: Dusting Off the Changing Chicago Project” New City Art, last updated 2017,
http://art.newcity.com/2012/12/11/art-break-dusting-off-the-changing-chicago-project/.
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residents very much alive. This is not the same as claiming to passively “document life;”
rather, by showing life to exist, he posits an alterative history that contradicts the reality
proposed by the constructed journalist archives of violence and crime.
It is important to remember the national political context as well, and how that
may have impacted the kind of media reporting that was in demand from his editors.
These years in the late 80s into the mid 90s when the projects were being torn down in a
hurry were the prime years of the war on drugs, which Michelle Alexander explains in
her book The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness infused
city police departments with federal cash for the creation of new military-style drug task
forces. At the same time, she explains how the explosion of crack cocaine in US markets
gave the media a constant source of dramatic and profitable material which in turn
supported government rhetoric of being “tough on crime,” the new ideological
vocabulary created to justify the quadrupling the number of incarcerated Americans,
primarily Black and Latino. In addition to the specific history of Chicago’s segregation,
which was repeatedly enforced and reinforced through city policy, violence, and the
literal construction of the urban environments with redlining and slum clearing,
PoKempter’s editors were also influenced by the ideological framing of the drug war by
the media.194
His photographs point to how the spaces of the high-rises are so ideologically
framed as oppressive and criminal in previously examined journalistic contexts by
presenting alternative views of the same architecture. Even more importantly, his
photographs include members of the community navigating the sky-high buildings as
spaces of domesticity and socialization. This changes the typical journalistic view of the
194
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structures as deviant heterotopias—where the residents have no control over their own
fate—to celebratory heterotopias, where “participation in celebratory heterotopias is a
decision made by the participant themselves, for themselves, echoing hooks’s ‘choosing
the space of the margin’ argument.”195 Façades that were once oppressive in their
repetition and emptiness become populated, representing a more complex view of social
relations, one that goes beyond the architecture as part of the controlling arm of the state.
Veronique Lee Looking out High-rise Window, Cabrini-Green, from 1987 uses a
dramatic perspective to change the space of the high-rise (Figure 19). In contrast to
looming buildings against grey sky, in this photograph the height of the building is
flattened into what looks like a horizontal path since the foreshortening of the shot
renders the building’s long vertical lines into orthogonals. But even more transformative
of the architecture is the tiny smiling face that pops out of the window closest to the
photographer. Veronique looks out and grins in a particularly silly, child-like manner.
Her head is tilted down so that none of her neck is visible emphasizing the giddy look on
her face as she discovers the photographer below her.
In Picnic on Public Housing Balcony a domestic scene of a nuclear family, a
mother, father and child and their meal become the focus as opposed to the chain link
fence that appears frequently as an overdetermined representation of the Cabrini-Green
high-rises (Figure 20). The father holds a plate of food on his lap and laughs as he looks
down at his child in a baby chair. Next to his foot in the bottom left corner of the image
is a can of beer. As the parents look down at their child, the baby looks into the camera
seemingly about to push his or her momentum in the mobile chair towards the viewer.
The chain-link fence is shown as a “balcony” instead of a barrier. As PoKempner
195
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explains, the photograph shows, “the normalcy I found in everyday life in Cabrini.”196 To
repeat a passage from Wilkins examined in the introduction, he writes, “Celebratory
heterotopias reject any hegemonic spatial manipulations that impose historically
oppressive conditions based on the systematic devaluation and erasure of Africentric
subjectivity and history.”197 So the fence, such a clear and infallible symbol in the
Chicago Tribune photograph, breaks down as it is appropriated not as a symbol of
devaluation and erasure, but as one of choice to make this space of Cabrini an inclusive
and celebratory one.
In contrast to the sparse space of Brittany in Her Bedroom, PoKempner’s Two
Boys in their Bedroom show a room overflowing with the children’s clothing (Figure 21).
A wide closet is open behind the two boys, as are drawers from a dresser, both revealing
more and more stacks of clothing. Piled behind them are even more clumps of clothing
atop what appears to be one of the boys’ bed. In front of this mess of clothing the two
boys stand with coy smiles on their face, revealing their mischief. The boys fold their
arms and with their smiles reveal the silliness of their pride in their piles of clothes.
Finally, PoKempner shows a family sitting on a couch surrounded by Christmas
decorations and a large tree with boxes underneath that appear to be gifts. On the painted
wall behind the couch a portrait of Harold Washington (the first black mayor of Chicago)
hangs with a large frame surrounded by more Christmas lights and cutout snowman
shapes. The mother of the family cradles a phone on her shoulder, the cord pulling
straight from the bottom of the frame through the image. On the left, a young girl stands
with pigtails in front of her mother. Two young men sit on the couch on the other side of
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the cord, both posing and smiling, holding a baby on their laps. Multiple layers of
curtains frame the window behind the tree, and a banner over the window reads “Merry
Christmas.” Unlike Schalliol’s barren interior shots, these are full of the marks of
domesticity. Rather than focusing on the grit and neglect of public spaces, these intimate
shots privilege the private space of the Cabrini buildings as home to his subjects. This is
how PoKempner acts out his desire to create an alternative documentary history, a
different reality than the violent narratives he usually constructs with his journalistic
frame. As the photographer explained, “I tried to provide some balance to the
illustrations of problems I had done for my editors by showing clean apartments with
pictures of high school graduates on the walls…”198 The children he pictures are not
threatened by their environment, their innocence intact. Redefining Cabrini-Green as a
home to his subjects is significant because it emphasizes what the residents of these
buildings are loosing. This presents a contrary narrative to the one that the poorly
maintained, crime-ridden buildings are dangerous to their inhabitants and therefore the
city is doing the right thing by demolishing them. As opposed to homes being
“transformed,” these photographs show homes being lost. The visual archive of the
buildings’ destruction confirms a particular version of history that justifies the actions of
the city and silences the voices of the residents.
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Chapter 2 Images

(Figure 1) Cabrini row houses circa 1942

(Figure 2) Louis Sullivan, Wainwright Building, 1891
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(Figure 3) Chicago Tribune, 1985
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(Figure 4) Jacob Riis, Bandit’s Roost, 1888

(Figure 5) Jacob Riis, Prayer Time in the Nursery, Five Points House of Industry, 1890
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Photo Standalone 5 -- No Title

(Figure 6) Jacob Riis, Mullen’s Alley, 1888

Tribune photo by Frank Hanos
Chicago Tribune (1963-Current file); Oct 31, 1984;
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Chicago Tribune (1849-1988)
pg. A3

(Figure 7) Frank Hanos for the Chicago Tribune, 1984
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Photo Standalone 11 -- No Title

photo by Frank Hanes
(Figure 8) RobertTribune
Taylor
Homes
from
Chicago
Tribune (1963-Current
file); May
8, 1982; Chicago Tribune archive, date unknown.
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Chicago Tribune (1849-1988)
pg. B3

(Figure 9) Frank Hanos for the Chicago Tribune, 1982
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(Figure 10) Paul D’Amato, HereStillNow, 2010
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(Figure 11) David Schalliol, Stateway Gardens Demolition and Dandelions, c. 2003

(Figure 12) David Schalliol, Cabrini Green Playground, c. 2003
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(Figure 13) David Schalliol, Partially Demolished Robert Taylor Homes in Winter,
c.2003

(Figure 14) David Schalliol, Shuttered, Occupied, Fog, c.2003
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(Figure 15) David Schalliol, Stateway Gardens Elevator Banks, c. 2003

(Figure 16) David Schalliol, Brittany in Her Bedroom, c.2003
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(Figure 17) David Schalliol, Isolated Building Study 547, c. 2003

(Figure 18) David Schalliol, Cabrini Green Store Remains, c. 2003
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(Figure 19) Marc PoKempner Veronique Lee looking out high-rise window, CabriniGreen, 1988

(Figure 20) Marc PoKempner, Picnic on Public Housing Balcony, 1988
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(Figure 21) Marc PoKempner, Two Boys in their Bedroom, 1988

(Figure 22) Marc PoKempner, Family on sofa with xmas tree and presents, photo of
Harold Washington on wall, Cabrini-Green, 1988
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Part II
Time: Reenactment
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Time, an Introduction
It was 2 AM when we reached bloody lane. The sunken road was much
deeper than Silos, a full man height below ground level and fronted by a
snake rail fence. In 1862, this made it a natural trench from which the
Confederates could rappel wave after wave of federal infantrymen
trudging across an adjoining field. Eventually, the federals seized one
end of the lane, allowing the northerners to fire down and along its
length.” We were shooting them like sheep in the pen,” A New Yorker
recalled. The bodies lay so thick another soldier wrote, that “they formed
a line which one might have walked upon” without touching the ground.
This “ghastly flooring” was now covered in low grass and we unfurled
our gum blankets, heavy tarps made of vulcanized rubber.199
In his book Confederates in the Attic, the journalist Tony Horwitz describes some
of the more dedicated Civil War reenactors who refer to themselves as “hardcores.”
Horwitz made his way across the American South and many parts of the North, to
witness and participate in Civil War reenactments. In the passage above, he describes
attending a long reenactment journey with one of these hardcore reenactors. Many scenes
described by Horwitz in his book rely on the sense of proximity felt to the past brought
on by the battlefields, or the sense of place. In the passage above, the reenactor that
Horwitz accompanies has sought out this particularly meaningful spot where many
confederates died in order to attempt to feel a closeness to departed ancestors. Horwitz
mentions throughout the book that for many reenactors their interest stems from family
ties to the Civil War, such as a great grandfather or other distant relative that fought on
one side or the other. While some resort to finding their costumes and civil war
accessories on Ebay and the like, many have relics of the war that have been preserved
from direct relatives.
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The notion of the importance of space described in Horwitz’s description above
connects to Foucault and Lefebvre’s theories regarding how social relations construct
space. What remains today as an empty ditch for Horwitz and his companion to stumble
across in their reenactment journey still exists as a battlefield in the way they engage it as
a piece of embodied history. In making his annual pilgrimage across the south, retracing
the most important battles of the Civil War in full period attire, Horwitz’s hardcore
reenactor friend reactivates these socially inscribed spaces as part of a continuing
embodied history, as Schneider would argue, continuously reopening them to a porous,
cross-temporal exchange.
But for these reenactors, as much as it is the same land under their feet, the
ideological ground is different. The ideologies that support their desire to experience
what their ancestors did have not been passed down from the great grandfathers that they
celebrate. As Barbara Fields explains, ideology is not, “handed down like an old garment,
passed down like a germ, spread like a rumor, or imposed like a dress code. Any of these
would presuppose that an experience of social relations can be transmitted by the same
means, which is impossible.”200 While metaphors such as these are commonly used to
refer to how ideology functions, Fields explains that in reality, since concrete experiences
of social relations do not move through the air invisibly like a virus or a rumor, these
metaphors are misleading. Ideologies are not ideas, explanations or beliefs that are
passed down to the next generation like antique uniforms or guns, but arise out of
concrete, repeated or ritualized actions between groups of people. Rather than the notion
of handing down or spreading ideology, Fields argues that it is actually the principle of
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reenactment that allows ideology to function. She explains that both the discovery of an
advantage of a certain behavior and the reenactment of that behavior are what allows
ideology to continue.201 The ritualization of the behavior is where the reenactment comes
in. In fact, it is the reenactment and ritualization of that behavior that naturalizes it, so
that it does not need to be perpetually rediscovered as beneficial, and therefore becomes
unquestionable. For example, in the beginning of the Third Reich, rather than an entire
country becoming anti-Semitic overnight due to the spread of an ideology like a
contagion, gradually, the state showed the German population that it was beneficial to
stay away from Jewish stores and neighbors in order to survive. The behavior of
boycotting Jewish businesses became ritualized in its perpetual reenactment giving rise to
an anti-Semitic ideology reinforced by a vocabulary of visually descriptive stereotypes as
justification.
The metaphor Fields chooses to explain her conception of ideology is that of
terrain. She explains that rather than people having “attitudes” that might direct them in
one direction towards the left or the right, ideologies are shaped by topography. The key
to controlling people's movements is “being able to shape the terrain.”202 Fields
explains,
Suppose that the ruling group wants everyone in our landscape to move
east, and therefore starts fires in the forests to the west. Mission
accomplished: everybody moves east. Because they all share a
conviction—an “attitude”—glorifying the virtues of easterly movement?
Not necessarily. All that order, Authority or hegemony requires is that the
interest of the mass in not getting burned alive should intersect the interest
of the rulers in moving everyone to the east. If easterly movement
subsequently becomes part of the routine by which the masses organize
their lives independently of the rulers so that such movement becomes part
of a constantly repeated social routine, a vocabulary will soon enough
201
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explain to the masses—not analytically, but descriptively—what easterly
movement means.203
The passage above describes three elements that make up the functioning of ideology.
The first involves the ruling group controlling the terrain and therefore the movements of
the people. By incentivizing the people to move into certain direction, they control them.
The second is that this movement becomes routine, independent of the rulers. The
movement is repeated by social routine. It is no longer those in power continually
forcing the movement, creating the status quo, but it is reenacted continually as ritual.
The third element is that this social routine is explained not through logic but description
with an ideological language. It is given meaning by an ideological vocabulary.
In contexts of war the motivations behind historical remembrance are never
separate from ideology, which certainly shapes the terrain of both the past and the
present. Barbara Fields’ essay reminds us that while the reenactors’ Civil War uniforms
may be passed down from their relatives, their ideologies were not. When it comes to
examining the ideological link between reenactors and the past to which they want to
connect, the notion of porous time becomes complicated. This is not to say that there is
no connection between the ideologies of the past and present. Rather, it is important to
acknowledge that they are formed by concrete social relations in historical context and in
so far as they are connected, it is through an additional process of re-formation, rearticulation, and reenactment in new contexts. As Fields explains, “Nothing handed down
from the past could keep race alive if we did not consistently reinvent and re-ritualize it
to fit our own terrain.”204 A good example comes from the previous chapter. Chicago
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has a history of segregation that was consistently enforced through reinventions of
ideology regarding class and race. In the case of the Cabrini-Green projects, the same
land on the north side of Chicago was considered a slum and “cleared” multiple times
from the nineteenth century to the twenty-first; yet, the social relations that produced and
underlined the movement of reformism used to justify clearing the tenement housing of
mostly Italian immigrants were not the same as the social relations that created an
ideological vocabulary of “transformation” to justify clearing the same land at the end of
the twentieth century. However, both are episodes in the same history of segregation.
The archival logic of the 1890 photographs of the massacre of 200-300 innocent
Lakota people at Wounded Knee in 1890-1891 posited horror as a marketable event; at
the same time the traditional Aglala Lakota people at the Pine Ridge reservation view the
US settler-colonialist master origin narrative that drove the US government to
continuously break its treaties and forcibly take natives’ land as a continuing one. In the
history of American settler-colonialism, Native American bodies were repeatedly used as
vehicles of control by the US government. The physical occupation of the land, siege and
resource shortage as a method of control, and using photography to mark them as
criminal and as the vanquished enemy were all strategies of the US government. These
embodied histories also connect the photographs that stretch across 100 years into a
durational temporality.
This section on time will show how the very act of occupation is an embodied act
of creating history. By occupying the site of Wounded Knee in 1973, the American
Indian Movement performed an embodied form of historiography by presenting a
revisionist narrative, one that also centers around land, the body as a source of control in
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the form of the ghost dance, the centrality of resources like food, and the connection to
their ancestors. By reframing the conflict in their terms, even though the US government
presents the same ideologically inescapable framework of the criminal justice system,
government control, and militarization, ultimately their protest is successful and goes on
to inform the contemporary fight against the Dakota Access Pipeline in North Dakota.
The following passage comes from the autobiography of Russell Means, one of
the leaders of the American Indian Movement that helped carry out the 1973 occupation
of Wounded Knee. Here he describes a conversation he overheard on his radio between
two federal agents, either FBI or US Marshals, that were holding the protesters under
siege for a period of two months as they established an independent nation from the
headquarters of the Holy-Cross Episcopal Church, the same church that had served as a
temporary hospital for Lakota people in late 1890 and 1891.
A few nights later, I was hanging out in security headquarters,
monitoring the feds as they made periodic communications checks
or chatted back and forth on their radios. They patrolled the wooded
areas between roadblocks with jeeps equipped with searchlights and
machine guns. One of those units called Roadblock One and said,
“Do you see those Indians out there?”
“What Indians?”
“There’s four of them… on horseback. They’re carrying shields and
spears or bows and arrows.”
“No, we don’t see them.”
At first, that was intriguing— weird, really. I would have known if
we had anybody out on horseback, but we didn’t. We damn sure
had no shields, bows, or spears. Suddenly, another roadblock
chimed in.
“Yeah, we see ’em.”
I saw nothing. Neither did anyone else inside Wounded Knee. We
had nobody in that area. Then I realized that the apparition, four
horsemen in traditional Lakota battle gear, could only be the benign
spirits of those who protected us from the white man’s fury.205
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As one of the main orchestrators of the occupation, Means makes clear at various points
in his version of the events that the histories of 1973 and 1890 are undeniably
intertwined. This narrative in particular reveals the constant presence he felt of his
ancestors, the Lakota people that were massacred at Wounded Knee, whose mass grave
sat only yards away from the church.
It will be important to consider how different relationships to the land makes
AIM’s occupation (and the occupation at Standing Rock) different than the experience of
the Civil War renactors trying to walk the same terrain as their ancestors. As the
following chapters will show, conflicting notions of land (owning/concurring versus
honoring/protecting) is central to understanding how social relations form and reform
ideologies over time.
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Chapter 3
“Pure History”: War Reenactment in
Stacy Kranitz’s The Crevasse of the Reich
It is important to consider both the ideological terrain of the past that the
reenactors celebrate and consider what it means for them to re-ritualize it to fit “our
terrain.” In September 1965 during her interview with Cahiers du Cinéma, the German
filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl described her work as cinema verité. “Not a single scene is
staged,” she said, referring to her 1935 film The Triumph of the Will. “It is history—pure
history.”206 When the Atlantic questioned a 2010 Republican nominee for Congress,
Rich Iott from Ohio’s 9th district about one of his hobbies, namely, dressing up as a Nazi
soldier, he did not deny having shared in reenactment events. He defended his
organization, stating that he participated out of “purely historical interest.”207 Riefenstahl
and Iott both seem to propose that “purity” of history signals freedom from ideology, as if
proclaiming a love of the archive immediately presents immunity to all charges of being a
Nazi sympathizer. For Riefenstahl, being a lover of pure history was an alibi, an excuse
she used repeatedly to distance herself from her actions as part of Hitler’s inner circle
despite her always having been there. As Solomon-Godeau reminds us, in order to
believe that the photograph shows us reality, we must believe that there is a coherent
version of reality out there to begin with. To understand the films of Riefenstahl as pure
history, one would first have to believe such a thing existed in the first place.
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The films of Riefenstahl were closer to documentary photography under Stalin
than cinema verité. The truth was the Party position. Her propaganda became the record,
which became the official version of history of the Third Reich.
Stacy Kranitz’s series The Crevasse of the Reich shows Americans dressed as
German soldiers participating in a World War II reenactment. Horwitz describes some of
the “hardcores,” “They sought absolute fidelity to the 1860s: it’s homespun clothing,
antique speech patterns, sparse diet and simple utensils. Adhered to properly, this
fundamentalism produced a time-travel high, or what hard-core is called a period
rush.”208 For these reenactors, attempting absolute fidelity to the details of history
captured in photographic and written documentation is everything. However, both
authors also state that no hobbyist and certainly no community participating in these
reenactments is ever exempt from the ideologies represented by the Civil War or World
War II as much as they may claim to be. Horwitz explains,
In the neo-Confederate view, North and South went to war because they
represented two distinct and irreconcilable cultures, right down to their
bloodlines. White Southerners descended from freedom-loving Celts in
Scotland, Ireland and Wales. Northerners – New England abolitionists in
particular– came from mercantile and expansionist English stock…
viewed through this prism, the war of Northern aggression has little to
do with slavery. Rather, it was the culture war in which the Yankees
imposed their imperialist and capitalist will on the agrarian South.209
It is noted in both Horwitz’s and Schneider’s books that often, when reenactors are
questioned about the absence of slavery from the reenactment dialog, the response is
similar to that described above. As Horwitz writes, “But then, ideology rarely intruded on
the hobby. If reenactors had a mission beyond having fun, or raising money for
Battlefield preservation, it was educational and nonpartisan. ‘We’re not here to debate
208
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slavery or states rights. We’re here to preserve the experience of the common soldier,
North and South…I hate to call it a hobby, because it’s so much more than that. We’re
here to find the real answers, to read between the lines in the history books, and then
share our experience with the spectators.’”210 To propose an interest in pure history and at
the same time not see any mention of slavery as necessary in the historical reenactment of
the Civil War seems more in line with an interest in pure propaganda.
Moreover, the underlying ideologies are pertinent not only to these prevalent Civil
War reenactments that take place all around the country, they are same that draw
participants to Nazi reenactments. Horwitz recounts a conversation with some rebel
reenactors from Long Island describing their interest in the Confederates as follows,
“‘We play Confederate because we don’t like one group of people trying to rule over
another,’ the conductor said. ‘It’s not the US we are rebelling against, it’s the blackhearted businessmen who want to lord it over the working man.’ He gestured at his
comrades, adding, ‘We’ve been squeezed, laid-off, downsized, putdown. We’re fighting
for our freedom, on and off this battlefield.’”211 This reduces the complex ideological
framework of the Civil War to the notion of “Fighting for freedom,” despite the evident
contradiction in the complete disregard of slavery. In an American context, such a
reduction forms a similar ideological background for Nazi reenactment. At the same time
as they present disclaimers on their websites that state no affiliation with white
supremacy and an interest in some form of “pure history,” Nazi reenactment groups
ultimately claim their version of fascism stands for its complete opposite, namely,
freedom. As the article in The Atlantic regarding the 2010 Republican nominee Rich Iott
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points out, a section of the website of his group read,
Nazi Germany had no problem in recruiting the multitudes of
volunteers willing to lay down their lives to ensure a “New and Free
Europe”, free of the threat of Communism. National Socialism was
seen by many in Holland, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and other eastern
European and Balkan countries as the protector of personal freedom
and their very way of life, despite the true underlying totalitarian (and
quite twisted, in most cases) nature of the movement. Regardless,
thousands upon thousands of valiant men died defending their
respective countries in the name of a better tomorrow. We salute these
idealists; no matter how unsavory the Nazi government was, the frontline soldiers of the Waffen-SS (in particular the foreign volunteers)
gave their lives for their loved ones and a basic desire to be free.212
The group imagines that the SS were fighting against communism, as opposed to
belonging to part of the larger military framework of Nazism. They also cite this rhetoric
of freedom as something pan-European in their mention of foreign volunteers. Clearly,
imagining the Nazi party, and specifically the SS, as fighting for freedom against
totalitarianism is as much of a reversal of history as fighting for the freedom of the South
and imagining the freedom of slaves as irrelevant to the Civil War. One totalitarian threat
has been replaced with another. In this contemporary scenario the spread of communism,
or Cold War ideology, has replaced the spread of Nazism as the main threat in the 1940’s.
From the reenactors’ account, a continuing antagonism toward Cold War Communism
has been mapped onto World War II and onto one of the allies, the Soviet Union,
revealing an understanding of history that glorifies a totalitarian enemy whose goal truly
was world domination, Nazi Germany.
Similarly, claiming the films of Leni Riefenstahl to be about “pure history” or
“pure beauty” is itself problematically ideological. As Fields explains in an early version
of her text, “Ideologies offer a ready-made interpretation of the world, a sort of hand-me212
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down vocabulary with which to name the elements of every new experience.” For
Riefenstahl, the notion of purity comes from an ideological vocabulary of fascism, which
will be explored in this chapter in the particular context of both her films and the
historical imperatives of the SS. How might photographs of these Nazi reenactors fit
within the theoretical framework that Schneider proposes of syncopated time? This
chapter will examine elements of Kranitz’s temporal disjunction, the pose as ideological
vocabulary in visual rhetoric, and the theatrical presence of Leni Riefenstahl. In her
photographic series Crevasse of the Reich, many ideological languages are visible,
including those of the contemporary performers, of Nazi propagandist, of the glorified SS
soldiers, of Riefenstahl, and of Riefenstahl’s delicately contrived persona. Kranitz’
photographs portray 21st-century Americans gathered in the state of Pennsylvania
reinventing and re-ritualizing white supremacy and Nazism to fit American terrain.

Riefenstahl and the SS: Purity of History, Beauty and Blood
The SS: Glorifying Himmler’s Master Race
To choose the SS, or the elite squad of mass murders, as a subject for reenactment
is a choice steeped with historical meanings. On the one hand, at the time, the SS
regiments were glorified due to this elite status within the army’s hierarchy. However,
the term “elite” in this context becomes overdetermined. To examine overlapping
ideological definitions for this term, it may be helpful to consider how the term “elite”
changes with historical context. The official view put forth by the reenactment group to
which Rich Iott once belonged is articulated in the “history” section of their website,
which uses the term in reference to the masterful fighting ability of the regiment, stating:
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To the end the men of the division fought like tigers. In defeat they
retained their pride in having given service above and beyond the call
of duty, and to this day the phenomenal espirit de corps engendered
within this elite division lives on through a thriving veterans
organisation [sic]. The Waffen Division was without a doubt the finest
of all the SS volunteer formations, and indeed of the best units in the
entire German armed forces.213
At least on the official website, the definition of elite is based on the honor and fighting
ability of the soldiers. In his book The Architecture of Oppression: the SS, Forced Labor
and the Nazi Monumental Building Economy, Paul Jaskot explains that it would be an
oversimplification to define the SS based on their combat missions alone. 214 Instead, it is
important to recognize that not only was the SS organization created before the outbreak
of violence, but that one of their main roles was violently compelling forced labor in
order to produce fascist architecture under Hitler. The SS were influential to Hitler’s
policy, using their prisoners’ labor as a political tool to justify the expansion of the
concentration camps. Here is another example of how social relations produce space.
Prisoners were not just relied upon for the building of structures, but for the mining of the
material itself. Albert Speer, a famous architect and a close friend of Leni Refienstahl,
worked with Himmler to combine the projects of creating monumental architecture and
providing a free labor source. As Jaskot argues, as opposed to studying these monuments
as a reflection of Nazi ideologies, it is beneficial to consider the role of these structures in
the Reich’s material history. The example of constructing labor camps near granite
quarries emphasizes the economic relations that helped shape the future of concentration
camps from the very beginning. By promoting monumental architecture, the SS made
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forced-labor an indispensable element of the Reich’s economy.215
It is important to note that when placed in historical context the elite status of the
SS can have multiple meanings. In his book A Most Dangerous Book: Tacitus’s
Germania from the Roman Empire to the Third Reich, Christopher Krebs describes how
the Roman author Tacitus and his description of the barbarians he calls Germans goes
through multiple transformations throughout centuries in order to one day become central
to Nazi ideological formations. His book contends that,
Its Führer’s claim to the contrary notwithstanding, the ideology of
Nazism did not present itself to Hitler out of nowhere; nor is the
Germanic myth the only component that can be traced back to the
völkisch movement and even farther back through preceding centuries. In
the formation of the core concepts of the National Socialist ideology—
racism, the ideology of the Volk and its spirit, and the Germanic myth—
Tacitus’s Germania played a major role.216
What is most helpful about Krebs’ tracing of the evolution of Tacitus’ mythologized
history is how it clarifies the particular role of the SS and its leader Heinrich Himmler in
the Third Reich. Understanding the development of the utopian ideologies that framed
the creation of this elite group trained specifically to carry out genocide underlines the
determination of the ideological vocabulary of “purity” and “elite” in the cross-temporal
exchange between the contemporary world of the reenactors and the SS soldiers they
channel.
The author describes the influence of the Germania over the centuries between
the Roman Empire and the rise of National Socialism in the 20th Century. Most relevant
for this chapter is the reinvigoration and recapitulation of Tacitus in the 19th century
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within the framework of German nationalism. In 1808, advocating the unification of
Germany, Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, a prominent Nationalist, wrote The German People’s
Essence (Das deutsche Volkstum). Jahn targeted what he referred to as the Volkstum, “all
‘that a people has in common, its inherent character, its stirring and living, its
regenerative force, its generative ability.’ The neologism, hardly more than what was
previously known as the spirit of the people, quickly became a well-worn coin in
nationalistic currency.”217 The context of German nationalism, as well as the invention of
19th-century theories of race and eugenics, combined to produce new readings of Tacitus
that would go on to influence National Socialism and Himmler in particular. Friedrich
Kohlrausch, a teacher and author of Germanen, two influential schoolbooks for German
youth, introduced these revisionist interpretations of Tacitus to the German middle class
on a large scale. Krebs explains,
In Kohlrausch’s adaptation, Tacitus’s paragraph on Germanic purity and
physiognomy received a racial taint and a vivid biological simile; both
reflect anthropological and (para) scientific views that, developed at that
time, would last for 150 years. From the turn of the nineteenth century,
the Roman historian was twisted to testify to the purity not only of the
mores and the language but also and increasingly of the racial
constitution of the Germanic ancestors as members of the Caucasian, then
Aryan, and finally Nordic race. Racially pure the Germans had been;
racially pure they should be again.218
Jahn firmly believed in the purity of blood. “The purer a people, the better; the more
mixed, the more lowlife.”219 In the decades leading up to the first German state, the tactic
of turning to a glorified past of a singular people spread across a number of splintered
territories represented by a Roman myth that proposed a utopian sense of purity
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combined with contemporary developing ideologies of Social Darwinism and
physiognomy. Ernst Moritz Arndt was another figure who brought these ideologies
together in his writings, and worked alongside Jahn and Kohlrausch. He wrote pamphlets
that interpreted Tacitus within the framework of physiognomy, and argued that
miscegenation led to the downfall of Roman culture.220 It followed logically that if blood
purity was the end goal and the secret to German success, intermarriage with other races,
such as the Jews, should be the first misstep to be corrected.
When the union of the German state finally came in 1871, this ideology held the
nationalist movement together. “The adjective völkisch, introduced into German for the
sake of linguistic purity as a substitute for “national” during the late nineteenth century,
refers to the Volk as the ideological centerpiece.”221 The Völkisch movement came at the
turn of the century, and was defined by numerous factors. One was the romanticization of
the past, and part having to do with Tacitus’ utopian Germanic myth. In addition,
Völkisch movement was characterized by a fear of modernity, which went hand-in-hand
with a distrust of intellectuals, antipathy for the city and an idealization of the peasant
life.222 In addition, the Völkisch movement was concerned with racial purity and in their
propaganda “would warn apocalyptically of the imminent extinction of the ‘blond heroic
race’ wistfully evoking the times ‘in which the Roman Tacitus still spoke of the old
Germans as racially pure.’”223
After the immense violence and loss that categorized World War I, the Völkisch
movement experienced a resurgence due to the desperate need for an opportunity of
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rebirth. According to Krebs, “In the Third Reich the Germania, Roman fiction, served as
a blueprint for Nazi German reality and inspired politics and laws.” 224 For example, if
miscegenation was responsible for the dilution of the purity of German blood in the past,
clearly the way to reverse the damage was to outlaw intermarriage of the races. The
Nuremberg laws were the result.
As Debórah Dwork and Robert Jan Van Pelt explain in their book Auschwitz,
Heinrich Himmler, the Reichsführer and leader of the SS, wanted to produce an actual
embodiment of the master race. While “…he was not given the appropriate official title
of Reichskommissar (which would have formally accorded him plenipotentiary power).
But official or not, Himmler assumed the title and, as no one protested, in his role as
architect of the German East he was referred to as Reichsführer-SS als Reichskommissar
für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums.”225 The SS was not just an elite group of soldiers,
they were to be an elite group of human specimens representing pure Nordic blood,
fitting ideal physiognomic requirements of the National Socialist Tacitionian revision.
Himmler’s strategies for achieving his goals combined training with actual breeding. As
Krebs explains, “Himmler’s organization pursued the selection and breeding of a pure
Nordic race as its ‘irremovable overall aim.’”226 The selection process for the SS had
very specific physical requirements. Men had to be of a certain height as well as hair and
eye color. Himmler also focused on motherhood as a strategy for propagating the new
race. He would take in pregnant women he deemed of appropriate blood and offer them
shelter with the understanding that their children would be future SS soldiers.
Additionally, he proposed to offer bigamy as a reward for high ranking and achieving SS
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soldiers in the field. Under Himmler, the ultimate goal of the SS was the “renordification”227 of Europe, whose new population would go on to take advantage of the
fruits of their military labor, the lebensraum acquired from battle to achieve their utopian
vision of a reimagined Tacitonian peasant German master race.228
Himmler was also in charge of creating the new German settlements in conquered
territory. Himmler saw this as a challenging but necessary task that would ultimately
unify the German people. “’There is no more outside and inside. All German
consciousness and Germanic existence in this world is one unified organism given life by
one heart, given spirit by one soul, disciplined by one power, led by one will—educated
and led by its maker Adolf Hitler!’”229 His spatial metaphor of inside and outside is
particularly interesting since a large part of his duties involved the practical aspects of
creating these new homes that would result from the newly acquired lebensraum. He
believed the values of the new German settlements should be expressed in the way the
actual architecture was built, valuing local materials, technical execution and a
“craftsman-like manner” he associated with the Nazi idealized Germanic past.230
“Designed to stimulate the propagation of large, healthy families, they were to be of brick
and “neither luxurious nor primitive. The settlements must evidence special cleanliness,
and the arrangement of the houses should be both practical and clean.”231 The
settlements were to be built to reflect Himmler’s ideals of the Germanic farmer.
Therefore, in the historical context of the SS, the term “elite” refers not only to
white supremacist ideologies, but specifically to Himmler’s attempt at eugenics, at
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breeding a pure Nordic race that would take the place of all those peoples the Nazis were
in the process of eliminating. This is the historical definition of the SS as an “elite”
group of soldiers. They were considered superior not necessarily for their fighting ability
but for the superior quality of their blood. This is important to keep in mind when
considering the official point of view of World War II reenactors. There is no such thing
as a purely historical interest that escapes the framing of Nazi ideology as context.
Three young men grin in unison, making firm contact with their superior officer
who has his back to the camera. (Figure 1) Shown from the waist up, the SS logo of two
lightning bolts within a circle is emphasized in contrast to the white running shirts the
men are wearing, showing off their lean yet muscular physiques. This image of
propaganda, reproduced in the international journal of National Socialist propaganda
called Signal, depicts exactly the ideal pure-of-blood SS recruits sought after by Himmler
for his elite army. All three men share a similar appearance. They all seem about the
same height, the same age and their features are strikingly related, especially around the
cheekbones, eyes and brow. This is because, as the caption informs us, the men are three
brothers from Copenhagen. This particular spread is about volunteers serving in the SS,
and is headed with the quote that reads, “I want to fight for the new Europe.”232 Not only
does the image of the brothers emphasize the idealization of unity within the new Nordic
race, using the metaphor of brotherhood, along with the caption it proposes the tenants of
national Socialism has universally beneficial for the remaining parts of Europe the Nazis
have left to conquer. The journal ran from 1940 to 1945, and was modeled after
American magazines like Life in image quality and formatting in order to circulate Nazi
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propaganda images like this one around the world.233 While the Nazi government
successfully destroyed much of its archive at the end of the war, images of the National
Socialist forces and in particular the SS survive in the form of these staged photographs.
One of Kranitz’s photographs of the reenactors shows four men standing in open
field shoulder to shoulder (Figure 2). Like the men in the propaganda photograph they
wear white tank tops with the SS logo in the center. Yet their appearances do not evoke
the same associations of physical health, brotherhood, or strength through uniformity.
Three out of the four have similar height, but their physiques are all relatively different.
The man on the far right has long arms and appears the most out of shape. This is
emphasized by the man standing next to him whose shorts are much shorter and show off
much more of a runner’s stature. The next man to the left has a heavier, muscular build
like that of a weightlifter, and his military style haircut is much shorter than the rest of the
men. The last man on the left stands with his legs further apart and the rest, giving his
body an awkward and less controlled appearance. Unlike the young, smiling blond man
from Copenhagen, the reenactors in Kranitz’s photograph do not seem to embody any
ideal. They lack the ease and charm of the young and good-looking SS recruits pictured
in Signal. At the same time, their frowns along with their exercise clothes hardly give
them any sense of intimidation.
The reenactors may never be able to achieve the elite status of the SS in the true
historical meaning of the term. Renactors attempt to realize, i.e., to make real an idealized
and imaginary version of history, one visualized through the framing of the Nazi
propaganda machine, embodied here by the artistic eye of Leni Riefenstahl. By playing
the role of Riefenstahl, Kranitz sets all of these photographs up in relationship not just to
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the history of photography, but to the history of propaganda. Her presence in the series
positions her as the artist behind all of the photographs. In other words, Kranitz is the
artist playing the artist, and this performative role conditions the photographs with a
cross-temporal exchange steeped not only in the historical context connected to the
image’s own referential history, but to Riefenstahl’s as well.
For example, to return to the above photograph, the context the SS in the midst of
their exercise goes beyond the importance of their racial purity as it is emphasized in the
comparable photograph from Signal. Within the SS, Krebs explains, “Just as their
Germanic forefathers had practiced physical dexterity— as displayed in sword dances
and the infantry’s habit of running along with the cavalry— so “battle games and
physical exercise [would] guarantee eradication and selection within the order of the SS
for all times.”234 Athletics were of particular importance to the new value system of
National Socialism, an ideology that was believed by and framed specifically by
Riefenstahl in her films. Her notion of beauty and the human form in the context of art
was based on this same historical ideal that formed the foundation of Himmler’s desire to
rebuild the purity of the German people by constructing his blond army of elites.
It is important here to acknowledge Fields’ notion of the importance of ritual in
the formation of ideology. The importance of Tacitus’s book lies not solely in its logic, or
in the way its messages evolved alongside ideologies of race that emerged in the late 19th
century. As Fields reminds us, these beliefs were not simply passed down from theorist to
theorist across the centuries. It was the ritualization of Tacitus’ book as an origin
narrative that allowed it to continually influenced social relations and to form the
ideological terrain of Nazi Germany. As will be explored thoroughly in Chapter 4,
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master origin narratives go far beyond passing on stories about the founding of a nation,
and are a thoroughly entrenched and ritualized part of national identity. There was
nothing dangerous about the book itself, or the ideas inside it. As Fields explains, “human
beings live in human societies by negotiating a certain social terrain, whose map they
keep alive in their minds by the collective, ritual repetition of the activities they must
carry out an order to negotiate the terrain.”235 The consistent reinvention of Tacitus was
the ritualizing of an origin narrative based on a millennia-old interpretation of white
supremacy and exclusionism.

The Roles of Leni Riefenstahl: Actress and Artist
Perhaps the greatest role played by Riefenstahl was the role of the documentary
filmmaker and artist. Before becoming a filmmaker for the Third Reich, she was an
actress that starred in popular Alpine movies in the 1920s and 1930s such as Storm Over
Mont Blanc and White Hell of Pitz Palu. Riefenstahl considered herself a documentary
filmmaker. The films she considered documentary functioned as propaganda as is evident
from the history of her involvement with the Third Reich. Specifically her most famous
films, namely, the Triumph of the Will (1935) and the Olympia (1938) two-part series,
were funded entirely by the Third Reich. The Triumph of the Will is said to document the
Numremberg rally. Riefenstahl claims this film to represent “pure history” when the rally
itself an entirely staged event. Since they were to be viewed on a global scale as
propaganda for the Third Reich’s position as host of the Olympics in Berlin, Riefenstahl
was given her own production studio for the Olympia films. This acted as a front in order
to falsely claim objectivity and hide that she was a completely state-sponsored artist.
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As Susan Sontag points out, part of the confusion over Riefenstahl’s role as a
propagandist versus an artist comes from her own determined attempts over the decades
of her life to maintain strict control over her life story, fabricating new narratives to recast
herself as victim, innocent party, and artistic genius whenever it served her. It was the
artist who insisted that her film Triumph of the Will was anything but propaganda and
that not a single scene had been staged, when in reality the whole event was staged, and
many of the scenes filmed on a soundstage. Sontag is referring not only to her editors but
also to Riefenstahl herself when she writes,
To cast Riefenstahl in the familiar role of the individualist-artist, defying
philistine bureaucrats and censorship by the patron state, is a bold try.
Nevertheless, the idea of her resisting Goebbels’ attempt to subject her
visualization to his strictly propagandistic requirements should seem like
nonsense to anyone who has seen Triumph of the Will—the most
successfully, most purely propagandistic film ever made, whose very
conception negates the possibility of the film maker’s having an aesthetic
or visual conception independent of propaganda.236
Sontag refers here to the filmmaker’s most frequent defenses of her work. She paints
herself as a victim, always struggling to perfect her art form in the name of beauty against
Goebbels’ propagandistic requirements. This is also what Sontag refers to when she says
that the film negates the notion of her artistic eye as something other than propaganda.
Here, it is helpful to consider Rosler’s claim that there are two moments for the
documentary image. Most significant in Rosler’s series of examples is the case of
Dorthea Lange’s Migrant Mother. In analyzing the disjunction between the enormously
successful and widely dispersed iconic image of the Depression and the reality of the
photograph’s subject that remained unchanged, Rosler argues that the documentary
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photograph has “two moments.”237 The first of these is the immediate and instrumental
one, which works as evidence to support the claims of social injustice for which the
photograph was made. The second moment is an ahistorical appreciation of formal
coherence that is believed to transcend historical circumstances of viewing and aesthetic
appreciation. For Rosler, the problem with this separation between the political and the
aesthetic, the denial of their interpenetration, is that it presents the aesthetic as something
non-ideological. As time passes and the immediate historical moment that was important
for the social message disappears into history the aesthetic remains universal in its appeal
to future generations, independent of changing circumstances of viewing. According to
Rosler, there is no such thing as a non-ideological aesthetic, and drawing images out of
their historical context is a form of exploitation.
The first is its moment in which its historical relevance gives it political power.
The second allows it to live beyond the moment of its relevance, even when that context
has faded, in the form of pure aestheticism. Rosler argues that this kind of formalist,
universalist appreciation is misguided since form and content always remain inseparable.
Sontag applies this notion specifically to Riefenstahl and the context of the political
principles of National Socialism. She calls out Riefenstahl’s claim to be an artist in
search of pure beauty as ideological. Where this vocabulary reveals itself as is
ideological is in the notion of “purity.” This language of pure beauty is what canonized
her films that make up the Olympia series, showing the athletes as the ideal form.
Strength as the ideal of beauty had a firm ideological underpinning within National
Socialism.
The new education would not aim at “stuffing” students with knowledge
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but at “breeding absolutely healthy bodies.” Physical education loomed
large inside school and even larger within the Hitler Youth and the Union
of German Girls. In athletic exercises, it was believed, the Herrensinn
(master-spirit) revealed itself, and true Germanen had always had a
penchant for sprinting, jumping, wrestling, and swimming, not to mention
exercising with weapons…The training of the Nazi mind, meanwhile, was
of secondary import and should primarily lead to strength of will and
willingness to decide.238
The aesthetic of the human form that Riefenstahl refers to as “pure” is inseparable from
the historical context that defines this vocabulary in ideological terms. The bodies
exhibiting a form of pure beauty reveal this notion of the Herrensinn. To be a true
Germanen, one must privilege the military body over an education that might lead to any
form of individuality or side with intellectuals, basically a code word for communists and
Jews. To conveniently distance this historical context from Riefenstahl’s films is to
ignore the fact that these Olympics were filmed in Berlin in 1936, that the films were
entirely funded by the Third Reich, and that Hitler had the streets of Berlin thoroughly
combed before the arrival of any athletes or participants in order to remove all visible
signs of anti-Semitism. Not even the form of the human figure in the context of art can
make a case for fully divorcing this film from its history. Even with the usual
qualifications of historical distance or aesthetic appreciation, with this context, the
Olympia films seem to make a case for Rosler’s argument that there is no way to
completely scrub clean an image of its layers of history, no matter what formal purity
might seem to be underneath.
Sontag argues that this ideological language of fascist aesthetic purity continues
into her work in the 70s, specifically in her book The Last of the Nuba. Sontag writes,
The Last of the Nuba is about a primitivist ideal: a portrait of a people
subsisting untouched by “civilization,” in a pure harmony with their
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environment…like the idealization of the Arian race…Although the Nuba
are black, not Aryan, Riefenstahl’s portrait of them is consistent with
some of the larger themes of Nazi ideology: the contrast between the
clean and the impure, the incorruptible and the defiled, the physical and
the mental, the joyful and the critical.239
What Riefenstahl’s notions of pure history and pure beauty have in common is her
imagining of them outside of ideology. Her films are both essentializing and
universalizing in their promotion of Nazi ideology. Perhaps this seems unsurprising
considering that both Riefenstahl and modern day war reenactors display such a
willingness to distance themselves from the ideology their performances so thoroughly
embody. However, the photographs of reenactment performances examined in this
chapter engage both ideological archival imagery and contemporary ideologies. This fact
makes them excellent examples of the archival logic at work at the same time as it allows
for the opportunity to examine the cross temporal exchange between the reenactors and
the SS heroes they celebrate, who lived only in the imaginary world of propaganda.

Constructing a Triumph, Constructing the Archive
Margaret Bourke-White’s photograph The Highest Standard of Living was created
in 1937. Tagg’s investigation into its seamless juxtaposition of “representation” and
“reality” makes it clear that the photograph is not as easily produced as it is consumed.
He describes how “for Bourke-White, the viewpoint and the choice of lens were, along
with the manipulation of lighting, fundamental to the didactic structure of the image—to
the message—though the physical positioning of the camera certainly also signaled the
heroics”240 involved in making the image. Tagg verbalizes how the careful constructing
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of the photographic image can work in service of particular didactic structures, among
other systems of signification.241 The apparent contrast between “representation” in the
form of the billboard and “reality” in the form of the bread line, as neatly juxtaposed as
possible by the camera lens, Tagg stresses, was not captured with as much ease as the
message seems to want to communicate. Its rhetorical power as standing on the side of
“reality” instead of “representation” is dependent on this very notion of ease that BourkeWhite did not have to construct the image since as “reality” it was simply there waiting
for her to capture. As Tagg explains, this notion is misleading. In order to capture this
shot, the photographer had to stop traffic, climb on a ladder in the middle of the street,
and spend multiple hours attempting to arrange the “reality” in front of her to match the
image in her head. Yet, ultimately she failed to capture the perfect shot. The wires she
was attempting to avoid can still be seen in the top corner of the photograph.
In this element of his analysis, Tagg highlights that there are multiple ways in
which a documentary photograph can be deceptive. Most of the theory discussed in the
introduction deconstructed notions of realism that uphold master narratives about
photographic truth value, whether it is seen to originate in the apparatus itself, modes of
perception, or the mechanics of vision. Tagg highlights yet another way to achieve
photographic illusion, namely, by completely constructing what lies before the camera. In
other words, the photograph was staged. However, Tagg’s description seems to point to
something more than staging. He posits that the photograph had to be staged to create the
desired visual effect that would most clearly communicate the artist’s particular message.
If one female photographer of the 1930s spent multiple hours climbing atop the
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ladder in the middle of the street, stopping traffic in order to keep the pesky electric wires
from interrupting her seamless shot, another had an entire six-day political rally staged
for the film. Riefenstahl’s film Triumph of the Will followed a lesser-known film entitled
Victory of the Faith, which attempted to document the previous Nuremberg rally of
1933.242 At the first Nuremberg rally, Riefenstahl filmed a disordered crowd partaking in
questionable activities such as drinking and smoking, and lacked any cohesive direction.
According to Steven Bach, “Pointless or incomplete panning shots, shaky camera moves,
uncertain focus, and badly framed compositions precludes stylistic unity.”243 He also
notes that Hitler was not evenly photographed, and the results were not flattering to the
Führer. In the end, whatever successful imagery came out of the film was credited to
Riefenstahl’s editing skills and “Hitler acknowledged the distinction she was bringing to
propaganda.”244
In order to correct these mistakes and avoid any possibility for disunity, the
second time around the Nüremberg rally in 1934 was staged with precision. Riefenstahl
and her crew had access to the programs produced by the propaganda division before
hand, so that she could plan all of her camera angles accordingly. In order to shoot tanks
from below, cameras were positioned in trenches. For crowd shots, they were positioned
on towers. And in order to capture the military formations, they were repeated numerous
times before the rally began.245 The molding of the reality in front of her to match the
vision in Riefenstahl’s head went far beyond Bourke-White’s climbing up the ladder in
the middle of the street.
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She was also not limited by the timeline of the rally itself and was allowed to
shoot both before and after in order to get better views of the city and its landmarks.
Many of the speeches were recorded as fragments or excerpts or were performed again on
sound studio stages in the days following the rally.246 One of the most famous scenes in
the film, when individual labor service men call out where they come from in response to
their leader’s question as the camera focuses a close up shot on their young, blonde faces,
“‘Was certainly rehearsed 50, hundred times’” according to Albert Speer, Hitler’s
architect that designed much of the rally.247
Moreover, the immediate historical context produced a significant imperative for
the film that went far beyond simple documentation. Just a month before the rally
President Hindenburg passed away, which allowed Hitler to become dictator by
consolidating the positions of the presidents and the Chancellor. Riefenstahl knew that
the purpose of the film was to unite Germany under its new dictator as a replacement for
Hindenburg and normalize state sponsored violence. In an interview, she admitted that
her main goal for the film was to express the connection between Hitler and the people
and to glorify his leadership.248
These explanations of the many technical ways in which the Triumph of the Will
fails to be cinéma vérité or “pure history” are not necessary for anyone viewing the film
with a critical eye. While it is recognized in film history, it is recognized has a classic
masterwork of propaganda. What is interesting is the overlap between both the
filmmaker’s and SS reenactors’ insistence on the designation of “pure” history.
Furthermore, Kranitz’s introduction to the series Crevasse of the Reich informs the
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viewer that the group of reenactors pictured draws inspiration for their performances
specifically from this propaganda film.

Pennsylvania Nazis on 21st Century Terrain
While Schneider’s book briefly brings up the purposeful erasure of slavery in the
reenactments she witnesses, her writing does little to address the ideological implications
behind her investigation into the question she poses, ”Why fight?”249 The answer she
unpacks from her interviewees is the notion that the Civil War is not over. This question
and answer is what leads to her discussion of temporality and performance. Horwitz, on
the other hand, chooses to investigate the ideological implications behind this claim.
What values upheld by the Confederates in the mid-19th century would reenactors
continue to cling to today? As helpful as Schneider’s analysis of temporality is for this
project, her omission of the ideological component of these reenactments is highly
problematic. Her omissions become apparent when read alongside Horwitz’s accounts of
the thoroughly entrenched racism that still saturates the rhetoric of Southern pride in
communities that continue to celebrate Confederate history and culture.
In the case of these communities of Southern culture enthusiasts and Civil War
reenactors, uniforms are not all that they pick up from the archives. Schneider describes
how Civil War reenactors make use of primary sources for their reenactments, “Thus,
‘enthusiasts’ play across their bodies particulars of ‘what really happened’ gleaned from
archival ‘evidence’ such as testimony, lithographs, and photographs as an ironic way of
keeping the past alive. But they also engage this activity as a way of accessing what they
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feel the documentary evidence upon which they rely misses– that is, live experience.”250
Schneider’s use of quotation marks signals the distancing of her authorial voice from the
statement, perhaps indicating her awareness of the fact that these primary sources might
lack authenticity as documentary evidence. When writing about her own experience at a
reenactment, she focuses on a reenactment of a battle surgery, in particular a severed
finger she comes across in the field and its meaning in terms of its indexicality pointing
both to the past and the future. Again these statements seem oddly harmless considering
that the subject matter is the Civil War. In focusing on the disembodied finger, the true
violence not only of the war but what it stood for is unnecessarily abstracted.
In contrast, Kranitz, while making her series, experienced the threat of violence
much more directly. Kranitz shared with an interviewer in Slate Magazine that while
participating in the SS reenactment she was outted for being Jewish. Some of the
participants, “had histories as members of hate groups. Initially, she was accused of being
an Israeli spy, and once, while hanging out at a recreated French Resistance café, she was
singled out by Gestapo reenactors, taken outside, and ‘shot.’”251 Members of a hate group
that participate in this reenactment verify and reshape anti-Semitism and hate, in the form
of a 1940s Nazi era performance, yet within an accepted framework of historical
reenactment. These reenactors did not walk on the same terrain as the men that were
recruited into the Gestapo or the SS in the 1930s and 40s, who shot civilians in the streets
in Germany, Poland, France, Ukraine, or Czechoslovakia. While the reenactment groups’
webpages may have disclaimers stating otherwise, Kranitz’s photographs show a
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performance of an idealized ideological past represented by an archive constructed from
propaganda, though it is not a singular ideology that is revisited in this attempted
temporal exchange. It is not Riefenstahl herself, but Kranitz playing the role of
Riefenstahl. It is her own interpretation of the artist, her successes and her failures.
These multiple languages, Riefenstahl’s artistic propaganda, contemporary performances
of Nazi ideology, the visual rhetoric of Nazi artifacts, citations of the glorified SS elite,
and Kranitz’s own presentation of Riefenstahl as the flawed anti-hero present a group of
deeply ideological and performative, heteroglot images. While the ideologies of the past
and present point in a similar direction, they were not formed on the same terrain.
In one of her photographs, a little boy stands inside one of the barracks with this
back to the window (Figure 3). Outside it is snowing and all that is visible is the façade of
another barrack like the one he occupies, the roof accumulating snow. His head comes up
to the first segment of the windowpane. He looks to be no more than six or seven years
old, and is wearing a lighter colored hat that forms to the shape of his head with one fold
that’s just above his ears. His uniform is black and he wears a belt around his waist with
one of the two SS lightning bolts at the buckle. On the left side of the frame about a foot
above the boy’s head hung on the wall of the back as a framed portrait of Hitler in
profile. Together, the image of Hitler and the boy clearly signify the historical context of
the Hitler youth, a group that is prominently featured in the Triumph of the Will. The
figure of the youth seems to reach in both the direction of the past and the future in this
allusion to the Hitler youth. The youth was an important part of the ideology of the new
Europe, has we have already seen in regard to Himmler’s eugenic strategies, and as
embodied by the ideals of the Hitler Youth.
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The scene in Triumph of the Will where Hitler greets the Hitler youth starts with a
close-up of a trumpet and a drum. Children are playing instruments, more blonde faces
play flutes and trumpets, and banners are hanging with a single lightning bolt. A shot cuts
to behind a group of boys stand on their toes, focusing on their knee-high socks, straining
to see over the crowds in an excited, boyish manner. From a camera above, the crowd
throws up their arms in a heil Hitler salute. More boys struggle to look over the crowds
in front of them to get a glimpse of Hitler, while more blonde boys play instruments in
unison. Some shield their eyes with their arm from the sun to get a better view. The film
emphasizes the urgency of the boys standing on their tiptoes, looking over the crowd to
try to get a glimpse of Hitler. Officials stand by, grinning and chuckling in a proud,
fatherly way at the excitement. In Hitler’s speech to the group, he mentions the youth’s
representation of the nation as a whole. “You are here today in this place, a cross-section
of what is around us in the whole of Germany and we know that you German boys and
girls are taking on everything we hope for in Germany. We want to be one people and
you my youth are to be this people…. Because you’re the flesh of our flesh and the blood
of our blood. And in your young heads burns the same spirit that rules us.”252 Hitler refers
to the youth as the embodiment of the future of the unified New Europe, and also
specifically mentions both flesh and blood, or the importance of the purity of the youth in
their foundation of the new Germany (see Figure 4).
All of this is embodied in the figure of the young boy in this photograph, who is at
the same time both a representation of the history of the Hitler Youth and a boy in the
contemporary moment. Both Schneider and Horwitz discuss the importance of historical
mimesis in their books. The cross temporality, the ability to reach back and feel the
252
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proximity of the war depends on a faithful recreation of historical aesthetic details. Yet,
as this analysis has shown, the link between the SS reenactors in Kranitz’s photographs
and the soldiers whose lives they believe they are recreating is much more complex than
simple desire to connect with a different time. Schneider explains, citing the theorists
Homi Bhabha, Franz Fanon, and Elizabeth Freeman,
For those suspicious of linearity and less willing to dismiss
times flexibility, mimesis its close relative theatricality, are not
threats to authenticity, but like language itself, vehicles for
access to the transitive, performative, and cross-temporal
real…For such theorists, mimesis is not the antithesis of some
discrete authenticity or pure truth, but a powerful tool for crossor intra- temporal negotiation, even (perhaps) interaction or
inter(in)animation of one time with another time.253
Of course, the importance of aesthetics would be a focus of Schneider’s as a historian of
performance and visual art, and it is also a fascination of Horwitz’s simply for the
immense dedication of the “hardcores.” It is also important to Schneider’s argument to
distance herself from Platonic notions of the mimetic that might posit reenactors as
simple copyists. In other words, while Schneider is preoccupied with explaining what it
means for reenactors “to get it right” when it comes to the recreation of historical detail,
Kranitz’s photographs ask what it means when they don’t. If mimesis is not their ultimate
goal, what is?
Kranitz mentions in her interview for Slate that she was initially rejected from her
first reenactment because of the poor quality of her costume and failure to conceal her
contemporary camera. However, many of her photographs show that complete historical
authenticity is not necessarily as important to these reenactors as it might be to some of
the more hard-core Civil War reenactors encountered by Horwitz or focused on by
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Schneider. The photograph of the boy is one example where cross-temporal disjunction is
revealed. Next to the boy, two different modes of communication are juxtaposed, one
from the 1940s and one from the contemporary era. On the tabletop standing next to him,
we see an old-fashioned radio. However, a bit more noticeable is the electrical socket
where numerous cell phone chargers have been plugged into the wall and left with their
cords hanging down. In fact, it seems as if an extension has been placed over the socket
in order to accommodate even more chargers than would normally be allowed. The over
abundance of cell phone chargers seems to represent the era into which the boys is
entering as a child of the millennium. This familiar yet grotesque asymmetrical bulge of
electrical power makes the radio seem simple and antiquated. In his period dress and
blank stare, the child seems confused and out of place almost as if he’s been torn between
these overlapping times.
Another photo that reveals temporal disjunction and perhaps hints that complete
historical authenticity is not the main priority of the reenactment group shows Kranitz in
the role of Riefenstahl sitting at a table with an older reenactor dressed as an SS soldier
with a medal around his neck (Figure 5). The two seem to be engaged in intense
conversation, as the man is caught in mid-speech and the character of Riefenstahl has her
hands positioned in delicate fists in front of her, her head turned in profile looking into
the man’s face as if to signal profound interest in his statements. Her lips are pursed into
a sharp smile that reveals a focused brow and illuminated cheekbones under a stylish
white cap and braided hair, all made to appear even more impressively stylish by her fur
coat. Taken at a strange upward perspective, a bottle of French’s mustard and two
Styrofoam plates enter the bottom of the frame. In front of Leni, also on the strangely
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tilted perspective of the table stands a bottle of Heineken. The strange tilt of the scene up
and to the left, as well as the placement of the French’s bottle and Styrofoam plates make
these two objects, that are clearly ahistorical, seem both much larger in perspective and
almost animated within the scene. The bottle of French’s mustard seems almost to tease
the reenactor with its idiosyncrasy. It makes the image humorous, as if Kranitz playing
Riefenstahl is distracting the reenactor, pretending to be interested in his story, while an
unknown person behind the camera waves the mustard in front. It is kind of a comic
symbol of hindsight, a comic break, the symbol standing in for the “spoiler” that the 21st
century viewers know how this story ends. The reminder that the joke is on them, these
Nazi imitators, is a laugh and a sigh of relief brought on by a bottle of French’s mustard
sneaking into the frame.
In these photographs the instances where the contemporary moment seeps
through, or where temporal disjunction is revealed, can be read as a kind of critique. If
the legitimacy of mimesis as a technique of temporal exchange rests on attention to
detail, the obvious lack of mimesis in Kranitz’s photographs depicts a kind of laziness.
What this laziness reveals are the true motives of the reenactment group. The more cell
phone chargers and Styrofoam plates allowed into the frame, the less “pure” the historical
interest of the group seems to become. The Styrofoam plates and French’s mustard may
seem playful and their comic placement but become weapons, detritus capable of
destroying the ideological purity on which the historical reenactment of Nazis rests.

Ideology in Pieces: Posing after Propaganda
Many of the photographs in the series resemble the highly posed propaganda
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photographs from Signal, or the iconic still frames from Riefenstahl’s propaganda films.
The concept of the photographic pose is important to Schneider, who considers gesture to
be an element of performance and a type of embodied, live act. The repeated action of a
gesture, she argues, does not hold the same kind of historical weight as a document in
terms of its value as a primary source. 254 Yet, the pose is important for her consideration
of the photograph as a technology of the live. She uses an article by Robin Bernstein for
support entitled “Dances with Things: Material Culture and the Performance of Race.”
Schneider is interested in the way that the pose can signal a kind of “ongoingness” or
what she calls “the forward– and– backward– living gesture of the pose.”255 Schneider
summarizes Bernstein’s argument about a photograph of a white woman posing with a
racist caricature of a black man eating watermelon on a fence from 1930 (Figure 6). Her
article uses Heidegger’s notion of things versus objects to make an argument that the
racist life-size set scripted the woman’s actions. In other words, she argues that in the
photograph the racist image qualifies as a scriptive thing in that it directed the woman’s
actions and her placement next to the racist depiction of the black man eating the
watermelon. She takes the argument further, stating that the woman posing is scripted for
the photograph, which has not yet been made. She argues that the archive and embodied
performance come together as one in the materiality of the photograph, “the caricature,
camera, and photograph are all artifacts of a descriptive props in a performance—that is,
simultaneously archive and repertoire, with neither form of knowledge pre-existing the
other.” Bernstein’s main point is that “descriptive things are simultaneously archive and
repertoire.” Using the word repertoire, she refers to Diana Taylor’s conception of the
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archive logic and embodied memory. For Taylor, the term repertoire stands in for the
“embodied memory of traditions of performance” that is similar to Schneider’s concept
of embodied history.256 Bernstein does mention that this scripted pose “produces racial
subjectification,” and then adds a confusing section attempting to discover whether the
subject of the photograph, Helen Hernandez, was Mexican or Jewish, only to determine
that by 1930s standards she would have been considered white; however, it is clear that
her thesis does not specifically address the performance of race but performance theory
as it relates to photography in general.257
The same is true for Schneider. Ultimately the usefulness of this discussion has to
do with establishing a notion of the photograph as “live” in terms of its interpellation of
the viewer at the moment of its reception.
If the pose, or even the accident captured as snapshot, is a kind of
hail cast into a future moment of its invited recognition, then can
that gestic call in its stilled articulation be considered, somehow,
live? Or, at least, re-live? Can we think of the still not as an artifact
of non-returning time, but as situated in a live moment of its
encounter that it, through its articulation as gesture or hail, predicts?
This is to ask: is the stilled image a call toward a future live
moment when the image will be re-encountered, perhaps as an
invitation to response?258
Thinking about what it might mean to participate in this encounter, not in the abstract but
in the context of a war reenactment brings forth the same problem of discussing Civil
War reenactments without even acknowledging the history of slavery. Schneider
describes what it is like to witness this kind of interpellation through pose in the live
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reenactment. “When, in the twenty-minute reenactment, the actors simultaneously can
and cannot hit the precise note or strike the exact pose, we feel a leak of affective
engagement between the then and the now that brings time travel, as it were, into the fold
of experience: shimmering on an edge, caught between the possible and the impossible,
touching the interval itself.”259 The question is what kind of pose is she talking about?
When the history of slavery is erased from the reenactment, what is left for the witness?
In Bernstein’s article while she is discussing an example of a racist icon and a woman
imitating it, she somehow manages to talk around the true minstrelsy of the image. She
politely describes,
Hernandez’ racial impersonation balanced claims of likeness and
distance: even as she entered the scene and ate along with the
caricature, she raised her pinky delicately and looked directly at
the camera, thus acknowledging her audience and alienating
herself from her performance. She danced with the caricature,
physically embraced it, while figuratively winking at the
audience to say, “I’m not this.”260
I am not sure how Bernstein can see anything delicate about this woman’s
appearance. Rather than a wink, her face appears to be stuck in the position of a snarl.
Bernstein even makes the argument that the material of the photograph of the woman
next to the caricature somehow it “equalizes” them, that the two are unified by the
surface of the photograph.261 She thinks that the photograph would require some kind of
blur in order to distinguish the two figures in the photograph from each other as opposed
to the very clearly distinct painted and distorted grotesque surface of the racialized
caricature from the devilish face of the woman with the bob haircut. The fact that they
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are both represented in the photograph—the mere textural surface of the material
object—does not in any way counteract the power relations enacted in the white woman’s
racialized performance. The sheen of a glossy photo paper cannot act as an equalizer.
Instead, the woman’s mimicry of the pose is, in this case, minstrelsy. In
“Marketing racism: popular imagery in the United States and Europe” Tanya Sheehan
and Henry Louis Gates Jr. explain how the logic of the minstrel show “Imagined
blackness as something that could be put on and removed for humorous effect.”262
Minstrel shows began in the 1830s and 40s in the United States and featured white actors
that would apply burnt cork to their faces in order to play the characters of black
stereotypes. As Sheehan and Gates explain, “they also mimicked a stereotypically black
voice and used verbal malapropisms and homophonic puns that suggested inept attempts
at replicating white speech and manners.”263 It is important to recognize the kind of pose
at work in this image. The humorous effect, or the wink as Bernstein describes it, comes
from something other than a simultaneous claim of both affinity and distance captured in
a performative pose. That humor comes from the fact that this performance necessarily
only goes one way. While in minstrel shows the figures of the black stereotypes would
attempt to appropriate white middle-class dress, part of the joke was that “although
the…figures appear sophisticated through dandified dress, their mimicry of white middleclass styles is always inept.”264 Bernstein makes a strange choice in using this
photograph of minstrelsy to make a case for all instances of posing as both archive and
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repertoire.
The strangest part of her argument is where she tries to compare the watermelon
photograph to what she names as midcentury arcade photographs, the familiar painted
scenes that leave room in the form of holes for passersby to place their had through in
order to become part of the painted scene. Labeling these as “scripted things” like the
watermelon scene from 1930, she points to how the participants are directed to place their
faces in the holes so that they can become part of the object, therefore the object directs
the subject. In attempting to relate the watermelon display to these other arcade
photographs Bernstein makes a large oversight of the minstrelsy of the racialized pose of
the woman. The assumption in her argument is that in the same way that these arcade
photographs call the viewer, or interpellate him or her to participate in the image, the
racialized image of the stereotyped African American interpellates a white viewer into an
act of minstrelsy. Bernstein designates the minstrel pose as “playful” when she describes
how Hernandez “entered a scene and likened herself to the unmoving caricature.”265
The pose does play an important role in reenactments but its link to ideology
should not be ignored, erased or discussed as secondary to theoretical implications when
it comes to the history of the Civil War or World War II. It is once again important to
consider poses as part of the reenacting or re-forming of ideology on 21st-century terrain
and within the context of spaces formed by contemporary social relations. Fields gives
an example of how gesture becomes ritualized, originally formed by social relations, but
can continue in iconic form.
Many Christians still think of kneeling with folded hands is the
appropriate posture for prayer, but few know why; and the few
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who do no cannot, even if they choose, mean the same thing by it
as was meant by those to whom the posture was part of an
ideology still real and everyday social life. The social relations
that wants give explicit meaning to that ritual gesture of the
vassals’ subordination to his lord are now dead as a mackerel, and
so, therefore, is the ideological vocabulary—including the posture
of prayer—in which those social relations once lived.266
In other words, the gesture or pose of folded hands is symbolic for prayer; however, the
social relations responsible for forming this gesture are no longer extant. The gesture has
been passed down as a meaningful symbol; therefore it is not a representation of
ideological vocabulary, since ideologies cannot be passed down.
So what does this have to do with the racist pose of the woman in the watermelon
photograph? While Schneider and Bernstein see the pose as a performative element that
connects points in time through the medium of the photograph, Fields’ definition of
ideology and ideological vocabulary reminds us that these performances in different
times are structured by different social relations. It is important to remember that these
temporal exchanges, especially in the case of war reenactments, reveal as much ideology
at work in the past as they do in the present. The real reason why in reenactments, “the
actors simultaneously can and cannot hit the precise note or strike the exact pose” has to
do with more than just time travel, but specifically with the impossibility of re-creating
the exact social relations of the past. Rather than defining it as “a leak of affective
engagement,” as Schneider does, this moment of impossibility is studied in the
photographs to follow as 21st century ideological terrain expressed in the ideological
vocabulary of the particular visual rhetoric of the archive, reconstructed.
One of Kranitz’s photographs in the series shows a juxtaposition of iconic
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references that represents the heteroglot nature of Kranitz’s images at the same time as it
reveals a reformed Nazi ideology on 21st-century American terrain (Figure 7). At first
the image appears to be a snapshot of three drunken reenactors enjoying a celebration.
The three men smile at the camera slightly and somewhat suspiciously. Two men remain
in their seats both facing toward the left edge of the frame. The man on the right has been
caught with his eyes partially closed enhancing the impression of his inebriation. Another
man stands with his hand in the air toasting with the full glass of red wine leaning over
two to pose with his arm resting on the shoulders of the man on the right. With his
unsteady posture and glassy eyes he also appears intoxicated. However, what is most
interesting about this photograph is what appears in the background. There are multiple
images affixed to the walls of the room in which the celebration is taking place, and some
are barely readable while others are not. The two most prominent images fall directly
behind the man posing for the picture and read the most clearly in the photograph. One is
a reproduction of Pablo Picasso’s famous painting Guernica (Figure 8). The other is a
minstrel image of an African-American icon dressed in bourgeois attire in a top hat and a
bow tie.
Guernica is strange choice of backdrop for a celebration that is supposed to be
historically accountable to narrative of Nazi revelry. The famous mural depicts four
women and the soldier in abstract, contorted, violent positions during the bombing of the
Basque town of Guernica by Nazis in 1937. The painting also includes the terrified head
of a horse and a bull, referencing the bestiality of the fighting. In its original context, the
painting was celebrated as a symbol of the Spanish Republic—a defiant and unifying
response to civil war—painted on a commission by the Popular Front government for the
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Spanish Pavilion at the international exposition in Paris the same year.267 At the time and
since the painting has become “a symbol of the victims of the fascist terror.”268
There are other pieces of art on the wall, such as a framed impressionist style still
life of flowers in the vase hanging on the wall to the right. There is also a turn-of-thecentury poster reproduction on the far left bottom, almost blocked by a man’s head at one
of the far tables where the words “Jardin de Paris” are barely legible. Yet, considering the
imagery placed directly next to Picasso’s famous scene of world war violence, it seems
unlikely that the image was hung with its original anti-fascist context in mind. Hung on
the wall next to the poster of Picasso’s mural is a cutout of a minstrel image. The image
represents just the head of a stereotyped figure of a black man in a top hat and tie,
grinning with his teeth showing. As Sheehan and Gates explain, the smile represents a
particular aspect of the negative stereotype, specifically “A western fantasy of black
Africans as essentially happy. They are presented as simple, childlike beings, naïve
about the realities of modern life and conditioned to enter without complaint the harshest
labor and living conditions.”269 The fact that the image has been cut out, and that the tie is
disproportionately long makes the image appear as if it could be a mask. The tie looks as
if it was meant to be the handle for the user to hold, as he or she would place the
stereotyped image over the face. This would make a strong case for the image as an
object of minstrelsy, as it would be easily removable and function well as a performance
piece.
This photograph reveals a montage of elements of visual culture that frames the
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reenactors’ experience of their celebration. A reproduction art print of Picasso’s mural
that condemns fascism and the violence of the Nazis in particular is placed alongside an
image of American racism in the form of minstrelsy. These images together form a kind
of backdrop, or perhaps even the set for the performance. This element of setting the
scene for the performance is further emphasized by the kind of temporary aspect of the
nature of the images’ placement on the walls. Other images have also been hung,
although they are difficult to make out. They appear to be photocopies taped alongside
the poster of Guernica, which also reads as a poor quality reproduction due to its
placement in an oversized, ill-fitting black frame. The salon-style pasting of paper
directly onto the walls gives the impression that these decorations were added at the last
minute and procured at low cost. This is not to diminish their importance, but rather to
try to imagine the circumstances and process of decision-making that went into the
adornment of this space with these references to 19th and 20th century visual culture.
Perhaps upon viewing the room in which this banquet was to take place, those in charge
decided that the walls were too empty, and needed embellishment. Or perhaps, it was
decided that the room looked too modern and needed more references to the time period.
Whatever the scenario was, it led to the decision to place Picasso’s condemnation of
fascism next to an American expression of white supremacy in order to create an
appropriate ambiance for a celebratory meal.
So far none of the photographs discussed have depicted actual war reenactment.
In fact, just as many of the photographs in the series show the participants engaging in
festivities. When it comes to the contrived scenes of battle, Kranitz conjures the quality
of propagandistic material on which the reenactors admittedly rely for historical
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accuracy. One of the most successful ways that the photos achieve this is through a
strange and comic directionless gaze that reveals both the purposelessness of the feigned
military action and the absence of an enemy on the other side. The photographs refer to
recognizable poses of propaganda, obvious in their legibility and staged by necessity.
Like the staged photographs from Signal, Kranitz’s only refer to an idea of war and do
not actually document it. However, comparing her photographs to those of the
propaganda archive on which the reenactors base their notion of history illustrates the
failed attempt of what Schneider sees as the pose’s capability to enact “syncopated time.”
One example is illustrated with a comparison with an image from Signal that
shows two soldiers kneeling in the snow while fighting on the Soviet front (Figure 9). It
is a full-page photograph and the caption on the bottom reads, “The leaders of a unit
supported by tanks are reconnoitering the snow-covered terrain for enemy movements.
Large black patches loom up against the darkness of the wooded horizon—soon the guns
will roar.” The shot is close up, and the two men take up most of the frame of the
photograph. The one on the right is closer to the viewer. He bends his knee, over which
his long coat is draped, and the top, which sets a large camera with, a long lens, the strap
thrown over his shoulder. In that same hand he holds binoculars just in front of his face,
as if he has just taken them down from his eyes, and with the other hand points straight in
front of him. The other soldier looks eagerly and follows the direction of his partner’s
gaze. He concentrates with his lips slightly parted. The gloved hand of the pointing man
on the right is placed just below the other man’s chin so that the direction of his finger
follows the exact angle of the line of the other soldier’s helmet, the unity emphasizing the
apparent ease of their communication. In fact, the direction of the long lens of the
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camera angled on the surface of the man’s leg, the line of his arms outstretched, and even
the angle of the two soldiers’ helmets all align to create a perfect formal unity
emphasizing the forward movement off the page. The didactic quality of the image is
evident. The soldiers will move forward in that direction, the direction of progress.
In contrast, Kranitz provides an image of a soldier in a similar gray wool coat
holding binoculars with the same gray wool gloves (Figure 10). The composition is
different. Three men stand in the line facing different directions. The man on the far left
has his back to the viewer and is dressed in camouflage attire with the rifle thrown behind
his back pointing up towards the sky. A small portion of his face is visible in profile,
mostly just his nose and a small part of his eye. The rest of his face is covered by a piece
of fabric that protrudes from his helmet, also covered in camouflage material. He appears
to be having a conversation with the soldier on the far right of the composition who also
has his back to the viewer. There is far less detail visible on the soldier on the far right
who appears to either be much shorter or standing at a lower point then the other two in
the frame. He wears a helmet and dark clothes and appears to hold a bag that is dark in
color as well. The central figure of the composition faces the viewer and holds the
binoculars up to his face with his gloved hands. Most of his face is also covered by the
binoculars, his hands and what appears to be the leather strap of the binoculars that has
been stretched over where his mouth would be, leaving only his chin visible. Unlike the
strong and determined control illustrated by the formal unity and posture of the soldiers
in the propaganda photograph of the Nazi soldiers, this reenactor holds his binoculars
with his fingers spread in all directions. The strap covering his mouth makes it seem as if
he is becoming entangled in his equipment. There is no purpose in his direction, as he
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looks towards the camera slightly over the viewers’ heads as if he is entertaining himself
while the other two soldiers communicate without him. Overall, the image gives the
impression that these reenactors are directionless and that their pace is leisurely, with no
real reason to be fighting.
How well do “attempts to literally touch time through the residue of the gesture or
the cross-temporality of the pose”270 hold up when these gestures are so far removed from
the original historical context or social relations responsible for their formation? As in
Fields’ example of the position of prayer, when the social relations that formed the
gesture have been removed what is left is an iconic reference. The staged propaganda
photograph already presupposes a different set of social relations than those that would
form an image made during the heat of battle. In their iconic poses, the reenactors are as
much an abstract reference as the iconic poses of the propaganda archive on which they
base their reenactment. Yet at the same time the resulting images appear worlds apart.
Kranitz’s photographs attest to this failure, in the way her photographs make apparent
how unfrightening these Pennsylvania Nazis appear in contrast to the archive of Nazi
propaganda on which they base their reenactments. Her photographs manage to make
visible the difference in ideological terrain, ultimately exposing an attempted temporal
exchange through pose to be a failure. The embodied history Schneider seeks in
reenactment is replaced here by a glorified performance of a propaganda archive. As
much as Schneider would like to connect the past and the present through pose, Field’s
explanation of how ideology functions according to social relations complicates her
rather simplistic desire to connect gestures across time.
Another spread in Signal shows three photographs with a set of captions titled
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“there has been shooting.” The top photograph is in a landscape format which emphasizes
the horizontal composition of the image, a line of Nazi soldiers hunched over very close
to one another--basically on top of each other--following behind a tank down the snowy
road and Norway (Figure 11). The caption explains that they are fighting for control of a
burning village that is being occupied by the enemy. On the far right of the composition
a small snow-covered house visible through a line of trees that have lost their leaves for
the winter, representing the edge of the village. The caption details that “the German
tank halts at the entrance to the village… it’s advanced covered by a tank, and infantry
detachment proceeds toward the suspected village. There has been some shooting.
Houses are burning, having been set on fire by Norwegian troops. Every nervous
strained. Have enemy forces established themselves here for defense? The detachment
halts, and gets well undercover”271 Again, the image set up to be as didactic as possible.
The composition reads from left to right as clearly as the sentence. We see the bravery of
the soldiers, the intelligence of their military formation, and their ultimate goal, which is
the possession of enemy territory. The two images below show the bravery and actions
required of the individual soldiers. On the left one soldier looks over a snow bank from
the bottom left side of the frame to the house with a creek and a fenced off area diagonal
on upper right side of the frame (Figure 12). He holds his gun in front of him and looks
up in profile towards the other photograph on the right side of the page, as if trying to
signal toward the two soldiers in the photograph on the right side of the page. In this
image on the right, two soldiers hide behind a snow bank, one holding binoculars while
the other holds a rifle (Figure 13). Behind them it appears that a barn has gone up in
flames. The captions continue to tell of the soldiers’ advancement on the town, “the men
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jump from fence to fence, from yard to yard, with their fingers continually on the triggers
of their guns.”272 The theme of the spread continues to be advancements into enemy
territory.
In contrast, Kranitz’s photographs of battle that depict tanks, and tactics of
military advancement portray a similar notion of futility as the previously discussed
image of the soldier with the binoculars. One image portrays five soldiers all dressed in
camouflage gear, crouching in a horizontal line that crosses the frame of the photograph
(Figure 14). They blend in with the scenery around them as the cameras capture them
from behind as they advance into the forest. The black and white image of the forest
ground, the line of soldiers blending in with their camouflage apparel and the line of trees
that they creep toward on their knees are all rendered in shallow depth. On the one hand,
the shallowness of the space emphasizes how the soldiers blend into the surrounding
nature with their faces hidden from view. Seen only from the back, no skin is revealed to
break the illusion of the camouflage. At the same time, the same illusion emphasizes the
flatness of the photograph and creates the opposite effect that so successfully created the
propagandistic message of the photographs in Signal. These faceless soldiers show no
bravery, no determination, nor does there appear to be any significant explanation for
their military formation. As they crouch behind a log in the forest, the lack of enemy, of
danger, of actual wartime context is emphasized by the flatness of the space. Where the
Nazi propaganda images use composition and depth, optimizing formal elements to
convey political messages of advancing on enemy territory, Kranitz’s Pennsylvania Nazis
are faceless and face no enemy.
It is through composition and close cropping that Kranitz both focuses on the dramatic
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gesture or pose linking the reenactors to the familiar images from the archive and
deprives them of any meaningful direction. Another example pictures a tank with the
same Iron Cross marking in white outlines as the one pictured in the Signal photograph
described above from the conflict in Norway. In Kranitz’s photograph a man emerges
from the top of the tank in an iconic pose, one arm draped around the front revealing a
white overcoat, the other gloved hand held up to his brow in profile as he looks out into
the distance (Figure 15). That is, one presumes it is into the distance based on his
shielding of his face from the sun, but the composition of the image does not allow the
viewer to see what lies before him. In fact, the photograph is been taken at a high enough
angle and at such a close distance that the tank takes up far more space than the frame
allows, and the viewer is almost though not quite parallel in height to the top. Again,
though the man’s pose seems to refer to movement, the stagnant quality of the image in
its cropping makes it appears almost as an index without a referent. It is as if he is the
captain of a ship that is stuck on land. All of the direction and purpose that drives the
propaganda archive becomes static and powerless, even childish as we see this
dramatized gaze that looks out at nothing but the edge of the frame.
If the directionless gaze, combined with the close-up shot and iconic pose,
undermines the purpose of the figures in Kranitz’s reenactment photographs, the same
components work together to signify Riefenstahl’s status as visionary filmmaker in the
historical photographs of the artist herself. A number photographs from the archive
display these formal properties. One well-known example comes from the filming of
Olympia (Figure 16). The close-up shows Riefenstahl and her cameraman Walter Frentz
being pushed on a dolly by a young blond boy. Frentz is seated in front with his knees
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bent the camera in his hands, the weight of which is resting on his knees. He balances it
about 3 inches in front of his face. Riefenstahl gently places her hand on his shoulder
with her face close behind his head so that she can peer behind him and share the same
view crouched behind him on the dolly. Their faces are concentrated and with nothing
but the clouds of the sky behind them in the small strip of stone below they seem almost
to fly through the air, capturing lofty and artistic shots.. The wind blows dramatically
through Riefenstahl’s hair just as it would one of the athletes that they are filming, and
one gets the sense of the lengths that she apparently would go through to capture the
perfect shot of an athlete flying through mid-air. In this case the close-up on the artist
serves to focus the attention on her commitment to her ultimate tool, the camera. Another
image from the filming of Olympia shows her crouching down on the grass, her hands on
her knees while clutching some papers (Figure 17). She strains to decide to get a good
view of the shot, while discussing what she sees with two cameramen. Yet again, these
dynamic, yet awkward body positions are meant to depict her in the act of directing,
epitomizing her creative role.
Kranitz engages with these highly crafted, self-conscious images of Riefenstahl
by creating her own portrayal of the filmmaker and photographer (Figure 18). She is in a
similarly hunched position with her eye held up to a film camera on a tripod. Like the
other photographs of Riefenstahl the image is focused only on her and the camera with
the background of the forest and nothing else. She is dressed all in black, which unites
her with the black figure of the camera and its anthropomorphic shape on tripod legs. She
has the same focused gaze through the viewfinder so the viewer cannot see what she sees
through the camera. This self-portrait shows us the artist as Riefenstahl, as filmmaker,
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and important distinction since the project is a photographic one. Yet, a closer look shows
that she has thrown another camera behind her back, slung over her shoulder, though it
blends in with her black outfit in its black case. It is a dual portrait as both Leni
Riefenstahl, the artist, and Kranitz, the artist. While it is true that Riefenstahl was also a
photographer, within the context of this series, by positioning herself as filmmaker and
photographer, in this image Kranitz reveals the duality of her performance. If the
photographs that capture the poses of the men attempting to create a cross-temporal
exchange in their reenactment of SS soldiers ultimately describe their failure, what is
different about the role of Riefenstahl played by Kranitz? As the photographer, rather, as
the artist, Kranitz manages to play the role of Riefenstahl the propagandist, to exist in
both times. The performance of Kranitz as Riefenstahl is what produces the crosstemporality of these images, not the reproduction of iconic gestures of war. She
successfully recreates an archive that reveals the contemporary social relations at work,
those that shape a particular 21st-century terrain, capturing empty poses of glory and
didacticism as opposed to any truth about the horrors of war. In a sense, this makes her
photographs even more like the propaganda images of Riefenstahl in theory, if not in
context. In doing so she reveals the purposes of the reenactors in their glorification and
rehearsal of empty actions in a forest empty of an enemy. The same anti-Semitism that
was responsible for the Holocaust does not define this 21st century terrain, but it
nonetheless puts her in danger as a Jew, as her story suggests. Despite this fact, she
becomes part of the reshaping of White Supremacy in an American context in order to
create these critical images that expose an ideological vocabulary that hides behind the
notion of “pure history” the same way her character of Riefenstahl did to escape the
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consequences of her own actions.

Chapter 3 Images

(Figure 1) Signal Magazine. Caption reads “ ‘We are Happy’ Three brothers from
Copenhagen with their company leader in the SS training camp in Upper Alsace. They
have fulfilled all the conditions relating to questions of race and health and are now
enjoying the manly open-air life in the camp in the woods.”
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(Figure 2) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011

(Figure 3) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011
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(Figure 4) Still from Leni Riefenstahl, Triumph of the Will, 1935

(Figure 5) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011
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(Figure 6) A woman poses with caricature at the Hotel Exposition in New York’s Grand
Central Palace, circa 1930. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.
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(Figure 7) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011

(Figure 8) Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937
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Detail Figure 6

(Figure 9) Found in Hitler’s War, pg. 157
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(Figure 10) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011

(Figure 11) Found in Hitler’s War, pg. 12
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(Figures 12-13) Found in Hitler’s War, pg. 12

(Figure 14) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011
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(Figure 15) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011

(Figure 16) Bundesarchiv, Olympianfilm-Premiere am Geburtstag des Führers, 1936
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(Figure 17) General German News Service, Leni Riefenstahl, dancer,
Filmschauspielerin-, - director and producer; born 08.22.1902 in Berin. UBZ: Leni
Riefenstahl in her recording for Olympia Film, 1936 Berlin Olympics, 1936

(Figure 18) Stacy Kranitz, The Crevasse of the Reich, 2011
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Chapter 4
“The Indian Wars Are Not Over”:
100 Years of Photographing Wounded Knee
A tree grows skyward covered in vines and leaves out of a stump, and at its base
we see another broken stump, a scene that implies decay and death. Portions of this
foregrounded section of trees is covered in shadow, with dark zones that draw the eye
into their depth in contrast with the light, almost pink, misty sky of the horizon beyond.
Asher Durand’s Landscape, Progress (The Advance of Civilization) from 1853 (Figure 1)
is divided into two sections. In the left foreground, a darker, wild section shows an area
of nature that reads as untamed. The right section of the canvas portrays progress, in the
form of a winding road that leads us into the brightly lit promise of civilization, with
neatly manicured trees along the curving coast in the distance. An orderly line of horses
and a covered wagon make their way into town, passing a cabin on the side of the road.
At first it seems that these horses represent the only action in the vast expanse of the
landscape. The small size of the horses emphasizes the grand scale of nature. At closer
inspection, it is possible to make out the figures of two Native Americans on the darker,
wild side of the painting. They stand with their backs to the viewer, among the rocks at
the base of the vine-covered tree, almost swallowed up by the shadows. They look out on
the expanse of “progress” in the valley below them. This position of surveying, of
looking “out and down over broad expanses,” in the 19th century landscape tradition
according to Albert Boime, positions the viewer not only in space but also in time. He
explains, “The future is given a spatial location in which vast territories are brought under
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visual and symbolic control.”273 The symbolism is straightforward. Two remaining
Native Americans—not a group, family, or civilization—witness American civilization
advance without them. Progress does not include them, and they are left behind in the
shadows.274
This chapter uses conflicting terms of embodied and archive logic to examine
photographs from three separate yet connected points in time. In 1890, the 7th Calvary
regiment of the United States army shot down more than 200 Lakota people at what is
still controversially referred to as the Battle (as opposed to massacre, or mass shooting)
of Wounded Knee in South Dakota. In 1973, an activist group called the American Indian
Movement (A.I.M.) seized and occupied the site of the 19th century massacre for the
period of about two months. At the one hundredth anniversary of Wounded Knee in
1990, mourners visited the same site on what the participants called the “Big Foot Ride.”
As this analysis will show, the photographs of the 1890 massacre at Wounded Knee—the
final battle that is said to have ended the Indian Wars of the 19th century—reveal an
archive logic that is used specifically to reinforce the colonialist-settler origin narrative
that presents Native Americans as the enemy, and Manifest Destiny as the justification
for the soldiers’ victory. At the same time, the photographs of A.I.M.’s occupation and
those of the 1990 memorial ride are saturated with the liveness of reenactment that speaks
to an alternative or embodied notion of historiography.
In a list, these events appear in the form of linear history, three events that took
place over a period of 100 years. Positing that they are fixed points in time with a
beginning and an end obscures the continuing narratives of United States colonialism.
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The goal of this section will be to understand these events from a perspective that
problematizes linear history and the archival logic suggested by the current historical
record from master historical narratives and scholarship, and from contemporary
understandings. By examining the photos from all three events, I will argue for an
embodied, performance-based preservation of history in the body as articulated by
Schneider, in contrast to the archival logic created by commercial photography taken at
Pine Ridge and Wounded Knee from November 1890 through January1891, then
maintained by the government in the National Archives. Considering the work of
scholars such as Dee Brown and Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, in addition to examining the
history of Manifest Destiny and settler-colonialism, will reveal continuing narratives of
Wounded Knee that persist from 1890 to 1990 and beyond.
In examining the 1890s photographs, I will argue for continuation of prominent
themes of Manifest Destiny, United States imperialism, and ownership of the land in
connecting the photographs to the genre of survey photographs from the same period.
Examining the ways in which archival photographs frame the land will bring up once
again important theories of space including those of Foucault and Lefebvre. Studying
narratives of Manifest Destiny in the 19th century, the settlers’ expansion and the
genocide of Native American communities alongside survey photographs will clarify
how archival logic literally inscribes the event into history as a military battle as opposed
to a civilian massacre.
The press photographs taken during the 1973 occupation of the Wounded Knee
site by the American Indian Movement present a lens through which to see how the
United States continues narratives of settler colonialism by using the archival logic of the
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photograph. By occupying the site, activists perform a kind of historical reenactment;
however, it is very different from the reenactments considered in the previous chapter.
Rather than trying to imitate or re-create a historical event in order to feel closer to it as
sought by Civil War re-enactors, this type of reenactment instead articulates the
continuation of past events—namely, massacre. It also insists on the body as the site of
history by reversing the previous uses of the native body as a vehicle of control, using
bodily presence as an act of resistance. The photographs in this section depict how the
South Dakota settlers and the United States colonial government used the land as a
primary resource in their attempted destruction of the Lakota community.
Finally, the 1990 photographs from the 100th anniversary of the massacre reveal
how bodily performance of memory can revise history, no matter how inscribed the
master origin narratives proposed by archival logic might be. The actions of the visitors
and mourners to the site, their movements, and their physical presence in the space
reassert the persistence of United States colonialism. In comparing two series of images
from the same anniversary memorial ride, this section will analyze how photographers
both engage the embodied practice of the participants’ acts of remembrance as history as
well as project fantasies upon them, thereby participating in the colonialist gaze.
Linear narratives of history, reinforced by the archival logic of photographic
documents, can result in a simplification of complex historical events. Some of these
narratives exercise power by criminalizing the Native American body and presenting
justification for the continuing control of their bodies by state apparatuses such as the
criminal justice system, the FBI, and legislation. As many scholars of Native American
history have contended, especially Dee Brown in his book Bury My Heart At Wounded
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Knee, one of the main strategies used throughout the first three centuries of settlement by
Europeans was to create false narratives based on the actions of a few individuals to
justify genocide and systematic removal of entire Native American communities from the
land. Often nothing more than a misfired gun, a failed arrest attempt, or an incident of
petty theft was enough to justify murder on a mass scale. Seemingly innocent
“misunderstandings” were frequently perpetrated on purpose. Of course, even using
terms like “arrest” and “theft” implies a specifically western framework of social
relations. Especially relevant is that settlers imposed Western principles of property
ownership that completely discounted and bypassed Native American relationships to the
land. The Western notion of private property was central, as was the institution of
criminal justice. This type of colonial logic remains evident in the 1973 A.I.M
occupation of Wounded Knee. By labeling the activists’ actions as violent and criminal
and therefore separate from the successful activism that took place during the 1960s in
the San Francisco Bay Area, the government continued to vilify the individuals within a
rhetoric of criminality and deviance that obscured the systematic issues at hand.
The following discussion will attempt to reframe persistent colonialist rhetoric as
embodied rather than linear. This group of photographs makes a strong argument for
understanding space and time and their embodied social relations as a network. An
embodied historiography that counters the notion of the “disappearing live” is especially
relevant to the colonial context of indigenous peoples’ history. As Dunbar-Oritz
explains,
The charge of genocide, once unacceptable by establishment
academic and political classes when applied to the United States,
has gained currency as evidence of it has mounted, but it is too
often accompanied by an assumption of disappearance. So I
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realized it was crucial to make the reality and significance of
Indigenous peoples’ survival clear throughout the book.
Indigenous survival as peoples is due to centuries of resistance and
storytelling passed through the generations, and I sought to
demonstrate that this survival is dynamic, not passive. Surviving
genocide, by whatever means, is resistance.275
In the case of Wounded Knee, the archive would posit the massacred bodies buried out of
sight as proof of the disappearance of that part of the population of the Lakota
community. The breaking apart of the reservation in violation of the Fort Laramie Treaty
of 1868, replacing Lakota land with settlers’ homes, relinquishing the sacred Black Hills
to the government, would be reported in archival form as the diminishing of Lakota
presence, or “disappearance.” However, as Dunbar-Ortiz explains, the survival of the
community despite colonial attempts at extermination over multiple centuries, survival
that includes the practice of storytelling, an embodied form of historiography, disproves
the notion of the “disappearing live.” The social relations of colonialism and resistance
that form the land at Wounded Knee as a site of struggle persist throughout the decades,
and reveal cross-temporal exchanges and instances of syncopated time. As opposed to
the photographs documenting events, they participate in the resistance of the Lakota
people in their refusal to disappear.
To use Schneider’s term previously defined in the introduction, this embodied
historiography posits a strong alternative to the archival logic maintained in current
narratives of United States history, origin stories, and early formations of American
national identities. The goal of this examination will be to present an alternative
framework that refuses to continue the same ideological notion of archival logic and an
exclusionary version of United States history. In doing so, I hope to work against the
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States (Boston: Beacon Press,
2014), xiii.
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archival logic on which much of the discipline of the history of photography has been
founded.276 With this methodology, one centered on the polemics of the history of
documentary photography (an awareness shared by the artists that make up these case
studies), it is possible to see the two modes of historiography persist together and in
perpetual conflict. By revealing how the colonialist strategies of the United States
government persisted in 1973, how activists continued the performance of resistance, and
how the actions of living memory in 1990 and today enact an embodied form of
historiography, the photographs will themselves cease to be documents and become a
part of that embodied practice. As opposed to the notion of the live as that which
disappears, considering the site of Wounded Knee as a space constructed by the social
relations of continuing colonialism shows how the land becomes a site of cross-temporal
exchange. Each event does not begin and end at a fixed point. Rather, the land and the
Lakota community’s relationship with it, creates a historiography that is embodied by the
people and by the land, creating a feedback loop of memory that is reshaped with each
new encounter with the evolving colonialist power structure.

The Settler-Colonialist Gaze: Manifest Destiny, 19th Century Survey Photographs
and Archival Logic at Wounded Knee
Origin Narratives
In her book, An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States, Roxanne
Dunbar-Ortiz discusses the rarely discussed impact of the settler-colonialist strategies of
Americans that predate their arrival in the new world, and continue in the form of
As an art historian trained in research methodologies that rely on historical documents, writing
about documentary photography no less, this presents some challenges; however, my study will hope
to use this framework to show how these photographs support and inscribe an archival logic and at
the same time reveal an embodied and live preservation of history.
276
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ideology to the present day. Dunbar-Ortiz argues that it is often forgotten that the United
States is just as much of a colonial power as England, France or Spain, in that by settling
the United States continent, the settlers subjugated, displaced, and subjected Native
American peoples to violence in order to possess control over the land and its resources.
She writes,
Awareness of the settler-colonialist context of US history writing
is essential if one is to avoid the laziness of the default position
and the trap of a mythological unconscious belief in manifest
destiny. The form of colonialism that the Indigenous peoples of
North America have experienced was modern from the beginning:
the expansion of European corporations, backed by government
armies, into foreign areas, with subsequent expropriation of lands
and resources. Settler colonialism is a genocidal policy.277
Manifest Destiny, settler-colonialism, and related origin master narratives are deeply
entrenched at the core of American identities. Dunbar-Ortiz argues that the significant
role of settler-colonialism in United States history is hard to face for many readers. It
undermines the entrenched origin narratives that form a foundational part of American
identity. “To say that the United States is a colonialist settler-state is not to make an
accusation but rather to face historical reality, without which consideration not much in
United States history makes sense, unless Indigenous peoples are erased.”278 For many
readers these entrenched narratives about being entitled to the land, as is the core of the
19th century invention of Manifest Destiny, makes the notion of the United States as a
colonial power hard to accept. Her statement that it is not an accusation but the truth also
points to the fact that master narratives like Manifest Destiny hide the reality of settlercolonialism, and as ideologies they are powerful and unidentifiable as such to those they
have shaped. To return to Barbara Fields’ text, “Ideology and Race in American History”,
277
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Ideologies offer a ready-made interpretation of the world, a sort of
hand-me-down vocabulary with which to name the elements of every
new experience. But their prime function is to make coherent -- if
never scientifically accurate -- sense of the social world. Therefore,
new experience constantly impinges on them, changing them in ways
that are diabolically difficult for the detached observer, let alone the
engaged participant, to detect.279
Therefore, revisionist histories challenge entrenched ideologies and can seem to question
some readers’ interpretations of the world, yet at the same time these ideologies are
difficult to undermine.
Philip Deloria, in his book Playing Indian, also addresses evolving ideologies that
mediated the relationships between Native Americans and settlers, during the
foundational years of American identity in the 18th and 19th centuries. Deloria builds on
and complicates D. H. Lawrence’s trope of the “Noble Savage” in 19th century American
literature. While writers such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau and D. H. Lawrence define the
“Noble Savage” as a critique of Western society and a justification for eliminating
colonized bodies, Deloria argues for something more complex. He writes, “Indians, it is
clear, are not simply useful symbols of the love-hate ambivalence of civilization and
savagery. Rather, the contradictions embedded in noble savagery have themselves been
the precondition for the formation of American identities.”280 As an example, Deloria
uses the familiar narrative of the Boston Tea Party, which is rich symbolically because of
its conjuring of important American values of rebellion against authority and a distaste
for taxation. Deloria draws attention to the fact that the story’s brave protagonists, those
that stormed the ship to relieve the Dartmouth of its costly cargo and thus end the
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Oxford University Press, 1982), 1.
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taxation standoff with mythic and heroic action, disguised themselves in Native
American dress. This cultural appropriation, Deloria argues, was not truly about disguise
in the literal sense, but rather about power, since “the Tea Party Indians gave material
form to identities that were witnessed and made real. The performance of Indian
Americanness afforded a powerful foundation for subsequent pursuits of national
identity.”281
It is the performance of Native American identity by white Americans, or,
performative cultural appropriation, that Deloria focuses on in his book. He argues that it
was the performative aspect that allowed for the pursuit of national identity. In some
ways, this can also be considered a form of embodied history, one in which national
identity and the ideologies that comprise it are performed in order to be sustained by
shaping history as ideology, framing the way generations of Americans identify for
centuries. One of the ways this is done, to use Fields’ terms, is through vocabulary, or to
consider it in performative terms, through speech. For example, Manifest Destiny, as an
ideology, comes to mean an entitlement to the land rather just a policy used to justify the
government’s failure to uphold previous treaties with Native Americans that had allowed
them to maintain territory west of the Mississippi River. This imagined entitlement and
connection to the land becomes a formative part of American national identity, and can
be seen in visual representations such as those of the Hudson River School painters,
images of the frontier, and survey photographs of the west in the 19th century.
Returning to Dunbar-Ortiz’s arguments, an important aspect of her narrative
describes how settler-colonialism uses two specific strategies of control. First, it creates
economic dependency, controlling resources so that the colonized people have no choice
281
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but to comply with the demands of the colonizers. Second, it establishes land as
commodity, which in the case of the United States, led to the rampant displacement of
Native Americans and the loss of the resources on which they relied for survival.
Through economic penetration of Indigenous societies, the European
and Euro-American colonial powers created economic dependency
and imbalance of trade, then incorporated the Indigenous nations into
spheres of influence and controlled them indirectly or as
protectorates, with indispensable use of Christian missionaries and
alcohol. In the case of US settler colonialism, land was the primary
commodity.282
Both of these aspects of control are important because they in some ways remain hidden
behind American origin ideologies. The stigma attached to welfare and dependency on
the government that continues in the 21st century, the “boot-straps” narratives from the
19th century that promoted unlikely scenarios of luck in order to maintain fantasies of
upward mobility in capitalist industrialism, and all similar ideological vocabularies of
entrepreneurialism and independence that glorify capitalism are a foundational part of
American identity. Yet, any way that this ideological rhetoric is used to criticize Native
American people, today or 100 years ago, fails to recognize that this dependency on the
government was purposeful. It was a strategy of control acted out by the government as
part of settler-colonialism in order to take possession of the land, as well as a military
strategy to conquer those who tried to fight back.
Of course, these were not the only strategies. In order to gain this control
violence was always involved as the primary strategy. In reading through Dee Brown’s
seminal text Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, a pattern emerges from his many
narratives throughout the centuries of conflicts between settlers and Native Americans.
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The military often provoked violent conflict by holding Native Americans to EuroAmerican standards of law, saying a leader refused arrest, or that an individual had
committed an act of petty theft.283 This perpetual hostility also helped construct the image
of the Native American as a violent enemy that should be feared and deserved to be
conquered. As Dunbar-Ortiz explains, this was also a strategy of settler-colonialism.
Settler-colonialism, as an institution or system, requires violence or
the threat of violence to attain its goals. People do not hand over
their land, resources, children, and futures without a fight, and that
fight is met with violence. In employing the force necessary to
accomplish its expansionist goals, a colonizing regime
institutionalizes violence. The notion that settler-indigenous conflict
is an inevitable product of cultural differences and
misunderstandings, or that violence was committed equally by the
colonized and the colonizer, blurs the nature of the historical
processes. Euro-American colonialism, an aspect of the capitalist
economic globalization, had from its beginnings a genocidal
tendency.284
Reading Dunbar-Ortiz’s descriptions of the institution of settler colonialism alongside
Brown’s narratives of broken treaties continuous infringements on Native American land,
and implementation of control over Native American bodies with strategies like forced
dependency using food, it is clear that the settlers were never trying to live alongside the
Native Americans. As Dunbar-Ortiz says, and as Brown’s narratives reveal,
misunderstandings and cultural differences were not the source of violent conflict.
Rather, the source was the unconcerned decisions made by the Euro-American settlers,
followed by the United States government, to take land for settlers whenever there was
new demand for it, using violence and diverse methods of bodily control.

Surveying and Archiving the West
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Another method of control used by the government to take possession of land
came in the form of epistemology, a presumed right to collect and control knowledge
through empirical measurement, partially grounded in the photographic document. The
United States government funded survey projects and sent a combination of scientists and
photographers to document elements such as atmospheric conditions rock formations coal
deposits, minerals and produce photographs of land in the West. In his book Reading
American Photographs, Alan Trachtenberg describes how the use of the photographs
went beyond simple documentary purposes. They were used for engravings to be
published in newspapers and periodicals as well as books, sold to the public in the form
of stereographic views, and made into small edition albums as well as engraved
lithographs.285 Over the following decades these views of the West became popular and
commercialized. By the time of Wounded Knee, views of the landscape, that included
Native American settlements, would sell alongside battle scenes, dance scenes and
portraits of Native American leaders.286
As Trachtenberg articulates, the desire to discover, analyze and map was also a
desire to possess the land.287 This points to a term frequently used by Dunbar-Ortiz,
namely, the “doctrine of discovery.”288 She defines it in the following passage, stating,
According to the centuries-old Doctrine of Discovery, European
nations acquired title to the lands they “discovered,” and Indigenous
inhabitants lost their natural right to that land after Europeans had
arrived and claimed it. Under this legal cover for theft, EuroAlan Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989), 123.
John Carter, “Making Pictures for a News-Hungry Nation” in Richard Jensen, R. Eli Paul, and John
Carter Eyewitness at Wounded Knee (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1991), 57.
287 Trachtenberg stresses that the surveys were part of a much larger project of extending the settling
of the United States territories. These surveys were, “part of a concerted program of economic
expansion implemented by the triumphant government immediately after the Civil War.” The
surveys importantly followed the system of the transcontinental railroad that was funded by the
Republican-led Congress using private money and land in the late 1850’s.
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American wars of conquest and settler colonialism devastated
Indigenous nations and communities, ripping their territories away
from them and transforming the land into private property, real
estate. Most of that land ended up in the hands of land speculators
and agribusiness operators, many of which, up to the mid-nineteenth
century, were plantations worked by another form of private
property, enslaved Africans.289
To take Trachtenberg and Ortiz’s arguments even further, when the photographs
were used to “produce a body of visual documents” and maps were made for the sake of
“topographical knowledge,” it was not only for the sake of preserving and upholding the
doctrine of discovery.290 As Trachtenberg acknowledges, “the name lays claim to the
view. By the same token, a photographic view attaches a possessable image to a place
name. The named view is one that has been seen, known, and thereby already possessed.”
That named view, that “possessable” image, or put another way, that commodifiable
image, also begins the archive. The archive of survey photographs inscribes photographic
images into the record, the record that will become the basis for American history. And
when these images are looked upon, as Trachtenberg describes, they will be viewed with
the visual vocabulary of the ideologies regarding the land. The images will seem to speak
of Manifest Destiny, of pure and untouched land available to American settlers, to which
they believe they are entitled. They will seem as destined for American progress and
civilization as the land pictured in Asher Durand’s painting.
Though there are not any Native Americans visible in Timothy O’Sullivan’s
survey photographs, those made famous as part of the Fortieth Parallel Survey or the
King Survey, Native American communities of the West certainly played a major part in
this program of economic expansion. As Trachtenberg explains, much of the money
289
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funding the program provided subsidies to developers, miners, timber men, and
settlers.291 While O’Sullivan was charged with making his survey photographs along side
Clarence King, they were accompanied by a squadron of United States troops to protect
them against the enemies they believed to be hostile Native Americans who had been
living on the land now claimed by the United States government. Trachtenberg describes
the same notion explained by Dunbar-Ortiz, that the communities of Native Americans
they encountered did not believe in the idea of private property, but that “land was not an
explainable resource available for private ownership; it was collected property of the
medium of communal life.292
What is important about Trachtenberg’s reading of survey photographs is that
these documents are inseparable from the context that produced the Indian Wars of the
19th century, conflicts that supposedly ended with the Battle of Wounded Knee. Manifest
Destiny; the expansion of settlers to the West; turning hunting grounds, agricultural land,
burial grounds, sacred land into private property; the creation of reservations; the removal
of Native Americans from their homes; the conflicts that arose from disputes over land;
the resulting violence and deaths; and the killing off of buffalo from the expansion of the
railroads all necessarily frame Timothy O’Sullivan’s and other survey photographs of the
mid to late 19th century.

Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs, 124.
Trachtenberg also uses an explanation for the Indian wars of the 19th century that Dunbar-Ortiz
critiques as insufficient in it’s lack of recognition of the impacts of settler colonialist ideology when
he says, “The conflict of law and interest between the expanding American nation and the defensive
Indian nations arose from cultural antagonisms as well as economic interest.” According to DunbarOrtiz, to blame the conflicts on “cultural antagonisms” does not adequately acknowledge the power
structures of colonialism. To paraphrase her argument, would you not fight back if your children,
your loved ones, and your way of life were being forcibly taken away from you? To call this a
difference in culture seems to be quite an understatement.
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In the case of both the survey photographs and the photographs of Wounded
Knee, it is as important as ever to remember Foucault and Lefebvre’s arguments
regarding social relations and space. The land is never empty. While the land formations,
the lakes, and the snow in the hills at Wounded Knee are technically a part of nature, the
photographs that frame them are a technical invention of people. These “possessable”
images are produced and read by people who create meaning for them based on social
relations. These images depict contested space of communal life, private property, sacred
space, memorial space, the site of ancestry, the site of battle, the site of massacre, the site
of Manifest Destiny, the reflection of romantic idealism, and the land. They are all
produced by the multi-century social relations of settler-colonialism spread over hundreds
of years.
Before looking at the photographs from the massacre at Wounded Knee, it is
important to note an additional element of historical context in the practice of late 19th
century photography. Trachtenberg describes an important transition that took place
during the Civil War in regard to the uses of the new medium of photography. He
explains how, “as a medium of communication, photography itself contributed to the
modernizing process as reflected in its own practices. The photographs offered a new
public experience: eyewitness pictures almost immediately after the events.”293
Previously, the American public had mostly engaged with the medium of photography in
the context of bourgeois portraiture. The Civil War, and in particular Matthew Brady’s
implementation of photography as an “intricate network of military communication,”
opened the door to this new and intriguing use of photography.294 Brady was the first to
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gather a group of photographers who went into the field together to create and present
these scenes of battle to the public during the Civil War.
While these changes began 25 years before Wounded Knee, this context is
important for understanding the battle scenes and how the public might have perceived
them at the time. Trachtenberg explains where the connection is the most relevant when
he discusses how meaning was inscribed into these images, writing, “they were received
as ‘true’ because people believed in photographic ‘truth.’ What properly concerns us is
that belief, and the more particular beliefs about the Civil War which governs the
responses to the photographs.”295 The author describes the casual, mundane look of the
photographs by discussing them in relationship to the history of painting. Battle scenes in
painting and drawing rely on the notion of significant moments to depict the grandeur and
the glory of battle. While in the case of painting the artist has the freedom to imagine the
most dramatic point in the narrative, the photographer has only the everyday to work
with. In the 19th century, long exposure times, the need to change plates between images
and the size and bulk of the photographic apparatus made it impossible to capture an
instantaneous, dramatic moment of battle on the field. This was certainly the case during
the Civil War, and we are also reminded of this fact at Wounded Knee, since we see in
multiple photographs the blur of movement in the legs of horses and other figures in
action. With these limitations, photographers had no choice but to stage photographs in
order to convey the drama viewers expected. Trachtenberg further articulates that many
viewers understood that these photographs were staged yet at the same time allowed their
previous believes about the Civil War to, “govern their responses to the photographs.”296
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The beliefs viewers had about the Indian wars and the ideological vocabulary that
structured their interaction with these photographs would be central in their creation of
meaning for the Wounded Knee photographs. Therefore, the ideologies that inform
origin narratives such as those discussed previously including Native Americans as the
enemy, the noble savage, Native American dependency on the government, Manifest
Destiny, and entitlement to the land would be confirmed by the photographs, since
according to Trachtenberg, “they were received as “true” because people believed in
photographic “truth.”

The Ghost Dance: An Embodied Past
Considering the national attention that centered on Pine Ridge in late 1890, the
location where a standoff with U.S. Army troops was taking place, there was also plenty
of opportunity for journalists and photographers to manufacture images to speak to those
origin narratives. What started at Wounded Knee as a news story that lasted about three
months from November-January 1980-81, was a national interest in a Messianic religion
being appropriated across the west by different Native American communities called the
Ghost Dance. For this reason, the body becomes especially important in the context of
the original 1890 massacre. It was this religious practice that drew the attention of the
military to the Pine Ridge reservation in the years leading up to the massacre. The South
Dakota settlers living near the reservation became increasingly worried about the new
dance that the Lakota had begun practicing. The ghost dance had been brought from the
far West, from a Messiah who was a self-proclaimed savior of the Native Americans.
He promised the return of ancestors that had been killed over the years by colonization as
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well as a return of the buffalo and the land that had previously belonged to Native
Americans before the settlers had arrived and destroyed their way of life.297 The ghost
dance was about returning to a previous time, one that predated United States settlercolonialism. It was a kind of temporal exchange, in that the dance was meant to bring the
past forward in time, or the present back in time. What mattered most was the undoing of
the damage that had been done by settler-colonialism.
In addition, the ghost dance was appropriated by each community and changed to
fit its particular religious context. For the Lakota people, that meant incorporating
aspects from different dances, such as a sacred tree, a pole with flags and streamers, in
the Lakota Sundance. As in other dances, the Lakota first entered a sweat lodge as a
purifying ritual. The Bureau of Indian Affairs had banned the Sundance.298 The ghost
dance was banned as well because the South Dakota settlers and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs located on the Pine Ridge reservation believed that it was a war dance. As the
dance grew in popularity, the settlers’ fears worsened. Once the Lakota people
participating in the dances decided to ban nonparticipants, especially photographers and
journalists, the secrecy of the dance only made things worse. Because no access was
granted newspapers took liberties in depicting the dances. With no photographs,
“illustrators preferred to show caricatures of armed men gyrating wildly.”299 Newspapers
unsurprisingly resorted to depictions of stereotypes that supported notions of Native
American dances as inherently violent and primitive (Figure 2). They also lumped
together all dances as an illustration of the stereotypes, for example, when no
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photographs of the ghost dance could be obtained, replacing photographs of other dances,
such as the Omaha dance or the Sundance. There are therefore very few credible
photographs of the ghost dance, except one taken at a distance supposedly from a camera
hidden under a coat (Figure 8).
Finally, the use of the Lakotas’ bodies as a means of resistance in their attempts to
summon a previous way of life outside of the control the United States government was
perceived as enough of a threat for the authorities to escalate the situation. At first the
agency called in police to put a stop to the dances. When the dances became, “beyond the
control” of those in authority on the reservation, military troops were called it in. 300 The
War Department sent in troops to be in a military occupation by the end of the month of
November 1890.
The press began to cover the ghost dance for the local population as it grew in
popularity; however, it was the arrival of the military that made the story worthy of
national attention. In their book Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, Richard Jensen, R. Eli
Paul and John E. Carter refer to the Seventh Calvary arriving at Pine Ridge, evoking
images of “old Indian fighting armies” and “romantic notions of fate and destiny, the
myth of a ‘revenge’ motive for its actions at Wounded Knee.’”301 At the same time as
they refer to the fact that “evening the score for Custer was probably far removed from
the minds of the dozens of fresh recruits who peppered the ranks” they also state that,
“Several of its officers and men had fought at the Little Big Horn.”302 While the authors
do not state specifically for whom the cavalry regiment evokes these images or for whom
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the myth of revenge motive seemed clear, they imply that it was the settlers of Pine Ridge
that promoted these theories and that they were circulated by the press as they
documented the troops’ arrival. As Carter describes in his article, “Making Pictures for a
News-Hungry Nation”, mythologizing a battle narrative before a confrontation began
proved lucrative for the press. He explains, "the national attention focused on Pine Ridge
made heroes of all the soldiers, attention that created a booming market for pictures of the
various military units involved.”303
The press created the photographs leading up to the massacre at Wounded Knee.
There was high demand for photographs yet little supply, considering that the ghost
dance was off-limits and no photographers were present at the actual massacre. It is
important to keep in mind that the photographers documenting the months leading up to
the violence as well as its aftermath were commercial photographers. These photographs
were absorbed by the national archive as well as other historical societies in museums
after-the-fact. The press and the commercial photographers were constructing the archive
of United States history. The photographers’ motivations were purely commercial. As
the introduction to Eyewitness at Wounded Knee suggests, many of the photographs were
staged, and the captions misleading, making it very difficult to reconstruct any reliable
narrative of history. Even the title references the difficulties of the photographic
document. Understanding a documentary photograph as a kind of eyewitness account, in
this case, proves especially problematic. Neither the photograph nor the eyewitness
provides a truly authoritative account of history.
One example comes in the form of a reenactment photograph (Figure 4). Once
the soldiers arrived in November, the press as well as the settlers in the area expected
303
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immediate action. However, the Lakota people, as their actions were being
misinterpreted, remained quiet and peaceful. The influx of troops and press as well as
people that had come to watch the action provided a resurgence to a depressed economy.
As Carter describes, “the rumors of a possible bloodshed persisted, for there was more at
stake than Indian war. The soldiers provided a transfusion of cash into an otherwise dying
economy.”304 The press needed an excuse to remain and wait for the violence they
expected to break out. Therefore, the press turned to the creation of pure fiction and
photographs such as Figure 4. In this case, a correspondent for the Nebraska State Journal
is pictured in mock combat with a Native American. The caption underneath, once
translated into an engraving to be printed in the newspaper, reads, “no reporters need
apply,” to signal the supposed danger of being posted at Pine Ridge. In the photograph,
the two men stand an arm’s-length apart, their legs spread, their knees slightly bent for
balance. The reporter stands in the sun, his face illuminated, his brow furrowed and stern.
With the sunshine on his chest, the viewer can discern the firm hand of the Native
American on his chest gripping his collar tightly with his fingers. The Native American
stands slightly shorter than the reporter, his arm raised above his head holding a knife
directly perpendicular to his head. He grips the knife firmly, and we see the reciprocating
exchange of the reporter’s weapon, a gun, illuminated clearly enough to reveal his two
fingers squeezing the trigger. The men are positioned in front of a tipi fore-grounded in
the left with another tipi slightly in the distance on the right.
With no action to be found, action had to be fabricated. Furthermore, the old
problems of capturing battle with the photograph persisted. Even if there were battles to
be documented, the apex of action would be impossible to capture with the camera. The
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photographers re-create the most dramatic point of a battle that they can fabricate, or
rather reenact from their imagination. According to Trachtenberg, this is what viewers
sought in Matthew Brady’s Civil War photographs that they could never find. Moreover,
this fictional dramatic apex is then translated into an engraving. Perhaps, with the
viewers’ knowledge of its impossibility, the image translated better in a different
medium. It is interesting to note that in the engraving, the Native American’s body is
translated into white, so his garment can be more clearly seen. His costume is brought out
from the shadows while his face remains obscured. In the photograph, the shadow
prevents the viewer from seeing his long braid in any detail, while the engraving reveals
it. In the engraving, contrast is used to expose the Native American man’s otherness,
drawing him out from the shadows of the photograph as the enemy.
Another reenactment was staged to report on one of the events that led up to the
massacre. Sitting Bull, another leader who practiced the ghost dance, was killed when the
local police attempted to arrest him on the Standing Rock Reservation. As a traditional
practitioner of the Lakota lifestyle, he had many political enemies. His attempted arrest
sparked a fight that ended in fourteen Lakota deaths only two weeks before the Wounded
Knee tragedy. Once again, grasping onto anything that they could report or sell, the
press and commercial photographers staged a reenactment of the attempted arrest of
Sitting Bull at his cabin. The photographs of this reenactment were sold for profit, and
the cabin was itself dismantled and shipped to Chicago where it was displayed at the
Columbian Exposition in 1892 (Figure 5).305
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The Massacre of Big Foot and his Followers
The army’s attempt to control all the factions of Lakota groups practicing the
ghost dance came down to the final confrontation between the Seventh Cavalry and the
Lakota leader Bigfoot and his followers. Due to rumors that the military intended to
relocate the Lakota to a distant island in the East, Bigfoot’s community insisted that they
retreat out of reach of the military. The group began a five-day descent to the south, but
when Bigfoot contracted pneumonia, they slowed down and were caught by the military.
The military redirected the group to a nearby fort and asked them to give up all their
weapons. Big Foot’s group acquiesced, but upon arrival at Wounded Knee, they were
asked again to relinquish their weapons. Big Foot insisted that they had no more
weapons, but the troops did not believe him and pressed for individual searches. While
the accounts of what sparked the massacre are reportedly unreliable, the story of record
posits that a hidden gun was discovered on one of Bigfoot’s followers and was
accidentally discharged in the soldiers’ attempt to disarm him. This lone gunshot led to
the indiscriminate killing of more than 250 innocent Lakota men, women and children.
While some of the Lakota men attempted to fight back using the few weapons that
remained in their possession, there was little they could do to stop the massacre, as the
soldiers possessed superior Hotchkiss guns.306 A photograph after the massacre by J. C.
H. Grabill shows four members of the Seventh Cavalry standing in victorious poses with
the Hotchkiss gun in front of a line of Lakota scouts (Figure 6). The man on the far left
exposes his battle wound on his hand, wrapped in a white bandage and held in front of his
chest displayed with pride. The three remaining soldiers touch the Hotchkiss gun, as if to
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give it credit for killing the Lakota, posing with it to emphasize its importance. The
Lakota scouts all stand stiff in the background.
Following the massacre at Wounded Knee, many of the wounded and murdered
individuals’ bodies lay exposed in the South Dakota fields in the midst of winter. The
troops returned the following day to bury the dead in a mass grave. The frozen,
disfigured, and distorted figures of the Lakota dead are portrayed in the photographs from
the massacre. In one such photograph, Bigfoot is pictured in the left foreground, lying
frozen in an awkward, distorted position (Figure 7). The frame is mostly encompassed by
the white, reflective surface of snow, punctuated by gray areas of contrast ice, with a
single line of soldiers and a ghostly horse at some distance in the top right of the
photograph. Five soldiers look on and the diagonal movement from the top right to the
bottom left corners acknowledging the commanding presence of Bigfoot’s frozen body.
The diagonal position of his distorted body continues this line across the center of the
photograph. Next to the group of soldiers is a horse whose head reaches the ground to
graze. One of the soldiers holds a rifle on his shoulder. Due to the length of the film
exposure, the movement of the horse’s two legs is clearly visible.
As explained above, one of the main justifications for the massacre at Wounded
Knee was the Ghost Dance. It was the collective action of the Ghost Dance that
allegedly spooked the military into action, because they said they feared the dance to be a
war dance. This photograph then, in addition to documenting the horrific scene of the
massacre, could also be argued to present a kind of victory of the archival logic over the
performance of remembrance. Not only is it significant that the ghost dance was a
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performance, a live action, it is also important to note that the dance itself was both an
action that reached into the future and the past simultaneously.
It is tempting to read the frozen body of Bigfoot with his arms bent at the elbows
and fingers, some locked, some extended, as a reference to the dance itself, now literally
frozen in time. I would posit the meaning as less symbolic. Rather, this photograph
depicts the conquering of the performative ritual, one as we’ve seen, that is completely
immersed in both history and future, by a static representation of archival logic. There are
several versions of this photograph, a few of which have longer inscriptions that include
the copyright of the Northwestern Photography Company, its location in Chadron,
Nebraska and mention of the battle of Wounded Knee, S.D. One example with a shorter
inscription, reads simply, “Big Foot” then, in all capital letters, “DEAD ON
BATTLEFIELD 1891.” The shortened caption here, as well as the emphasis with capital
letters speaks to something different. While in the longer captions, the copyright points
to the image itself, the photograph in its entirety, and all of its content, the version with
the shorter caption emphasizes the figure of Big Foot and the significance of the Indian
chief’s death. This shorter captioned photo is also cropped to depict only two out of the
five soldiers, emphasizing the foregrounded body of Big Foot. It is as if Big Foot’s hands
take on the gesture of pointing within the frame to himself. The caption becomes not a
declaration of intellectual property, but rather an affirmative statement of victory.
The structure of the image, in particular its diagonal composition with all five soldiers
peering across the space of the Dakota plain towards Big Foot’s frozen corpse, suggests a
military victory. The soldiers survey the land, their conquest, and a vanquished enemy.
Just as the land itself will eventually cover the permanently static bodies that once just
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danced for the past and the future, the white of the snow creeps over the bottom half of
Big Foot’s body emphasizing the embeddedness of his actions and the land. The white
open space of the photograph might seem to suggest land as an empty container, on the
one side soldiers and on the other victims. On the contrary, this reading emphasizes the
embeddedness of social relations between the two groups and how they in turn produce
this far-from-empty space. They produce the space as battlefield, grave, reservation, and
finally, as photograph and archive.
This notion of the embeddedness of social relations and how they are captured in
photograph form is also displayed in another photograph taken after the massacre (Figure
8). This image is familiar in its posing of the figure of the surveyor, yet this time, it is the
photographer who surveys the land. Taken from a distance, the white of the sky and of
the snow makes the topography and the distant bodies mere black lines and dots on blank
paper. It is as if the white paper has been drawn upon with charcoal or pen in a sketchy
artistic style. The lines become almost gestural. Only horizontal lines demarcate the slight
hills. The horizon line is nothing but a slight smudge delineating the fading hills from the
hazy white sky. The photographer’s figure, though entirely in silhouette, is clear against
the white snowy ground. He stands in the foreground on the left. The thin legs of his
tripod holding up his camera are visible against the white ground. So are the details of
his coat, shoes and hat. We see him reach out his hand, placing it under the curtain of his
camera. He has his back towards us and he faces the view in front of him. This view
depicts the burial party, a wagon with horses picking up the corpses and placing them in
the wagon to be carried to a mass grave. These corpses are visible to the viewer as
horizontal lines on the ground just slightly thicker than the lines of topography in the
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snow. Not knowing what they are, it would be easy to assume they were simply logs,
rocks, or other kinds of natural debris making up the landscape of South Dakota plains.
With the knowledge that they are causalities, however, one can’t help seeing the weight
of their bodies, the lifelessness and frozen iciness of that weight, in contrast to the living
figures that stand above them, viewing them from nearby. Near the right side in the
foreground about parallel to the photographer, one can barely make out the thin poles of
the skeleton of a tipi, as thin and light against the snow as the legs of the camera’s tripod
legs, which mark all that is left of the Lakota camp.
According to Carter, there were only two photographers who made it out to the
Wounded Knee site following the massacre. One of them was George Trager. Trager
worked out of Chadron, Nebraska producing portraits and landscape in commercial
photography. He also worked for newspapers and traveled locally and nationally to cover
popular stories. Together with his business partner Kuhn, he started the Northwestern
Photographic Company.307 Clarence Grant Moreledge was also present with Trager at
the battlegrounds. Since Moreledge’s categorization codes were found on some of the
photographs taken immediately after the massacre, Carter believes him to be the second
photographer. It is therefore extremely likely that the photographer in the photograph
discussed above is Moreledge. This becomes even more likely when we consider another
photograph in which Moreledge appears as the figure of the surveyor and photographer
(Figure 9). The inscription on the bottom of this photograph states that the view of the
two encampments above, the one on the left of tipis separated by a patch of the empty
land from the one on the right of military tents, is what is referred to as “a bird’s eye
view” of the Seventh Cavalry camp at the late Indian War of Pine Ridge. Moreledge
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stands at the point in the composition where the road that divides the two encampments
meets the hill where the inscription is written in the foreground. He stands mostly with
his back towards the viewer but faces enough to the side that we can see his face and
profile. His hand is lifted above his brow shielding his face from the sun as he surveys the
scene in front of him. The parallel to the surveyor’s position is so clear that Carter feels
the need to distinguish him as a photographer, pointing out to the reader that he is
Moreledge and not a surveyor.308 The inscription labeling the view as “bird’s eye”
seems to imply a descriptive category for the photograph. The photographer stands in for
the subject of the surveyor, almost taking the place of an O’Sullivan figure, acting as both
the photographer and the geographer, performing a role, one that is both false in its
stagedness yet meant to portray the reality of an objective survey. Of course, this reliance
on performance would not be anything new considering the already present strategies of
reenactment that were taking place among the press previous to the bloodshed at
Wounded Knee. It seems as if, by playing the role of the surveyor, and by adding this
descriptive element to the language after-the-fact, the authors were adding some kind of
element of authenticity to this commercial image.
What is the importance of these photographs, depicting a familiar trope of the
romantic observer and directly connecting that pose to that of the photographer? For
Carter, the importance lies in an emphasis on the role of the news media and the
depiction of the events at Wounded Knee. Of course, the role photographers played in the
structuring of the archive in so far as archival logic forms master narratives of United
States history is also important to the context of this paper. However, these photographs
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are also important in understanding how photography functions as part of the specific
formation, in archival form, of ideology as it relates to notions of possession of the land.
To return to Dunbar-Ortiz’s important discussion, the melding of the surveyor and
photographer into one entity in these photographs signals a convergence of the ownership
of the land based on the doctrine of discovery and the measuring and commodification of
the land through survey and commercial landscape photography. In other words, it is
important to see how a man turning his back to the viewer and facing the landscape in
front of him is more than just a pose. It does more than just communicate to the viewer
that he is looking in a particular direction. An iconographical reading in 19th century
landscape painting, most certainly a context relevant to these photographs as
Trachtenberg has helped us to understand, posits his back facing us as iconic of not only
his contemplation of nature but also his mastery of it. It is both the revelation of the
sublime and a depiction of man’s ability to capture it, whether by mapping, measuring or
possessing the land as an image.
Albert Boime describes technical “Birdseye view” as the “magisterial gaze,” or
“the perspective of the American on the heights searching for new worlds to conquer.”309
According to Boime, the perspective of 19th century American landscape painting is
different from that which characterizes the Northern European romantic viewpoint, which
moves from the lower picture plane upwards. In contrast, the magisterial gaze,
“Presupposes the spectator as sightseer on the ledge or crest subjugating the boundless
reality to a disciplined scrutiny and simultaneously taking a reading from this orientation
that is profoundly personal and ideological at the same time.”310 In this case, the
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perspective not only presupposes the spectator or surveyor, but also provides the
photographer as a placeholder, allowing the viewer to imagine his or herself inhabiting
the same view from above, having access to the same world for conquering. While the
viewer can possess the image as commodity, he or she can possess the view through the
eyes of the photographer pictured in the photograph as well through his magisterial
gaze.311
These photographs portray the landscape of the West. They have a strong formal
connection to the figure of the surveyor. They reveal a link between the photographer
and the romantic notion of the wanderer. These elements tie the photographs even more
strongly to the larger ideological framework of settler colonialism that structures the
social relations producing these very views of the land the photographers are capturing in
front of them. The surveyor/photographer’s ability to capture, contain, and possess the
land is inscribed by the same ideological frame that allows the United States government
to do the same with military violence. Both actions are inscribed into the record as history
in the form of the document. In other words, the same social relations I will continue to
identify within the photographs structure the photographs themselves. Form and content
are never fully divisible.
In one final example, a photograph by J.C.H. Grabill depicts a Lakota camp in a
classic romantic picturesque style (see Figure 10). The composition is divided diagonally
by the ravine that cuts from just below the center left to just above the center right of the
frame. This kind of diagonal element was often used in picturesque landscapes to lead
the eye of the viewer through the composition and create a sense of natural unity. The
horizon line is high and only a small strip of white sky remains at the top, under which
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we see a camp of many tipis and Native American figures with cattle. The shadow that
defines the depth of the ravine is in stark contrast to the flowing white water of the river
that passes and turns mid composition downward to meet the viewer and descend to the
bottom of the frame. The white water matches the overall painterly impression of the
image, almost pictorial in its resemblance to painting. The water seems milky and opaque
in the middle of the stream where the water bends and horses bow their heads to drink.
On the left side of the composition, standing near the top of the slope where the ravine
meets the ground, we see a man overlooking the encampment. He stands with his back
towards the viewer looking over the Lakota community. He stands clearly with one foot
straight behind him and another one bent at the knee slightly raised in front. He leans
forward, appearing to support his weight slightly on his right arm, which is resting on his
knee, and looks outward at the view. Boime explains, “the panoramic prospect becomes
the metronomic image—that is, it embodies, like a microcosm, the social and political
character of the land—of the desire for dominance.”312 The photograph captures the
picturesque quality of a landscape painting and shows a stark contrast with its hazy finish
to the grainy detail of the previous photographs, yet the magisterial gaze is just as clear.
The viewer is positioned above the scene high enough to survey the land, as well as view
his or her proxy emphasizing and repeating the dominant action within the scene. The
photographs taken just after the battle, documenting the corpses that that lay contorted on
the field from the frost, made use of the same pictorial system as the idealized landscape
photographs being sold in the days before violence broke out.
Trager and Moreledge took many photographs in the days following the massacre,
when the dead were being collected and the injured were brought to the Holy-Cross
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Episcopal Church, which served as a temporary hospital. One Trager photograph shows
the mass grave where the Lakota dead were buried. Near the top of the frame a group of
men stands forming a close horizontal line (Figure 11). Hats that fade into the white sky
cover the tops of their heads. This group of soldiers stands facing the camera mostly with
rifles in their hands. Some rest their rifles on their shoulders while others stand them
upright in front of their bodies. In haunting and piercing solidarity, all the men stare
directly at the camera. A sharp diagonal line cuts from the horizon line through the
remaining three-quarters of depth from left to right, indicating a sudden change of depth
in the scene. This line describes a deep and sudden drop into the bottom foreground of
the picture. This drop, also a sudden change from white to black, is the ditch into which
the soldiers pile the dead bodies of the Lakota they killed the previous day. Two men
stand facing each other in the ditch. One is in profile, the other in three-quarter's position.
The man on the left stands in bright sunlight while the man on the right stands in shadow
with only his upper body illuminated by sunlight. The dramatic diagonal line describes
the vertical edge of the ditch that creates an immense and startling shadow out of which
the bodies of the Lakota appear. Trager’s use of contrast and lighting in this photograph
dramatically emphasizes the separate planes of the living and the dead. The two men
stand in the grave directly perpendicular to the dead bodies and parallel to the grave’s
vertical wall. Their height gives scale to that wall, exactly 6 feet. The orthogonal line of
the grave’s mouth leads directly to the top of the man’s head, who stands near the corner
of the grave. The dramatic contrasts between light and dark, between the depth of the
grave and the surface of the ground, between the horizontal line formed by the man on
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the horizon and the men below the ground, reveal a clear symbolic message of the realm
of the living and of the dead, and the realm of the victorious and of the fallen.
This is a commercial shot that is highly composed. Yet it is also one that forms
the basis of the archive. It is a foundational document of United States history. As if these
contrasts are not clear enough, there is a clear vertical line drawn between the two men
that stand in the grave—a sharp line made by the sun going straight down the middle of
the grave dividing light from shadow. These binaries are at the heart of American
religious ideology. They are the difference between victorious and defeated, hero and
enemy, light and dark, alive and dead, heaven and hell, good and evil. After all, the
justification for the elimination of the ghost dance was not just that it was believed to be
the precursor to war. It was also about the removal of all Native American religious
practices, even though the ghost dance happened to be just as much an appropriation of
Christian ideology in its Messianic form as it was applied to existing Lakota traditional
dances.313 Therefore, with it’s compelling composition and formal qualities that speak to
heroic military victory as well as religious ideology, this photograph could be imagined
to have served all of Trager’s needs as the drama of the Wounded Knee story in
commodity form. It would also go on—in the same form of representing these embedded
American religious ideologies of good and evil, militarism, and the Native American
enemy—to create the archive on which 100 years of the history of Wounded Knee would
be written and remembered.
It was, after all, the church where the injured were brought to be housed in the
temporary hospital during the massacre. As it was just after Christmas, the church was
still decorated with wreaths and garlands that appear in two photographs taken shortly
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after the violence, depicting a number of wounded individuals in grass beds with others
standing around nearby with bottles of medicine (Figures 12-13). Those pictured are
described as Lakota women and children who had been injured, mostly shot and seriously
wounded.314 This church plays a prominent part in many versions of the Wounded Knee
narrative, as it is the only building, along with a trading post, that remained at the site of
the burial ground by the time the American Indian Movement arrived in 1973 to occupy
the site where their ancestors fell.

The 1973 Occupation
The American Indian Movement, the Vietnam War, and the Nixon Administration
Most of the section will focus on the connections between the occupation of
Wounded Knee in 1973 and the massacre of 1890. However, the role the United States
government played and how its representatives were influenced by the ongoing war in
Vietnam and the crises in the Nixon administration including the Watergate scandal are
equally important to address. The American Indian Movement occurred alongside
numerous successful acts of protest in the 1960s, including the occupation of Alcatraz
organized by Native American students in the San Francisco Bay Area under an alliance
called the Indians of All Tribes.315 The original founders of AIM were Dennis Banks and
Clyde Bellecourt, who initially created the organization in order to patrol Native
American housing projects near Minneapolis.316 AIM went on to join the protestors at
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Alcatraz, and Russell Means became the first branch leader of AIM, creating a
headquarters for the organization in Cleveland, OH.317
As an organization, AIM acquired the reputation of being more hostile than prior
protest groups such as the student groups that led the Alcatraz occupation. AIM’s
principal interest was in reservations, where it worked with the most impoverished and
marginalized groups of native peoples, focusing on those left behind by both the United
States and tribal governments. These entities sometimes neglected more traditional
communities and failed to equally distribute the money and resources given to them by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This was the case specifically for Russell Means and the
Aglala Lakota people at Pine Ridge, which will be examined with more detail further on
in this section.
AIM developed a reputation for a willingness to use violent tactics as opposed to
the nonviolent strategies implemented at Alcatraz. However, most accounts of these
differences are described in coded ideological language, often language that criminalizes
AIM members and is consistent with AIM member accounts of being targeted and
criminalized by police, federal agents, and other members of the United States criminal
justice system. In Wounded Knee 1973: Still Bleeding, Stew Magnuson illustrates the
conflicting narratives regarding the events that led up to the occupation of Wounded
Knee, the criminal actions on the part of AIM members and the FBI. His book illustrates
how any attempts to sort out the facts the way that the criminal justice system demands
would be impossible and futile. By examining the AIM occupation as part of an
embodied historiography of 100 years of photographing Wounded Knee, this section will
Russell Means and Marvin J. Wolf, Where White Men Fear to Tread: The Autobiography of Russell
Means (New York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 1995), 155.
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examine conflicting narratives for evidence of the ideological language that exposes
continuing United States settler-colonialism, its persistence in the criminalization of the
Lakota people, and its formation of the visual rhetoric of the photographs. Most
significantly, it will show how these factors create a cross-temporal exchange, one that
reveals an embodied historiography that reaches beyond the capacity of the photographic
document and its archival logic, one that would perpetuate the ideological rhetoric of the
Native American body as criminal, as the enemy, and as that which must be controlled.
Following the nineteen-month Alcatraz occupation by the Indians of All Tribes,
from November 1969 through June 1971, the Nixon administration law enforcement
agencies and the press frequently characterized AIM as “violent” or “angry” in
comparison to the protesters and student activists who occupied Alcatraz.318 AIM
members working in the Midwest were not young students at UC Berkeley or UC Davis.
Their confrontations with local police were often isolated and in poor, rural communities.
Many of them were armed. In his autobiography, Russell Means describes a division
between members of Native American communities who had assimilated into urban
centers in the United States, such as students on University of California campuses, and
Native Americans such as AIM members working in rural communities and on
reservations to help impoverished people gain access to what little resources were
promised to them by local and Federal government entities. Means implies that these
class divisions were significant in how the government, the police, and the public
interpreted AIM’s presence as criminal and threatening in comparison to other activist
groups. Similarly, the Bureau of Indian Affairs referred to AIM members and the
traditional Oglala Lakota communities they later represented at Wounded Knee as
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“radical Indians.”319 Rather than nonviolence, AIM referred to its form of protest as
“confrontation politics.”320 Means describes this ideological vocabulary as what he calls
“badmouthing”,
Now the BIA [Bureau of Indian Affairs] put out the word to “their” Indians
that we were militants, troublemakers who endangered everything the Indian
“Establishment” had worked so hard and long to achieve…What the BIA had
achieved was the creation of a slightly privileged class of colonial
administrators, hang-around-the-fort Indians. To live a little better than the
rest of their people, they would do literally anything the BIA told them to do.
The BIA was right about one thing: AIM was a threat— to the BIA. We were
never a threat to our own people. But as the government sought to discredit
us, AIM and its leaders were bad-mouthed throughout the Indian world.321
This passage identifies the continuing ideological vocabulary of settler colonialism that
persisted into the 1970s. In using terms like angry, or by labeling AIM members as
militants, the Bureau of Indian Affairs continued the historical tradition of dividing
Native Americans into groups based on those who cooperated with the government’s will
and those who would not.
In fact, this very tactic was used in the days leading up to the massacre of Wounded
Knee.
When the troops arrived in South Dakota in 1890, one of their strategies was to
divide the Lakota communities into those that were friendly and would come to the
agency willingly, and those that were resistant and persisted their performance of the
ghost dance. This labeling of pro and anti-government factions within Lakota
communities was a strategy of control. Once a group was labeled as militant, it could be
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used as a justification for violence, massacre, and appropriation of land and resources. In
this sense, this division of the community into groups based on their willingness to accept
the government’s terms in their entirety without protest could be considered an act of
performative utterance. Once labeled as the enemy, no negotiations would be considered.
Unwillingness to comply justified war. This policy was relatively consistent throughout
the Indian wars of the 19th century, according to Dee Brown’s narratives. Brown cites
the directive of General Carlton to his subordinate Kit Carson in his description of the
forced relocation of the Navajo communities to Bosque Redondo, New Mexico, during
the final years of the Civil War. Carlton instructs Carson, “Say to them—‘Go to the
Bosque Redondo, or we will pursue and destroy you. We will not make peace with you
on any other terms… This war shall be pursued against you if it takes years, now that we
have begun, until you cease to exist or move. There can be no other talk on the
subject.’”322 The leaders of Navajo communities were given no choice. Either acquiesce
to these demands of the government and surrender to the nearby fort for relocation to the
Bosque Redondo or be treated as the enemy. The poorly paid American soldiers were
rewarded with bounties for any male Navajo scalp they were able to bring to the fort.
Similarly at Wounded Knee, the groups of Lakota that came to the agency to surrender
were labeled as friendly, while those that stayed in their homes on the reservation or
beyond within their communities, continuing to practice the ghost dance, were labeled as
militants.
While the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ casting of AIM as militants did not
immediately act as justification for their murder in the same way as in the 19th century, it
is important to recognize the continuation of this ideological vocabulary and how it
322
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structures government interaction with dissenting bodies. Russell Means also uses the
language of 19th century colonialism when he refers to “hang-around-the-fort Indians”
and “colonial administrators.” Means chooses his language carefully because he wishes
to highlight the parallel between the role of the government in the 19th century and its
continued oppression of Native Americans. His term “hang-around-the-fort Indians”
refers the Lakota scouts that were pictured in the photograph with the Hotchkiss gun
(Figure 6), or those Navajo communities that chose without resistance to relocate to the
Bosque Redondo or aid United States soldiers in capturing other Navajos to relocate to
the new reservation, as well as those in power during his contemporary moment on the
Pine Ridge reservation. With this language, Means chooses to affiliate what he would
consider these historical traitors with one of his major opponents at the 1973 occupation
of Wounded Knee, the then leader of the Oglala Lakota tribal government and known
corrupt local politician, Dick Wilson.
When Means and the other AIM leaders along with their traditional Oglala
supporters at the Pine Ridge reservation felt they had no other choice, they packed up
their cars in a hurry, grabbing what weapons they had on hand, and drove in a caravan 25
miles to the nearby site of the burial ground of Wounded Knee. For too long they had
been harassed by Wilson’s “goon squad” that was appropriating provisions from the BIA
and neglecting the more traditional and poorest of the Aglala reservation. They would
remain there for two months under siege by the FBI, the United States Marshals, the
Department of Defense, and Dick Wilson’s Goon Squad. Their decision to occupy
Wounded Knee had been approved in a hurry by AIM’s elder leaders as a last resort
when all other official efforts to unseat Wilson, the corrupt and violent tribal leader of the
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Pine Ridge Reservation, had failed. The Federal government, including the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, sided with Wilson and all funds and resources designated to the
reservation passed through his leadership. Facing escalating violence from Wilson and
his goons on the reservation, the traditional Oglala people called on AIM for help. 323
From here the narratives are contested at every level. The coded language that appears in
both the written and visual descriptions of events reveals how both sides’ rhetoric refers
to the continuous struggle against colonialist strategies of control through embodied
historiography.
This ideological vocabulary easy to identify in the visual rhetoric of press
photographs of the occupation. A number of photographs from the occupation have
incredibly simplistic titles such as “Indians with Weapons” (Figure 14). This particular
photograph has an original caption that reads, “Indians wait with weapons during
uprising at Wounded Knee.” The photograph shows two men in jeans, one in profile, and
the other with his back turned to the camera. Both hold rifles at their waists. The one with
his back turned has a rectangle cut out from a white T-shirt pined to his jean jacket that
reads “AIM” with “American Indian Movement” spelled out beneath it. He wears a
black hat with two feathers pinned at the back visible to the viewer. The other man wears
a hat made of fur. Neither of their faces can be seen, as their positions hide them in the
shadows. Another photograph is similarly titled “Native American with gun at Wounded
Knee” (Figure 15). The caption states that members of AIM, “took control of the town
along with 11 hostages who have since been released,” yet, they are “negotiating with
federal officials for freedom for those who took over the town.” The language suggests
that, while the activists took control of the town, the federal officials are the ones who
323
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possess the power to grant them their freedom. The ideological language here has
created a paradox; on the one hand, it frames the activist as criminals in their act of taking
control of the town, yet on the other hand, it creates the illusion that the federal
government remains in control of the land and of the protestors’ freedom. In contrast, the
image is rather clear in its symbolism. An activist stands in a dramatic pose with one leg
straight and the other bent, his weight resting on a cinderblock as he holds a rifle in firing
position, his elbow rested on his bent knee. He looks off into to the horizon over the top
of his weapon, as an upside down American flag stretches out behind him in a gust of
wind. These titles, “Indians with Weapons” and “Native American with a Gun,” seem
silly in how basic and descriptive they are. Yet at the same time they reveals so clearly
the latent fear at the heart of these news stories, the deeply rooted notions of the Native
American as enemy, and how centuries of the violent colonialist strategies have been
translated into institutionalized racism that remains active.
Conjuring the image of the individual Native American body as criminal, as in the
“Indian with a Gun,” is a theme that carries through in the photographs that portray AIM
interacting with government negotiators. As Dunbar-Ortiz explains,
Native nations and communities, while struggling to maintain
fundamental values and collectivity, have from the beginning resisted
modern colonialism using both defensive and offensive techniques,
including the modern forms of armed resistance of national liberation
movements and what now is called terrorism. In every instance they
have fought for survival as peoples. The objective of US colonialist
authorities was to terminate their existence as peoples— not as random
individuals.324
This collective resistance is depicted as militant radicalism in the photographs from 1973.
One example shows Harlington Wood from the United States Attorney General’s office
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surrounded by armed protesters as he exits a vehicle (Figure 16).325 One man is in the
process of getting out of the car, while the door is held by Wood who stands with his
brows furrowed, glaring that one of the AIM protestors nearby with his back to the
camera. Many of the AIM protestors forming a group around the negotiators hold rifles
with one hand, the guns facing up towards the sky with the butts of the guns leaning on
their hips. The composition of the photograph is arranged so that the rifles seem to
surround the two negotiators. Wood’s menacing glare also gives the photograph an air of
hostility, and the stern quality of Wood’s stare is emphasized by the fact that the tip of
rifle of the man closest to him points directly at the tip of Wood’s brow. None of the
visitors in the photo appear armed, reinforcing the suggestion of the Native Americans as
the aggressors and criminals. Whereas in the photographs of 1890, the presence of rifles,
especially in a vertical position or placed on the shoulders of soldiers, signified their
victory over Native American bodies that lay horizontal and frozen beneath them, in this
and other photographs like it, the power dynamic is reversed to label the AIM members
as hostile militants.
The photographs of military presence at the 1973 occupation feature a
recognizable visual rhetoric of power. The U.S. Army appears confident with tanks,
uniforms, and combat equipment. One such photograph shows off all of the military’s
skills in such a thorough display it is too easily digestible not to have been thoroughly
staged. It depicts confident and heavily armed law enforcement, presumably surveying
enemy positions from a high vantage point (see Figure 17). The poses, props, and action
shots of the featured militia are so illustrative of their contributory skills they could be
Emily Chertoff, “Occupy Wounded Knee: A 71-Day Siege and a Forgotten Civil Rights Movement,”
The Atlantic, October, 23, 2012, https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2012/10/occupywounded-knee-a-71-day-siege-and-a-forgotten-civil-rights-movement/263998/.
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part of a propaganda film. Three men stand, each leaning with their weight placed on one
leg propped up on the large log acting as a barricade and receding at a diagonal into the
distance. The man closest to the viewer stands on the left side in the foreground. He
wears a uniform of military camouflage. In his right hand, he holds a radio in close
proximity to his face, but not so close that you can’t see that his mouth slightly open, as if
he is in the midst of communication. The next man also stands with his leg up on the log
dramatically bent, stressing his upright posture. He holds his arms up to his face, in order
to hold steady the binoculars that are shaded by his camouflage hat. He looks steadily
into the distance. His posture speaks to a firm concentration. The last man echoes the
posture of the first two. He holds the rifle with two hands, the butt resting on the shoulder
as he looks through the guide steadily, wearing a hat meant to shade his face. Standing
slightly behind him and obscured by his stance another man in military camouflage
seems to steady him and instruct him in his view. Closest to the viewer, more props are
sitting in plain sight. Another rifle has been laid diagonally across the top of the log so
that the barrel is visible in the center foreground. Placed gently and purposefully is a
strip of bullets as well. Overall, this shot is meant to speak to the power of the trained
Armed Forces. Their organization is meant to appear superior to the haphazard nature of
the “Indians with guns.”
It is also important to consider the context in which activism was villanized
during this time. In its formative years and its occupation of Wounded Knee, AIM had to
contend with Nixon administration that itself was under political siege. As Magnuson
explains,
Wounded Knee initially made the front pages, but it had competition: in
Washington the Watergate scandal was beginning to take a serious toll on
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the Nixon administration. For almost a year the White House had denied
any involvement with the break-in and bugging of the Democratic
National Committee office at the Watergate complex, but as the
occupation at Wounded Knee dragged on, the administration began to
unravel. Its attention was distracted.326
The author argues that the chaos facing the Nixon administration greatly impacted the
way events unfolded. The Nixon administration’s policies regarding activist groups are
also relevant. Means discusses the Justice Department’s Counterintelligence Program
COINTELPRO, which he describes as “a secret agenda based on the ridiculous
assumption that all organized American dissidents were supported by or linked to Sovietbloc sponsors.”327
While it is disputed whether or not the actual COINTELPRO program continued past
1971, (which, according to the current FBI records, it did not), Means claims the FBI
continued to harass AIM members. According to Means, “COINTEL was directed
against ‘radical dissidents’ such as the Black Panthers, the Young Lords, the Weather
Underground— and AIM. COINTEL had an overt strategy— arrest members of radical
organizations on any pretext, and force them to spend all their time and energy raising
bail, finding lawyers, and appearing in court. FBI informers infiltrated AIM to fabricate
evidence that could be used to bring charges. AIM members, especially leaders, were
arrested on any excuse.”328 It became clear at the trials after the occupation that there is
some truth to Means’ accusations in terms of the FBI strategies regarding fabricating
evidence and arresting members on any pretext. This is part of the larger ideological
criminalization of AIM members as a form of control using the criminal justice system.
This kind of criminalization also functions in part through the use of archival logic. Once
Magnuson, Wounded Knee 1973, Kindle edition, 452-455.
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a body enters the system and can be categorized as criminal, they are fingerprinted, a
mug shot is taken, and documentation is produced to create a new existence of the body
as criminal within the logic of the archive.
However, the counter intelligence program and the dire circumstances of the
failing Nixon administration also point to the specific historical context that frames how
these individuals were seen not only as Native American dissidents but also as activists.
“As far as Nixon’s America was concerned, once people were labeled “antisocial,” they
were a menace and had to be rubbed out.”329 Means describes how AIM became
affiliated with other dissent/protest groups in the late 1960’s.330 AIM would form
alliances with the Weather Underground, the Black Panthers, the Young Lords, the
Brown Berets, the National Lawyers Guild, and the Yippies. “Those contacts, reported by
informers, led the Nixon administration to label AIM covertly as one of America’s top
‘terrorist’ groups.”331 But beyond just how affiliations with protest groups affected their
status with the government, the context of the Vietnam War played a role in the
occupation of Wounded Knee in important ways. A number of the men and women who
joined the protesters at Wounded Knee were veterans and nurses from Vietnam. Means
describes how, “Most of our Vietnam vets did much more than sit around bunkers. They
helped us carry the fight to the enemy, several times sneaking up on one of the APCs,
which were tracked vehicles with little visibility when buttoned up.”332 In fact, they were
trained to fight by the same government they were fighting against in the occupation.
While under siege, they were technically facing friendly fire.
Means, Where White Men Fear to Tread, 250-252.
He mentions an episode where the head was blown off of one of four replicas in the world of
Auguste Rodin’s The Thinker as a protest against the war in Vietnam.
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In a larger sense, the parallels between the United States colonialist policies
directed against the Native Americans for centuries reveal the connections with the
Vietnam War. Dunbar-Ortiz describes a newspaper cover page in which two
photographs are juxtaposed. One is from the 1890 massacre Wounded Knee, and depicts
a pile of bodies. The other shows a pile of bodies from the 1968 massacre at My Lai,
where approximately 200-500 civilian men, women and children were killed by the
United States military. As Dunbar-Ortiz describes the juxtaposed images, “had they not
been captioned, it would have been impossible to tell the difference in time and place.”333
As the Lakota activists and AIM members fought for recognition at home in South
Dakota for their beliefs that United States colonialist strategies continued to oppress their
people the same strategies had outwardly been practiced by the American people in the
very recent past, and had been fought for by some of the protesters themselves in
Vietnam.
These connections based on colonialist policies were clear to more than just the
Lakota. As the siege went on, more outsiders wanted to join, such as Native Americans
from other communities, Vietnam veterans, and other war protesters. In its military
response, the Nixon administration even went so far as to send tanks to the reservation. A
number of press photographs show tanks patrolling the land near the burial ground of
Wounded Knee. During the previous eight years, United States military tanks were a
prominent image in the press in the context of the Vietnam War.334
Dunbar-Ortiz, An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States, 193.
The military reality at Wounded Knee was more than just the presence of tanks. Means describes
the scene in the following passage. “Every night, Wounded Knee was illuminated with flares fired
from heavy mortars miles away. Their shells exploded high overhead, dropping blazing flares that
dangled beneath tiny parachutes, producing harsh, oscillating light that cast weird shadows.
Whenever a flare popped overhead, everyone outside either hit the ground or froze in position until
it came down. Often, those incendiaries started brush or grass fires where they landed. In a matter of
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One photograph in particular brings the visual rhetoric of the Vietnam War
protests, so familiar to the Associated Press by that time, directly into the reporting of
Wounded Knee (Figure 18). The vertically oriented photograph shows a close-up of a
tank with two men emerging from the top. One is clearly a soldier in uniform, who is
halfway out of the circular door on the top, turning towards the camera. He squints
underneath his camouflage helmet in the direction of the photographer. Towards the right
side of the frame, another man peers out looking into the distance towards the left side,
but only his head is visible. It is unclear whether he is a soldier or not, since all he wears
a black winter cap. Most of the foreground is taken up by the metallic surface of the tank
that curves slightly forward towards the viewer. Its massive form extends far beyond the
frame of the photograph. Along its slanted, slightly worn metallic surface, a white calf
skull has been hung, taking up about half of the frame with its dramatic length and
deathly form. The skull might read almost like a memento mori except that it is so central
in the image, it is almost too insistent to be simply a reminder. Rather than a reminder of
mortality, it is an accusation against the government, and those acting on behalf of the
government inside this specific tank, that they are the ones responsible for bringing
mortality. Spelled out in all capital letters across the smooth surface of the brow are the
words “death machine.” In this photograph, the words of protest have been carved into
the skull, a form of resistance against the many photographs from the 1890s that were
inscribed into the archive as a damaging form of the colonialist master narrative of
United States history.

days, everything around Wounded Knee was burned black.” Means, 270. The AIM members, military,
marshals and FBI also frequently exchanged fire.
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Occupation of the Land—Embodiment as Resistance and Live History
When the group of activists and AIM members first took over the Wounded Knee
site, the only structure remaining from the 1890 massacre other than the church was a
small trading post. AIM’s actions regarding the trading post and the family that lived next
to it and ran the shop named the Gildersleeves are highly contested and the narratives
regarding AIM’s actions are described in conflicting ideological language, in particular,
use of the term “hostages.” The group stormed the shop and looted it, at least at the
beginning, holding the Gildersleeves in their home. They destroyed many items in glass
cases that held, in a museum type display, various artifacts and artworks that have been
traded to the owners in exchange for goods over the years. Means posits that the
Gildersleeves had been stealing from the locals and were part of Wilson’s corrupt system.
He explains that “Indian people who lived there didn’t like the fact that the Gildersleeves,
along with the Catholic Church, had turned the mass grave of Big Foot and the three
hundred other victims massacred there in 1890 into a tourist attraction.”335 But it went
deeper than that, according to Means. This was an example of a common type of
corruption that persisted on reservations on a systemic level,
Many Indian people lived on welfare, Social Security, unemployment, or
pensions, but the Gildersleeves wouldn’t allow them to cash their checks.
Instead, a white storekeeper would literally hang onto the check with two
hands while an Indian endorsed it, then keep the proceeds, deducting a
finance charge and applying the balance to the customer’s account. Even
Indians who didn’t owe money couldn’t cash checks: The Gildersleeves
turned them away or forced them to buy goods equal to the value of the
check. Indian people therefore never had cash and couldn’t shop
elsewhere, even when they had an opportunity to visit another part of the
reservation or a border town.336
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In addition, Means writes that in the Gildersleeves’ home and at the post office that they
also ran, AIM members found several tons of commodities given to the poorest members
of the Lakota community by the United States Department of Agriculture, such as dried
food, sugar, flour, rice, even clothing. The poorest of the Lakota people were forced to
trade these to the Gildersleeves since it was their only way to get cash, while the
Gildersleeves then sold them to local ranchers, even though possession of the goods was
a federal crime. Means also claims that many of the artifacts found in the museum had
been off of the bodies of those buried in the mass grave nearby from 1890. He said many
were returned to the ground from where they were found.337
Magnuson paints a more sympathetic picture of the owners, but admits that some
considered their prices “high.”338 While he states that the group of 12 family members,
including the Gildersleeves and the father at the church, were at first held against their
will, he also states that the AIM leaders knew holding hostages would not be good for
their image in the press or their time to negotiate with the government. Both Means and
Magnuson explain that the some of residents felt ambivalent about whether or not to
leave once they realized the intentions of the activists, even though after the first night,
and once negotiators from the government appeared, it was made clear that everyone was
free to leave. Throughout the two-month occupation it was consistently misreported that
the remaining residents were white hostages to increase the drama of the news story.
Labeling the Gildersleeves as “hostages” helped to preserve the image of AIM as hostile,
militant activists.
Means, Where White Men Fear to Tread, 203.
His book is especially helpful in understanding the many different versions of events. His book
documents a recent scholarly conference held in South Dakota in 2012 at which both current
graduate students and important figures from the events in 1973 appeared to present and defend
their side of the story.
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This example of conflicting narratives is one of many. In this case, the term
hostage and its usage frames AIM as a criminal organization in just one event in the span
of a two-month occupation and protest. There are many more controversial points at
which the individual acts of AIM members including its leaders can be brought into
question from the point of view of the American criminal justice system. And they were,
in the form of charges brought afterwards. At the same time, the actions of the FBI and
the United States marshals during the occupation, as well as the protocols they used or
failed to uphold in their pursuit of justice were also brought into question. It is certainly
clear that institutionalized racism as well as colonialist policies played a role in both how
the agents on the ground and the government representatives of Nixon administration
handled the occupation.
Without relying too heavily on the details of one specific side or the other, it is
still possible to engage with these photographs in a way that highlights the importance of
the act of occupation as a kind of reenactment of resistance. On one hand, the
photographs from 1973 exhibit an archival logic in their inscription of Native Americans
bodies as criminal. They reveal the continuing strategies of colonialism and attempts to
control the bodies of the protestors. It is clear that many of the photographers use
painfully obvious symbolism to achieve salable narratives. They capitalize on the
iconography of raised guns, inverted flags, and the looming presence of the church.
However, there’s much more to be seen in these images.
Focusing not just on what is easily mapped onto the figures or displayed in simple
iconographic, ideological language for the purposes of easy narrative digestion reveals
the contradictions inherent in the systemic issues AIM was attempting to bring to light.
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While the press, and the FBI, led by the Nixon administration, focused on acts of
individuals and weighing them down within the criminal justice system one by one, the
continuing complex narratives of colonialism and it social relations become visible in
these photographs on a larger scale. Yet, at the same time, the photographs can help us
see the importance of the occupation as an embodied performative act that creates a
cross-temporal exchange, with the time of the original massacre in the late 19th century.
Means describes why the site of Wounded Knee was chosen for the demonstration.
“Wounded Knee would always remain the haunting symbol of the white man’s
murderous treachery and of our nation’s stoic grief. At Wounded Knee, on ground
consecrated with the blood of our ancestors, we would make our stand. At Wounded
Knee, as nowhere else, the spirits of Big Foot and his martyred people would protect
us.”339 The photographs from 1973 reveal the same kind of temporal exchange and
embodied performance that was purpose of the original ghost dance. Means explains,
“When we began our own ghost dance at Wounded Knee, Crow Dog explained that he
wanted us all to acknowledge the spirits present there, to call out to them to help and
protect us.”340 As this passage as well as the one at the beginning of this section
illuminate, for Means, the presence of his ancestors was always a main reason for
occupying the site of Wounded Knee, but so was the land.
In one image a barrier created in front of the church mimics the architecture of the
church itself (Figure 19). Cinderblocks have been piled into a makeshift wall that stands
three bricks tall. On top of the bricks and turned outward towards the camera, appearing
in a foreshortened perspective are two heavy-looking logs. A man stands behind the wall
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holding a rifle in one arm that leans forward in front of the wall angle towards the
ground. He looks away from the camera towards the right side of the frame, revealing his
face in profile. The church is just over his shoulder. Resting in front of the barrier is a
circular reflective shield with an eagle symbol painted on its surface, along with an
arrow. Sitting on top of the wall on the right side of the frame hangs an inverted flag.
The triangular form of the man’s body is cut off at the waist by the barrier, and echoes
the structure of the steeple of the church behind him. In the foreground, the viewer can
see where the dirt has been piled up and pushed into the holes of the cinderblocks. The
barrier has been built into the dirt. With the shape of the man echoing the architecture of
the church and the base of the wall buried in the dirt that continues through the bottom of
the foreground there is something heavy and solid feeling about both the man and this
barricade. The dirt, the way that it has been pushed into the holes of the cinderblocks and
created what is clearly a sharply angled surface speaks to gritty and palpable texture of
earth.
There are many other photographs that show how the land has been manipulated
physically in order to suggest military formations. One photograph titled, “Indians on
guard” shows two activists holding rifles behind a freshly dug mound of earth (see Figure
20). The church is visible from the side behind them. They sit, each holding their rifle
pointing up, their eyes hidden in the shadow casted by their hats. The one on the left is
wrapped in a blanket, while the one on the right wears a denim shirt. Positioned behind
the uneven mound, it appears as if their bodies are emerging from the ground itself. Like
the firm stance of the man in the previous photograph, they appear confident and steady
in their positions.
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Another photograph makes an interesting comparison to one of the more dramatic
images from 1890 (Figure 21). The photograph has a high horizon line. The ground, with
a narrow strip of blue sky above, takes up most of the frame. This perspective results
from the fact that the photograph was taken from an angle parallel to ground level. The
photographer was clearly standing at the same height as the man standing about 10 feet in
front of him, that is, about 4 feet below the surface of the ground in a trench. The
photograph is divided into areas of dramatic contrast of dark and light. The area below
ground where the man stands is cast in deep shadow, so dark that the bottom half of his
body is undefined. The surface of the vertical wall on the right side cast in shadow is
barely discernible but appears rocky and cold in the dim light that barely illuminates it.
Where the light does come through, it glares sharply on the left side of the frame
illuminating a small section of the surface of the ground to which the man has his back
turned. The sharpness of the contrast between light and shadow that emphasizes the
difference of the planes of surface and depth brings a clear comparison to mind. In the
very same ground, this trench is reminiscent of the photograph from 1890 of the mass
grave examined in the first section of this chapter. Instead of a line of United States
soldiers, what frames the mouth of the ditch are pairs of sandbags, stacked in a manner
with equal space between them, eerily resembling tombstones.
What might it mean to dig another hole in the same ground, so close to where a
mass grave of the Lakota is still commemorated by the monument and archived by the
photograph examined earlier in this chapter? In one sense, the grave of the ancestors has
now become protection in the form of a military blockade. As opposed to Trager’s
photograph, where the Lakota bodies represented the conquered, colonized body, laid out
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in-line on the ground and in contrast with the standing soldiers, immersed in sunshine and
victorious, the activist here rises out of the ground. He is halfway out of the trench, the
upper half of his body illuminated in sunshine. In another sense, the land becomes subject
to military action once again, continuing the same war. Looking at these photographs
together it is possible to see this temporal exchange. It is possible to see how the land is
central to the kind of reenactment being performed in 1973, how by interacting with the
land, the AIM activists were creating an embodied form of history. It is a form of history
that challenges the archival notion inscribed by photographs like Trager’s that lives on in
the national archives. By taking physical control of the land, their actions created a new
chapter in the history of Lakota resistance against continuing colonial power of the
United States government, represented in that particular moment of 1973 by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, the Nixon administration, and the law enforcement agencies holding
the protestors under siege.
Another photograph depicts this connection even more strongly (Figure 22).
Again, a high horizon line makes the ground the focus of the picture. A figure on the
right side of the frame bends over looking down into a pit as she shovels. Directly across
another shovel stands at the same height having been pushed into the ground. The wall of
dirt between the figure and the other shovel appears to be a large mound, and it is unclear
whether he or she is digging to deepen in the hole or cover it up. Only a caption to the
photograph informs us that he or she is filling in one of the trenches we saw in the earlier
photograph. Behind the trench a man stands with his back to the camera with his arms
bent, his hands blocking the sun from his face as he peers out towards the church in the
distance. Even with the clear knowledge in both of these photographs that these trenches
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serve a defensive and strategic purpose, it is hard to escape their grave-like connotation
as well as the finality of the second image. Technically, what has come to an end, as the
figure buries the trench with earth, is the occupation. Yet with no contextual elements in
the photograph other then the mound of dirt, the shovels, and the church in sight, the
contemplative gaze of the man into the distance and the digging figure’s posture again
clearly conjures the importance of the land as a memorial site and burial ground. In the
photographs from 1973 the land can be seen as this important site of ancestry, embodied
history, and colonial struggle. The way that becomes visible in the photographs is
through the land’s coexistence as a sacred memorial site and a battleground. In analyzing
the land as it appears across this group of images, the actual earth surrounding the church
transforms back-and-forth between trenches and what appeared to be the shadows of
graves. It is at once awakened through interaction as a site of remembrance and
transformed through physical manipulation as a site of war.
As Dunbar-Ortiz and Brown have argued, land has always been the primary
resource central to colonialist power. It was taken from Native American communities,
commodified, and used against them as a form of control and confinement, and a way to
limit their access to resources such as agriculture and hunting. As Means explains it in
contemporary terms, “…the conspiracy against Indians always centers on land. It was
easy to talk about upgrading services and maybe to get some slight improvement in the
BIA’s responsiveness on one reservation or another, but never for more than a month or a
week. There was no way to get Congress or a federal agency to change policies on
anything related to our land. That subject was closed.”341 While the last few photographs
show complex embodied performance of temporal exchange with the events of 1890 and
341
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1891 through physical connection and manipulation of the ground, the act of occupation
itself is also significant. In this case, occupation was a way, as Dunbar-Ortiz explained it,
for AIM to participate in an established history of resistance against modern colonialism,
“…using both defensive and offensive techniques, including the modern forms of armed
resistance of national liberation movements and what now is called terrorism. In every
instance they have fought for survival as peoples.”342 Dunbar-Ortiz also stresses that
“Without the culture of resistance, surviving Indigenous peoples under United States
colonization would have been eliminated through individual assimilation.”343
Occupation was a form of resistance, a part of a continuing strategy of survival in the
face of the colonialism that for centuries aimed to destroy communities like the
traditional Aglala Lakota living on the Pine Ridge reservation through forced
assimilation.
Moreover, the act of occupation emphasizes the centrality of land and power,
bringing into focus the colonial framework of the existing social relations between the
AIM protest community and the government and military representatives. Colonialism is
based on taking land and commodifying it, thereby owning the means of production. The
wide-open landscape of the plains of South Dakota dominates many of the images that
have been examined thus far. Yet, whether digging into the ground, or looking through
binoculars across the plains, the context of the colonial struggle that connects 1890 to
1973, and 1890 to the centuries before it, construct the social space. Only two small
monuments mark the actual burial ground next to the church. A photograph from 1973
shows a view looking through the gates formed by two brick columns bridged by a
342
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narrow metal arch (Figure 23). Centered atop the arch is a modest white cross. Through
the gates, just two small stairs up, a narrow cement path leads to a cement rectangle lined
with flowers. The whole site is completely horizontal immersed in the dirt ground. The
site is marked on one side with another modest eight-foot stone monument, engraved
with the date December 29, 1890 as well as the names of some of the victims, the first
listed Chief Big Foot. Unlike many of the other photographs, this photograph has a low
horizon line. The blue sky takes up most of the image. Yet, the expanse of space can
never really appear empty. The grave is where the line of soldiers stood in that
photograph from early January 1891, with the dramatic contrast between the shadow of
the six-foot hole below with the bodies of the Lakota people and the bright sun
illuminating the white snow above where the soldiers stood. AIM occupied this land as
the site of an ongoing struggle for power, land that appears empty but is full, constructed
by the social relations of colonialism, as a reservation, a battle ground, a burial ground, an
occupied territory, a sovereign land, a crime scene, a site of resistance.
AIM’s main demand in the occupation was that the United States government
honor the Treaty of Fort Laramie of 1868 by returning the Black Hills to the Lakota
people. Originally, the treaty had promised a large piece of land in South Dakota as
single reservation for the Lakota people, which was later divided up into pieces making
numerous small reservations, allowing South Dakota settlers to move in and relinquishing
the sacred Black Hills. When the government failed to meet any of its promises made
during the negotiations to end the occupation, another decade of protests and occupations
followed, culminating in passage of a federal law in 1978 that permitted new judicial
consideration of the circumstances surrounding the forced taking of the Black Hills. The
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Lakota brought a lawsuit under the new law that was ultimately reviewed by the United
States Supreme Court in 1980, The United States vs. Sioux Nation of Indians. In its
decision, the Supreme Court affirmed the finding of the United States Court of Claims
that the Black Hills had in fact been taken by the United States Government and that the
Sioux Nation was entitled to just compensation, including interest, under the
Constitution. The Lakota refused to accept the damages award because they felt it would
validate the illegal actions of the government. The money remains in an account
accumulating interest that amounted to $1.3 billion as of 2014. As Dunbar-Ortiz
articulates, “that one of the most impoverished communities in the Americas would
refuse $1 billion demonstrates the relevance and significance of the land to the Sioux, not
as an economic resource but as a relationship between people and place, a profound
feature of the resilience of the indigenous peoples of the Americas.”344

Retracing Big Foot’s Steps: Resistance from Standing Rock to Pine Ridge
When Chief Sitting Bull was murdered in front of his home at the Standing Rock
reservation with the familiar pretext of his resisting arrest, Big Foot became worried for
his followers and led them 200 miles toward Pine Ridge Reservation to meet chief Red
Cloud. Two weeks later, Big Foot and his followers were massacred at Wounded Knee.
From 1986 to 1990, a group of 200 Lakota people retraced this final journey in a
pilgrimage known as the Big Foot memorial ride, which they intended as a mourning
process marking the 100-year anniversary of the massacre. The ride and the ceremony
held at the memorial site of Wounded Knee also commemorated another violent struggle
in 1876, led by Chief Sitting Bull against Lieut. Col. George Armstrong Custer at the
344
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Battle of Little Big Horn. The organizer of the ride, a former president of the Oglala
Sioux Tribe, described its purpose as “in accordance with sacred Lakota principles” and
as a way to “release the spirits of Chief Big Foot and his people.”345 This repeating of the
path was about following alongside the spirits remaining along that path, creating a crosstemporal exchange.
The ceremony also revealed old divisions within the community. Russell Means
was in attendance and blocked the then-governor of South Dakota, George S. Mickelson,
from entering the site, claiming that his rhetoric of reconciliation was nothing more than
political posturing. At the same time, the community headed by the Wounded Knee
Survivors Association asked the government again for a meaningful apology and to make
the site of the massacre a national monument. In effect, the government declined to do
both.346
In addition to the political context that surrounds the photographs of the Big Foot
ride, both Dunbar-Ortiz and Deloria describe how the New Age movement of the 1980s
and postmodern theories of pluralism and multiculturalism in the 1990s frame
contemporary representations of Native American communities. According to Deloria,
“This happy multiculturalism blunted the edge of earlier calls for social change by
focusing on pleasant cultural exchanges that erased the complex histories of the Indians
and others. Even lingering 19th-century images of bloodthirsty savagery have been
rendered ambivalent or positive.” In other words, multiculturalism, in an attempt to unify
all marginalized groups, focused only on certain cultural aspects of communities such as
Mark Hirsch, “Wounded Knee: Healing the Wounds of the Past,” Indian Country Today Media
Network, December 29, 2015,
http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2015/12/29/wounded-knee-healing-wounds-past162896.
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food and dress and ignored social realities such as poverty and histories of political
struggle. He goes on to elaborate, “…the social realities that New Age devotees tended
to avoid helped fuel the sense of Indian–White difference that made Indianness
meaningful. Indians lived in poverty-stricken lives on faraway reservations. Their
poverty and geographical and social distance marked them as different– and thereby
authentic.”347
One article reporting on the anniversary ceremony gives a very different account,
describing a similar separation between the “happy multiculturalism” of the 1990s and
the social realities of one of the poorest parts of the country. The article quotes an Oglala
man named Patrick Rowland, explaining his worry that, “the world is going to focus on
us, and we’ve got nothing to offer…all they’re going to see is our living conditions and
our poverty…After all this centennial hoopla is done with, the community is still going to
be here…we’re going to continue to struggle.”348 The article goes on to mention the
1989 film Dances with Wolves, in which the article says “South Dakota officials use
words such as ‘serendipitous’ and ‘coincidence’ to describe the way in which thousands
of more affluent Americans have been getting their first glimpse of the Lakota…”349 This
article seems to point towards the same notion Deloria describes in terms of the very
social relations being ignored by New Age in multiculturalism’s representations as the
foundation for Native American authenticity.
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In addition to erasing the complex histories and political struggles of cultures by
focusing only on selective categories as representative of an entire group,
multiculturalism proposed a redefinition of identity. As Deloria explains, “one’s identity
was a matter not so much of descent as of consent and choice.…placed in the context of a
postmodernism that emphasized relativism and openness, it was easy to read
cosmopolitan multiculturalism as a license for anyone to choose an ethnic identity–
Indian, for example–regardless of family, history, or tribal recognition.”350 As a result,
“non-Indians began taking up permanent native identities in order to lay claim to the
cultural power of Indianness in the white imagination.”351 Deloria describes the origins
of the New Age interest in what he calls “Indianness” as linked to spirituality and the
counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s. He details how a number of native as well as
non-native figures created markets in new age spirituality, building periodicals and
television shows that spoke to topics such as crystal magic, vision quests, channeling
spirits, natural childbirth as well as selling goods. This type of New Age spirituality and
the market for it came about after the blending and blurring of many cultural symbols
during their appropriation by the counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s, explaining,
“hallucinogenic drug use could be knit together with Plains Indian vision quest rituals,
known for the intense experiences that came with their mental and physical
deprivations.”352 The association with hallucinations, spirituality, mysticism, as well as
the multicultural tendency to frame these stereotypes as the generalizations meant to
obscure a painful and complex history is what frames the Big Foot Ride of 1990 in one
set of photographs by Guy Le Querrec. The polemic status of Le Querrec images
Deloria, Playing Indian, 173.
Deloria, Playing Indian, 168.
352 Deloria, Playing Indian, 173.
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351
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becomes even more clear when comparing them to another photographer present at the
1990 ceremony, Japanese photographer Hiroji Kubota, whose photographs reveal the
embodied history represented in the reenactment and mourning of Big Foot and his
followers’ path.

Guy Le Querrec and Hiroji Kubota on the Big Foot Ride
“At an intersection between Noble and Savage, tawny white or colored, the figure of the
Indian had enormous iconographic flexibility. By arming it, clothing it, shifting its
gender, or coloring its face, British cartoonists could depict the colonies as violent,
civilized, savage, genteel, aggressive, subservient, rebellious, or justified.”353
In the passage above, Deloria describes British cartoonists during the period
leading up to the American Revolution. Yet, even with the more creatively restrictive
medium of photography, Le Querrec manages to draw on stereotypes promoted by New
Age spiritualism in order to depict participants in the Big Foot ride as inhuman, both in a
supernatural, spiritual sense and an anonymous one. In almost all of the photographs,
the actual faces of the men and women are obscured. In most, they are obscured for a
specific and practical purpose, namely, because the temperature on the ride ranged
between negative 50 and negative 25 degrees below zero. It is not surprising that in
order to make this two-week long pilgrimage, the mourners had to wrap themselves in
blankets and hats as well as facemasks. Yet, the way that these clothes are depicted in the
photographs makes them seem to take on a much larger symbolic meaning for the
photographer. In one example, three figures stand in close proximity to the camera (see
Figure 24). The adults are all completely wrapped in blankets so that their faces are
hidden from view except for the figure on the left side of the frame whose eyes are barely
353
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visible through the layers of the scarf that have been wrapped around his or her face. In
the foreground a child wears a large hat and scarf that comes up to touch the bottom of
his nose. The three adults seem to encircle the child and the camera. Completely covered
in blankets that rest on the tops of their covered heads, they take on an inhuman, ghostly
quality. The circle seems almost to convey a circle of protection around the youth who
does not appear to notice them. This supernatural appearance is emphasized by their
similar posture, as well as the fact that the light color of the blankets creates a contrast
with the dark color of shadow of their bodies underneath, perpetuating the mystery of
their hidden faces and bodies. This photograph translates the climate, an essential part of
the embodied history of the ride that connects the mourners to the experience of Big Foot,
into a supernatural stereotype that represents these individuals as anonymous reductions.
Throughout the series, the winter gear remains a tool for creating anonymity, surreality,
the supernatural and strangeness. The Lakota body consistently disappears.
In another photo, the focus is on the facemask (see Figure 25). The frame is
centered on man looking off to left into the distance. He wears a blanket as a poncho with
a fur collar that sticks out through the whole at the neck. His face is entirely covered by
two overlapping facemasks, or perhaps one that has been patched with an extra layer. It is
mostly black while the circular layer that covers his nose and chin and forms a small
circle around his slightly open mouth is a much whiter gray. Behind him on the left side
of the frame a man stands in another blanket poncho, his head covered by two hoods and
a scarf that barely leaves space for his eyes. Again, the focus seems to be on the
strangeness of the figures as opposed to the meaningfulness of their actions. There is
barely any context for these men besides a few cars discernible in the background.
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Mostly they are framed by blank white sky. More than supernatural, in this photograph
the figure appears more animal than human. In one article from 1990 entitled, “A
Century Later at Wounded Knee, Indians Try to Bury the Heartbreak,”354 Ron McNeil, a
descendent of Sitting Bull, was quoted saying, “I’ve learned that the pain and the
frostbite, the suffering that you feel, is part of the ride. It is our offering to the creator to
show him how sincere we are in our prayers.” Instead of framing this aspect of their
embodied historiography as another way they were experiencing proximity to their
ancestors in order to remember them in their own history, the LeQuerrec photographs
employ the riders’ suffering as a means to dehumanize them as supernatural and
animalistic beings.
In one photograph of a dancing ceremony held on the Porcupine reservation, the
figure has become completely disembodied to the point where only his arms and hands
remain visible (Figure 26). The movement of the figures creates an abstract image in
which the feathers of the ceremonial costume along with the lights of the gymnasium are
transformed into ripples of movement through space. The long camera exposure creates
traces of the figures in multiples, leaving trails of feathers, beads and lights. In a similar
photo, there is no sign of the figure at all, only what appears to be some feathers, a large
fur, an American flag, and abstract lighting produced by exposure length (Figure 27).
The blur and repetition with no human presence create a supernatural and hallucinogenic
scene of chaos. Whatever meaning these rituals might have is lost to a glorified,
aestheticized display of props and camera effects. The dancers appear as headless ghosts
in the dark. Again, the bodies of the mourners disappear into elevated and romanticized
“A Century Later at Wounded Knee, Indians Try to Bury the Heartbreak,” The New York Times,
December 30, 1990, http://www.nytimes.com/1990/12/30/us/a-century-later-at-wounded-kneeindians-try-to-bury-the-heartbreak.html.
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fantasy of the costume. Like the winter clothes, the dance takes over the individual and
the frame, and the photographer’s projection of his New Age supernatural and spiritual
fantasies create a blurred aesthetic that consumes the bodies to the point of
disappearance.
In contrast to the projected fantasies of the LeQuerrec images, Kubota’s
photographs focus on three main themes, the land, the collective act of the ride, and
community. Kubota’s use of perspective and framing creates images in which the group
of riders, while maintaining their individual identities, also form a kind of unity that
responds directly to the surrounding landscape. Kubota portrays the ride as an ongoing
embodied act of mourning, the performance of a continuing historical narrative. While
the Seventh Calvary succeeded in eliminating the bodies of Big Foot and his followers
from their path 100 years before, the 20th century reenactment of that path shows the
resistance of the Lakota people. The ride is more than just replacing their bodies. By
considering their survival on this land with their traditions a continuous act of resistance,
they continue to fight against the same structures of colonialism as 100 years before. It is
a cross-temporal exchange, an embodied form of history where the storytelling continues
by participating in the same narrative. While the military may not be waiting to shoot
them down this time, they are still negotiating for what was taken from them, and are still
being denied any acknowledgment of the true value of the land as sacred, not as property
value. The Pine Ridge reservation is still living in poverty, being forced to choose
between giving up their own foundational religious belief in the land and continuing to be
dependent on the government.
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Kubota’s photographs are simple, yet their depth comes from the complex
relationships between the figures in the landscape. His detailed colored photographs show
the South Dakota plains to be bright as opposed to the stark black and white world of the
previous series. The color and light and the brown grass that grows on top of the snow, as
well as the view of the landscape far out into the distance depict the ride in much sharper
clarity. In this photograph, a group of riders on their horses face the left side of the frame
in profile collectively looking out into the distance while one man stands facing the
camera and the foreground looking towards the viewer (Figure 28).

Both the men

facing the left and the man facing the viewer hold poles with a hoop and feathers on the
end, which flow in the wind horizontally towards the right side of the frame. In Lakota
tradition, the circle is sacred, often known as the Sacred Hoop, which symbolizes the
cycle of life and death.355 The violence at Wounded Knee broke it, and the purpose of
the ride was to mend the Hoop.356 Behind the group of six or seven men on their horses
facing the left side of the frame in the middle foreground, another line continues into the
distance behind them partially obscured. It appears as though some look out to the left,
mimicking those in the middle foreground, while others look back towards the man in the
front, and therefore towards the viewer as well, creating a reciprocal gaze.
Within the landscape the riders become one unified group encompassed on either
side by the plains. The horizon line falls above them, as the hill on which they stand
slopes down over their heads and the white golden brown color of the distant snowy, blue
hills is visible even further away. The man in the foreground facing the viewer rises only
slightly above the horizon line into the space of this blue sky. The feathers he holds
Akta Lakota Museum and Cultural Center,
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above his head form the highest point in the picture, nearly reaching the top of the picture
plane. The grass at the horse’s feet is just long enough to reach past its knees, and bends
in the wind.
The group’s unified gaze underscores the meaning of the ride as a solemn,
mourning process. Their interaction with the landscape around them, the connection to it
that the viewer feels even in the silence of the photograph, emphasizes the importance of
the path that they are retracing. They remain on their horses; clearly the journey is not
over. Yet they are stopping to recognize the magnitude of the place where they are at the
moment, and its importance to the longer narrative they are reenacting. Again, the cold,
open space of the plains and the sky is far from empty. Their contemplation and
meaningful rest as a community brings forward the cross-temporal exchange of their
reenactment as they seek to touch the time of their ancestors, Big Foot and his followers,
as they made the same journey 100 years before.
Kubota’s photographs also focus on the community’s use of the land. In
photographing the camping that takes place each evening as an equally important part of
the reenactment, Kubota emphasizes the social relations embedded in the space as a part
of the embodied history that the ride engages. The space exists as meaningful in its use as
a home, constructed as such by the actions Kubota pictures, as menial as they might
seem. After all, the struggle over the land had to do with conflicting ways of
understanding its true value. The ghost dance utopia was simply a world that pre-dated
the structures of colonialism, before the land had any meaning as a commodity. In
refusing to accept the money offered to them for the Black Hills by the Supreme Court,
the Lakota refuse to acknowledge the Black Hills as exchange value.
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One image shows a large tipi in the foreground on the left side of the frame with
the figure of a buffalo painted on it (see Figure 29). In the perspective of the photograph
the buffalo is about the same size as the horse that faces it on the right side of the frame
being tended to by one of the Lakota riders. A small camp has been set up in front of the
tipi where it appears a bowls of food are warming on the stove where steam is rising. In
the distance, there are a few trailers along with some cars parked, and another tipi blends
into the bare winter trees of the woods. The sky is white and overcast and while it is still
daylight it appears cold. It was not just the journey itself that was important but what it
stood for. What Big Foot was trying to achieve was safety for his people so that they
could continue their way of life. Kubota’s images of the Lakota Camp reinforce this
important distinction and its role in the embodied history presented in the retracing of Big
Foot’s last journey. The everyday rituals of their way of life form their survival, and
therefore another part of their resistance. Schneider says,
If the past is never over, or never completed, “remains” might be
understood not solely as object or document material, but also as the
immaterial labor of bodies engaged in and with that incomplete past:
bodies striking poses, making gestures, voicing calls, reading words,
singing songs, or standing witness. Such acts of labor over and with
the past might include a body sitting at a table in an archive, bent over
an “original” manuscript or peering at a screen, interacting with history
as material traces positioned as evidence. Or, such bodily labor might
be – though this a far more contested problematic – a twenty-firstcentury body interacting with traces of acts as history.357
Kubota’s photographs capture the labor of women in the camp tending to the horses and
preparing meals, as well as the labor of the journey. All aspects of this bodily labor form
a part of the resistance that acknowledges the incomplete past and the continuing colonial
present.
Rebecca Schneider, Performing Remains: Art and War in Times of Theatrical Reenactment (New
York: Routledge, 2011), 34.
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Kubota’s photograph that shows the line of riders emerging from the snowy plain,
creating their own horizon line separating white sky from white ground as they reenact
Big Foot’s last journey illustrates Schneider’s claim that “historical events, like wars, are
never discretely completed, but carry forth in embodied cycles of memory that do not
delimit the remembered to the past (Figure 30).”358 In their embodied form of history, the
Lakota do not just keep the memory of Wounded Knee alive through ritual, they also
point to the continuation of the same colonial struggle that persists on the Pine Ridge
Reservation. In forming the horizon line, the riders take over the picture in their unity.
The line of horses march perfectly in sync, and the ride itself becomes the subject of the
photograph. The unity, the directness, in the synchronicity of the line emphasizes the path
as much as the march. The line of riders fades into the snowy white distance, but never
seems to end. More than just commemorating Bigfoot and his followers, the centennial
ride served as the ceremony that never occurred at the time. One Lakota leader was
quoted explaining, “we are here to wipe away the tears, to mourn the dead, something
that should have been done 100 years ago.”359 As much as the ride was the reenactment
it was also part of the proper mourning process that was unable to be completed 100
years before. Here is the main difference between the Lakota reenactment and the war
reenactments discussed in the previous chapter. This is quite literally the same terrain.
In the high contrast of the 19th century photographs of the frozen ground at
Wounded Knee, the white sky blended into the white ground, making it appear as if the
dead were floating in a snowy sea. The faint gray outlines that barely hinted at
topography only resembled waves, and the snow that crept up around the arms and legs
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of the corpses looked like sea foam washing them away. In those photographs the Lakota
bodies were horizontal, and inhabited the shadowed parts of the ground, visible against
the stark white only because of the description of depth. In Kubota’s photograph, the Big
Foot ride becomes the current. The history of the Lakota people that fills the South
Dakota Plains is visible in the presence of their bodies, bodies that survived by resistance
despite the use of colonial power against them. It is their presence that marks the page
with contrast between the white sky and dark ground. Their unified presence splits the
snowy void in half, breaking through the snowy sea where their ancestors were trapped,
the black-and-white, binary space of the archive.

“The Indian Wars Are Not Over”
A small museum display on the present-day Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is
pictured in a contemporary photograph by Larry Towell (Figure 31). It is made from a
large piece of canvas hanging on a wall. A variety of images have been framed and
adhered to the canvas under a banner of capital letters that read “The Indian wars are not
over.” A rectangular framed black-and-white photograph shows Russell Means standing
in the courtroom filled with people. A circular wooden pendant hangs in the center. It
has been painted like a medallion, with an image from the photograph of Big Foot’s
frozen body in the center. On the right, a framed black-and-white photograph shows three
men holding rifles. Just above it, a small framed black-and-white photograph shows the
monument at the Wounded Knee gravesite. In the top right corner hangs a buffalo skull.
A hand reaches out from the left side of the image near the light source, illuminated on
one side. Along with this museum display, Dunbar-Ortiz explains that, “The United
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States as a socioeconomic and political entity is a result of this centuries-long and
ongoing colonial process. Modern Indigenous nations and communities are societies
formed by their resistance to colonialism, through which they have carried their practices
and histories. It is breathtaking, but no miracle, that they have survived as peoples.”360
The embodied Lakota history that this chapter has discussed as an alternative to an
archival logic constructed to support a colonialist origin story of United States history
continues along with the need to consistently reframe these entrenched origin stories as
ideological. The statement that, “the Indian wars are not over,” proclaims that the
resistance to the colonialist narrative lives on.
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Chapter 4 Images

(Figure 1) Asher Durand, Landscape, Progress (The Advance of Civilization), 1853
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(Figure 2) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 8.

(Figure 3) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 8.
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(Figure 4) C. H. Cressey and William F Kelley in mock combat, found in Eyewitness at
Wounded Knee, pg. 46
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(Figure 5) George W. Scott, Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 96.

(Figure 6) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 128
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(Figure 7) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 112

(Figure 8) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 103
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(Figure 9) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 84

(Figure 10) J.C.H. Grabill, found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 56
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(Figure 11) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 117.
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(Figure 12) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 130

(Figure 13) Found in Eyewitness at Wounded Knee, pg. 131
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(Figure 14) Associated Press, Indians with Weapons, 1973

(Figure 15) Associated Press, Native American with Gun at Wounded Knee, 1973
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(Figure 16) Denver Post, 1973

(Figure 17) Denver Post, 1973
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(Figure 18) Associated Press, Armored Personnel Carrier, 1973
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(Figure 19) Denver Post, 1973
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(Figure 20) Associated Press, 1973

(Figure 21) Associated Press, 1973
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(Figure 22) Associated Press, 1973

(Figure 23) Associated Press, 1973
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(Figure 24) Guy Le Querrec, Commemoration ceremony at the Wounded Knee Massacre
Site, December 29, 1990.

(Figure 25) Guy Le Querrec, 24 mile distance; from Red Owl Springs to the Wounded
Knee Massacre site, December 28, 1990.
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(Figure 26) Guy Le Querrec, 24 mile distance; from Red Owl Springs to the Wounded
Knee Massacre site, December 28, 1990.

(Figure 27) Guy Le Querrec, 14th day of the journey. A 24 mile ride from Red Owl
Springs to the Wounded Knee Massacre site, Pine Ridge reservation, December 28, 1990.
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(Figure 28) Hiroji Kubota, USA, Wounded Knee, South Dakota, 1990, December 1990.

(Figure 29) Hiroji Kubota, USA, Wounded Knee, South Dakota, 1990, December 1990
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(Figure 30) Hiroji Kubota, USA, Wounded Knee, South Dakota, 1990, December 1990

(Figure 31) Larry Towell, The Indian Wars Are Not Over, 2012
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Conclusion: Still Standing at Standing Rock
The resistance continues as thousands of people in North Dakota have become
“water protectors” putting their bodies between the land and the construction equipment
belonging to Energy Transfer Partners, the parent company of the proposed Dakota
Access Pipeline.361 Since April, when the occupation began at the Sacred Stone Camp,
the Standing Rock Sioux Nation has been joined by thousands of protestors from around
the country. Their goal is to protect their sacred land that is being bulldozed by Energy
Transfer Partners and an essential water source for the Standing Rock Nation, the
Missouri River. They have faced water cannons, tear gas, and pepper spray from the
National Guard in far below freezing weather, occupied the space in spite of multiple
life-threatening blizzards, and been attacked by police dogs. On November 21, 2016, the
violent police response to protesters led to the hospitalization of 17 people.362 According
to Kim Tallbear, a professor of Native Studies at the University of Alberta, “the
contemporary tactics used against indigenous people might look a little bit more complex
or savvy, but to me, I can read it all as part of a longstanding colonial project."363
Cody Looking Horse, a Haudenosaunee and Lakota young man from Alberta,
Canada has been participating in the Big Foot Ride since he was 11 years old. He left to
join the protestors at Standing Rock arriving on November 12, 2016. He describes how

Deirdre Fulton “'World Watching' as Tribal Members Put Bodies in Path of Dakota Pipeline,”
Common Dreams, September 1, 2016, http://www.commondreams.org/news/2016/09/01/worldwatching-tribal-members-put-bodies-path-dakota-pipeline
362 “A timeline of the Dakota Access oil pipeline,” The Washington Post, February 13, 2017,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-timeline-of-the-dakota-access-oilpipeline/2017/02/13/81abde2e-f22c-11e6-9fb12d8f3fc9c0ed_story.html?utm_term=.8b34fd51060a.
363 Leah Donnella, “The Standing Rock Resistance is Unprecedented (It’s Also Centuries Old),” NPR,
November 22, 2016, http://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2016/11/22/502068751/thestanding-rock-resistance-is-unprecedented-it-s-also-centuries-old
361
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his familial connection to the history of Wounded Knee motivates his continued action as
a water protector. “They were in ceremony when the Cavalry gathered over 300 mostly
unarmed women and children and massacred them. They lay frozen in the snow because
a blizzard came through, their bodies on display wherever they were killed for three days.
The image of my great-great grandfather in the snow haunts me.”364 He goes on to
explain the impact when 2000 veterans came to join their movement.
It’s like Wounded Knee all over again, we didn’t know what the army,
national guard would do with Morton County police - a militia that are
working for and supporting big oil instead of real Americans… the
veterans asked for our elders to forgive them for the horrific acts of the
US soldiers on the Sioux nation, the veterans said at one of the
gatherings “we are sorry we murdered your people for your land, tried
to colonize your culture, stole your minerals from your sacred lands’
etc.”365
Colonial social relations between the US government and the Lakota are still redefining
the holy and ancestral spaces of the Lakota as sites of violence and profit. A photograph
taken by Rob Wilson in November 2016 depicts the militarized police, dressed in
camouflage, wearing gas masks, holding large rifles with fortified vehicles behind them.
(Figure 1) A man holding up a large feather, another one piercing the knot of his ponytail,
confronts them. Positioned from behind, the viewer sees the military police from the
perspective of the man, as well as the person whose hand—cut off by the frame—gently
squeezes his shoulder in solidarity and support. To say the “Indian Wars are Not Over”
is not a general claim referencing continued struggles against federal powers; rather, it is
a statement about the persistence of the specific social relations between the colonizer

Cody Looking Horse, “My Journey at Standing Rock,” Indian Country News, January 1, 2017,
https://www.indiancountrynews.com/index.php/news/education-life/14351-my-journey-atstanding-rock-by-cody-looking-horse.
365 Cody Looking Horse, “My Journey at Standing Rock.”
364
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and colonized. It is an acknowledgement that the settler-colonialist policies on which this
country was founded—breaking treaties, stealing resources, and appropriating land due to
a U.S. government intolerance for the ancient and sacred values of the Lakota that
contradict capitalist obsession with property ownership—are still being applied at this
moment.
The sacred land of the Lakota is considered by the government and ETP
supporters to be a deviant heterotopia. To threaten the white American citizens of the
town of Bismarck—where the pipeline was originally proposed to run—was a corruption
of land that proved unacceptable because it was racialized space, white space. The space
of the reservations is somehow considered different, or deviant, and separate from the
white space where respect and concern about corrupting natural resources matters. The
example of Standing Rock connects social theories of space and time directly. The same
settler-colonialism that made the founding of America possible continues to form social
relations that shape the land of reservations as a battleground with the militarized police
pitted against peaceful protestors. In this sense, until sacred and sovereign land is
respected as such by the federal government, the Indian Wars will not be over. Nor will
be the resistance, as one of Larry Towell’s photographs from the Standing Rock Camp
makes clear. A small, upside-down American flag protrudes from a wooden stump in
front of which a spray-painted sign simply and powerfully states, “NO.” (Figure 2)
Barbara Fields’ example of hands in prayer becoming an icon once removed
from social relations that historically constructed the action is helpful in understanding
the vast differences between the persistence of colonial social relations across centuries
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and the reenactment of war. In Confederates in the Attic, Horwitz uses the example of a
photograph to elucidate this difference.
There was one photograph in particular Rob wanted to revisit…The
photograph had inspired Rob and his fellow Southern Guardsmen to
concoct a peculiar fantasy. They wanted to stage precisely the same
scene, with hardcores filling the role of each Confederate pictured,
right down to their equipment, expression and stance. Then, they’d
position an old camera in a window and take the exact picture all
over again. ‘That’s about as close as you could ever get to Being
There,” Rob said.366
The “peculiar fantasy” is based on the notion that by recreating a document, the civil war
reenactors can transcend time. It is the document, the photographic archival material that
holds the power of time travel for them. They want to see themselves in the past. But
their mimeticism is nothing more than an icon and a symbol that relies on the authority of
material artifacts—their uniforms and equipment. As much as they might try, they
cannot create a space in the 21st century with the social relations of the past. There is
always the reinterpretation of the image on contemporary ideological terrain. Their
photographic tie between past and present will always reveal difference, not sameness,
not “being there.” In their glorification of these soldiers, the reenactors press their own
version of the war on to the past. This version does not even mention slavery. This says
more about the history that is still present, but it is an American history, not German.
Nor does it take into account that the soldiers they fetishize in that photograph may have
been different from them. Given the chance, the men in the photograph may not have
chosen to be starved and frozen. They may not have been fighting for the glorified
ideologies the reenactors cling to and transfer into modern white supremacy, but rather
because they were poor and forced to fight for the plantation owners’ right to get rich off
Tony Horwitz, Confederates in the Attic: dispatches from the unfinished Civil War (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1998), 228.
366
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the commodification of black bodies. This is how archival logic works. History is written
and rewritten through the eyes of those in the present.
As such, examining the motivations behind Nazi reenactors who glorify fascism,
genocide, and death to all people that do not meet their standards is unfortunately
relevant once again. White supremacy is being enacted openly in public space and in the
White House, as bigotry, harassment and violence against all people of color, Muslims,
immigrants, the LGBTQ community, the disability community, and all non-genderconforming individuals is more visible now than it has been in a number of decades. The
reappearance of swastikas, racial slurs, and messages of hate in the form of vandalism are
accompanied by a severe rise in hate crimes. American citizens are celebrating and
recreating the tactics of fear mongering used by the Nazis as they are carried out against
different scapegoats, namely, immigrants, people of color, and Muslims. It is disturbing
to see fascist tendencies so clearly on American soil, and especially hard to face the fact
that these exact violent actions to control a population based on their religion (despite the
freedom of religion granted to all Americans in the constitution) we have seen depicted
for decades in the form of scholarship, books, films, and the personal, oral histories of
survivors, are happening again, not in the deep depression of inter-war Germany, but in
our backyards, to our neighbors and friends. Looking into the lives and practices of
American Nazis, their ideological justifications, reinterpretations of history, and outright
lies, is even more crucial now.
This example of the “peculiar fantasy” also shows how Schneider’s account of
“sticky-time” when applied to photographs, her notion of when “times touch,” needs to
be understood in conjunction with Fields’ explanation of ideological terrain. As I showed
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in Chapter 2, segregation and racialized space is constantly reinvented in the city of
Chicago. This is an especially important history to remember in a time when the
President threatens to send in federal intervention—not in the form of aid for afterschool
problems or preventing gun trafficking—but in the form of militarized policing of what
he sees as the criminal element. It is another reinvention of the conflation of criminality,
poverty and race on 21st century terrain. His constant use of the term “inner cities” as
coded language for poor black neighborhoods reveals his view of segregated spaces as
deviant heterotopias. The final high-rise housing projects in Chicago have been destroyed
and the land sold to developers, as the Black Lives Matter organization struggles to make
the nation see the oppressive and deadly institutionalized racism that has existed for
centuries and still persists. Like the city’s use of urban planning to continue segregation,
this threat of military intervention is about policing bodies.
The censorship Mikhailov faced throughout his carrier resonates strongly as the
President blatantly, and unconstitutionally, attempts to eliminate the United States free
press. The role that totalitarianism played in censorship and the shaping of the urban
environment in both Soviet and post-Soviet Russia is a topic that desperately needs to be
addressed as the USA faces the likelihood of Russian intervention in American
Democracy. The Trump administration’s invention of the term “alternative facts” along
with his refusal to acknowledge Russian intervention in the 2016 election is frighteningly
easy to compare to the Soviet Union’s notion of the only reality as the Party’s position.
Journalists who attempt to depict a different reality than Trump’s (mostly invented and
delusional) reality are already being thrown out of the White House pressroom. Sections
of this study argue that the press is no more able than photographs to provide an unbiased
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version of truth; however, when looking back at two historical examples where truth
became the party position, it is dangerous not to recognize that there is never one true
reality. In banishing the press from the White House, with the exception of the
president’s favored right-wing news outlets, he is already attempting to make not just the
Republican Party’s position, but his own personal reality the one legitimate reality. The
lessons learned from Mikhailov’s dissident art are now as important as ever.
The historiography represented by these diverse photographs is bodily. As
opposed to the photograph as the site of contention over a positivist notion of “truth,”
these photographs show alternative histories of bodies in space and across time. It is
Mikhailov showing how economic systems act upon bodies, Chicago photographers
revealing how the power of the state can be used to mark bodies as deviant while
constricting their movement, access, and civil rights, Kranitz’s performance of memory
in the body as a reinterpretation of history that questions the archive, and the Lakota
people, across centuries, continuing at this moment to resist the colonization of their
bodies and the commodification of their land. Photographs may always be a kind of
deviant heterotopia, a place where all bodies and objects deviate from the viewer who
exists in the present moment. Yet they also exist in the present in commodity form.
They are both a space and a time of their own and of their viewers. They are heteroglot
and heterotopian. They are a present history.
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Conclusion Images

(Figure 1) Rob Wilson, http://bsnorrell.blogspot.com/2016/11/red-owl-legalstanding-rock-cars.html, 2016.

(Figure 2) Larry Towell, Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, North Dakota,
USA, September, 2016.
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